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Welcome to the club. A trader’s best friend is their trading platform, and you’ve now got a new best friend, so you’re going to want to know how to tame thinkorswim®, the incredible advanced trading platform from TD Ameritrade. It’s powerful. It’s fast. It’s fun. ( Seriously, it really is.) But we understand that to the new eye, it might strangely resemble the cockpit of an airplane, possibly rendering you confused at times and asking the question, “Huh?”

So we came up with a cool idea for the user manual of all user manuals, which you hold in your hand. How to thinkorswim isn’t just a definitive how-to-push-the-buttons guide; it’s your user companion.

Going forward, think of this manual as your life coach for all things thinkorswim. Hopefully, it will make your trading life easier before, during, and after your learning curve. If nothing else, when you get stuck or frustrated, it will prevent the paroxysm of rage and ritualistic pillow-screaming that would surely ensue without it.

But before we get into the button-pushing, let’s start with a little education on the difference between trading and investing. You see, trading is a form of investing, but investing isn’t trading. Both demand skill, knowledge, and discipline. But investors generally use long-term strategies that seek to profit if markets move higher, and they feel the pressure when the markets tank.

On the other hand, trading can involve short-term assumptions that the market will go up, down, or sideways. Trades can even be made based on how fast or slow the market might move—i.e., momentum.

Whether it’s a weekly income-seeking trade or actively hedging a portfolio of stocks, traders try to move with the market.

And although there’s no “right” way to trade, there certainly are plenty of wrong ways. That’s why we’ll pull back the curtain and reveal a functional approach to trading that was built on the backs of professional traders—smart people who helped develop the thinkorswim platform.

A word of caution: Being able to trade the market from any angle might make you feel like you’ve got some kind of superpower. If you’re just starting out, try not to get ahead of yourself in the beginning. No superhero ever leapt a tall building in a single bound without practicing first.

It’s far safer (and cheaper) to hone your craft without putting your hard-earned cash on the line.

So, before you put skin in the game, you may want to practice with paperMoney®—the “paper trading” version of the platform. paperMoney is a trading simulator that looks and feels just like thinkorswim (without a few minor bells and whistles you won’t likely miss for now).

Besides the thinkorswim platform, a few other things you’ll need to bring along are:

- This manual
- A computer and/or digital device to run your trading platform
- A sense of humor

So with all that said, let’s go swimming.
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Learn to Navigate thinkorswim®

If you want to learn how to swim, you need to get wet. Same can be said for understanding thinkorswim. Don’t be afraid to ease in—or even cannonball in—and make a splash, push buttons, and try your hand with paperMoney. Come on in—the water’s pretty fine.
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Quick Start Guide

User companions like this one are great if you want to know what’s under the hood of thinkorswim. But if you want to just dive right in and trade in the live environment, here’s how to fire up the software and buy (or sell) stocks and options in just a few quick steps.
**Step 1**

**Download & Install**

It’s time to open up the box, work through all the foam peanuts, and take out the thinkorswim® trading platform. That is, download the thinkorswim software and get ready to rumble.

1—Go to www.thinkorswim.com and click on the Trading tab.
2—Scroll down and click Download thinkorswim. Note: If you do not have a TD Ameritrade account, you can only test-drive the platform for 60 days using paperMoney®. You can register on this page if you need to open an account.
3—Enter your user ID and password and click Verify.
4—Once your account is verified, click Download.
5—Choose your weapon. Complete download instructions are there for each type of software installation. Have questions? Call the technical support folks at 800-672-2098.

**Step 2**

**Log in to Your Account**

Now you’re ready to join the party. To get to the log-in screen, double-click the desktop icon (or find it in your computer’s applications folder). At the log-in screen:

1—Enter your username and password.
2—Choose Live Trading.
3—Click Log in.

Can’t read what’s on your screen? Then change the font size or background color of the software by clicking Configure and adjust until your eyes say, “Thank you.”

**Step 3**

**Place a Trade**

Here are the basics for buying stocks and options. We’ll cover more advanced trading orders in chapter 3.

**Buying a Stock**

Buying a stock in thinkorswim just takes three steps from the Trade page.

1—**Enter the order.** Type the symbol in the upper left box and press enter on your keyboard. Click on the ask price of the stock you want to buy. That will open up the Order Entry Tools screen, with the information on the trade already populated.

2—**Adjust the order.** Here you can adjust the number of shares of stock, as well as the price you’re willing to pay, among other things.
3—Send the order. When you’re set, click Confirm and Send. This brings up your “order ticket,” giving you one last chance to answer the question: Are you doubly sure? From here, you have three options:

a. Click Send if you’re happy.

b. Click Edit if you want to change the order.

c. Click Delete if you have cold feet and want to cancel the order.

Once your order is filled, you’ll hear a little “ding” that seems to come out of nowhere, and a confirmation box in the upper left-hand corner of your screen will pop up to let you know how many shares were filled and for how much.

Buying an Option

Without the rest of the kitchen sink, here’s how to place an options trade in just four steps.

1—Enter the stock symbol. Go to the Trade page. In the upper left, fill in the box with the stock symbol and press enter on your keyboard. With the available calls and puts now in front of you, choose the expiration you want.
2—**Pick the option.** Next, choose which option you want to buy and click the *ask price* to populate an order ticket. (Alternatively, you can right-click the ask for a menu of all the strategies available on thinkorswim.)

3—**Adjust the order.** You’ll see your options order at the bottom of the Order Entry section, below the option chain. From here, you can change the quantity of contracts, the strike, expiration, and so on.

4—**Place the order.** When you’re happy with the order, click **Confirm and Send**.

5—The Order Confirmation Dialog box will give you one last chance to check the details. If all’s good, then hit **Send** and wait for a message to pop up confirming when your order has been filled.

If your trade is a thing of beauty, but you’re not quite ready to send it, you can save your trade and enter it later. After clicking **Confirm and Send**, you’ll see the **Save** button right next to the Send button.

Once you’ve saved the order, you’ll find it on the Order Entry Tools subpage tab at the bottom of the Trade page. To send your saved order, simply right-click anywhere on the order and select **Confirm and Send**.
The thinkorswim® platform is divided into two parts: one with all the important info, and the other where all the magic happens. If you need to stop and ask for directions at any point, you can always cry for help.
If you haven’t traded on a professional-grade platform before, thinkorswim may seem overwhelming at first. But it’s actually fairly easy to navigate. In a nutshell, the thinkorswim platform is divided into two parts—the left sidebar and the main window, which contains eight pages, each with its own subpages.

Again, the main window contains all the “pages” of functionality. We’ll cover each of these in depth later, but here’s a quick rundown of those pages, the icons you’ll find there, and why they exist.

**Monitor.** Where your positions live and what they’re doing. How much capital you have left to trade with, and—whether it hurts or not—your profit and loss (P/L).

**Trade.** Real-time, streaming data on any stock/option/future/forex instrument you can trade on the platform. Place your buy and sell orders here, as well.

**Analyze.** Answer your “What if...?” questions here. Look at hypothetical P/L graphs of trades you’re thinking about taking or wish you hadn’t (to dwell on what might’ve been).

**Scan.** Your due diligence has to start somewhere. What stock will you trade and why? Scour the markets here for fresh ideas.

**MarketWatch.** Set price alerts on stocks you’re watching, see which ones are movin’ and shakin’, or plan your next trade around the calendar of important events.

**Charts.** If you can dream it, you can probably chart it. Real-time, streaming charts with more than 400 indicators. It’s candy for chart nerds. And if that’s not enough, create your own using thinkScript®.

**Tools.** Social trading with other options geeks, watching CNBC, or just keeping a personal trading journal of your thoughts and desires. What else do you need?

**Education.** Because knowledge is one of your most valuable assets, we’ve made it accessible in the thinkorswim platform.

**Help.** When you can’t find the answer in How to thinkorswim, try looking here. There are phone numbers to call humans or video tutorials to avoid them. Your choice.
Custom Setup

Some traders like their eggs scrambled; others like them fried. And they like their trading platform to look and feel a certain way, as well. Some functions that may not be important to you are critical for others. You can customize your platform until it's just the right temperature. That includes the ability to change the language of the thinkorswim platform from English to Simplified or Traditional Chinese. This allows our growing body of Chinese-speaking users, both domestically and abroad, to interact with the platform in a more seamless manner. Just select Language within the Application Settings menu and choose your language.

1—Click Setup at the top right of any page in thinkorswim to open the menu.

2—Customize everything from the default data for your positions to how you’d like to receive notifications from us.

Support/Chat

Have a platform question? Click on Support/Chat in the upper right of the main window and you’ll see a new pane pop up with tabs for Live Support, Chat Rooms, Audio Settings, and Seminars.

If you’re socially awkward and don’t want to talk to customer service (despite how awesome they are), you can always “chat” one-on-one online with a real human being through Live Support instant messaging without uttering a single word aloud. Just type in your questions and start chatting.
1—Click **Live Support** to be connected immediately to a representative.

2—Click **Create Support Request**.

3—Choose the topic that suits you and type a subject.

4—Start typing your question or telling your life story.

5—Click **Create Request**.

A real person from the appropriate department will respond very shortly. And because it’s a chat, you can share your trading screen with client services so they can see exactly what you’re looking at. Not only that, but they’ll stick with you until you get your answer.

---

**Left Sidebar**

It’s a good thing tools aren’t judged by their names, because there’s really just nothing sexy about “left sidebar.” But since it’s the gateway to everything thinkorswim®, you just might forgive the obvious name. With the left sidebar, you can shortcut the rest of the platform or access all of its functionality—view your account balances and buying power, Trade Flash, custom watchlists, CNBC streaming live, and yes, even video games.
If you log in to thinkorswim and find yourself asking, “How are my positions doing today?” “How much did I make on FAHN this year?” or just, “Where the heck’s my money?” Never fear—it all lives in the Monitor page. It’s kind of like home base.

We’ll split the Monitor page into the following subpages: Activity and Positions and Account Statement.

Activity and Positions
Watching your account balance move in real time is as fun (or cruel) as watching the markets move in real time. If you’re one of those traders who wants to watch their account balance and position P/L rise and fall with every tick of the market, this is where you’ll want to look.

Today’s Trade Activity tells you what you’ve done as well as what you’ve tried to do today. It includes:

**Working Orders.** This keeps a detailed account of your open orders. In other words, you’ve placed these orders, but they haven’t been filled yet.

**Filled Orders.** Once your order has been executed (filled), it moves to the Filled Orders tab.

**Cancelled Orders.** If your order doesn’t get filled by the end of the trading day, it gets moved here. Unless, of course, it’s a Good ‘Til Canceled (GTC) order—in which case, it stays in Working Orders until you manually cancel it (or a corporate action kills it first).

Account Info
A notable feature of the left sidebar is the bird’s-eye view of what your money is doing in real time. Account Info is pretty self-explanatory, but here you can check your available cash and options buying power, and if you’ve opened a futures or forex account, you’ll see those available balances, as well.

Want to shelter your balances from prying eyes? Click on the little white arrow under Option Buying Power or Net Liq & Day Trades and you’ll see a switch for Privacy. Turn it on and your balances change to ********. There are even enough asterisks to cover a seven-figure account.

Monitor Page
If you log in to thinkorswim and find yourself asking, “How are my positions doing today?” “How much did I make on FAHN this year?” or just, “Where the heck’s my money?” Never fear—it all lives in the Monitor page. It’s kind of like home base.

We’ll split the Monitor page into the following subpages: Activity and Positions and Account Statement.
Account Statement is a detailed snapshot of what your positions are up to, grouped in alphabetical order by default. However, you can change that default at any time.

You can organize the view of your positions in groups by type, capitalization, industry, and account, simply by clicking the drop-down menu next to Group in the upper left of the Position Statement.

### Column

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>What It Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>The number of options or shares in your position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>The number of remaining days to expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>The midpoint between the bid and ask for options; uses the bid or ask for equities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Chng</td>
<td>The change in the “mark”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta, Gamma, Theta, Vega</td>
<td>The options greeks of your position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/L Open</td>
<td>How much a particular option’s value has changed since the day it became part of your position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/L Day</td>
<td>How much a particular options position value has changed today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP Effect</td>
<td>How much your combined position in a particular underlying reduces your buying power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For illustrative purposes only

### Cool Info

**Tip**

If organizing by industry, items that can’t be categorized—such as SPX or other broad-based indices—will fall under “Non-classifiable Establishments.”
To get details on your position, click the little blue arrow to the left of the underlying equity symbol in the list.

You’ll now see all of the position specifics for each entity that you trade, including a full breakdown of the options legs in your position. Here you can track all the default vitals for each leg listed. Don’t like the default data in the columns? No problem. Create your own view:

1—In the **Position Statement**, far right, click the gear icon to launch the customize feature.

2—Add the data you want from the left menu of choices. Remove the data you don’t want from the right menu.

3—Click **OK** to see your bold new look.
All of your positions are subtotaled, totaled, and presented to you for review. And of course, while the market’s open, all values are updated live, so you instantly know how your positions are doing and whether you really can buy baby a new pair of shoes.

Finally, at the bottom of the Activity and Positions tab, you’ll see your money—how much cash you have, available dollars to trade with, and your overall profit and loss year-to-date (P/L YTD).

Forex traders: If you opened a forex trading account, as well, those numbers will appear below your Account Status. If your account is in good standing, you’ll see the words OK TO TRADE in green letters. If you don’t see OK TO TRADE, you’ve either upset the trading gods or:

1—You’re probably not allowed to trade.
2—Your initial funding hasn’t cleared yet.
3—You forgot to put money in your account.

By the way, when looking at Commissions YTD in the bottom right corner of the screen, no matter what time period you’ve selected for the current year, the year-to-date number will always be current year-to-date.
We know knowledge is one of your valuable assets. So enjoy a wide range of investing resources from third parties and other industry specialists, like timely articles, instructional videos, an immersive curriculum, streaming video, and engaging in-person events. In addition to accessing these resources in the Education tab on the thinkorswim® platform, you can also find them on our thinkorswim® Mobile app and the TD Ameritrade website.
The Help page is the last (but certainly not the least!) of the eight tabs on the main window. If you have a question that’s not answered in How to thinkorswim, fear not—click the Help page to access support for thinkorswim.

Under Contact Us at the top, you’ll find the phone number for our support desk (800-672-2098) and email addresses to contact our client support teams.

You can talk to a human, or, for loads of fun, click Launch Learning Center (it opens in your Web browser), where you’ll find an ample supply of video tutorials that will walk you through pretty much every nook and cranny of the thinkorswim platform. You can also read thinkMoney® magazine and download as many copies of How to thinkorswim as you like. (Every child should have a copy.)

Navigate farther down the page and you’ll find a bevy of interesting links, including to live audio. Watch, listen, and learn, baby!

Now that you’ve gotten an overview of the main sections of the platform, including the main window and the left sidebar, and you know where to go to get help, it’s on to chapter 3, where we’ll take a look at generating trading ideas.
Before you make a trade, you first need to find something worth trading. Throwing darts at the stock page of your favorite newspaper is one idea. Here are some other approaches using thinkorswim.
In the main window, click the MarketWatch tab and then the Calendar tab to see what's in store for the coming week as far as dividends, earnings, conference calls, splits, or other events.

To set up and view the events calendar:

1—Enter a symbol to filter.
2—Click the gear icon to select a watchlist filter.
3—Choose the event types you want to view.
4—Click the event or the day of the event for details.

The details will appear in a populated list of events at the bottom of the screen that looks like this:
Chat Rooms

Want to chat online with other traders? Interact with market gurus? Stop by one of the Chat Rooms.

Click Support/Chat at the top right of the platform and a window with five tabs will pop up. Click the Chat Rooms tab.

You’ll find that we have all sorts of chat rooms. Active traders often gravitate to Shadow Trader, while coding geeks hang out in thinkScript® Lounge. Feel free to join any of them or just watch the conversation like a creepy voyeur.
By the way, be sure to check out Global News, which is a third-party breaking news room where only news events and facts are announced. No chatter, just info.

Want to join the conversation? Just start typing your thoughts/questions/comments/whatever in the box at the lower left and click Send. But please, keep it clean—TD Ameritrade is watching!

And if you want to hear or see what’s going on in any of the rooms, check the Listen box for audio only or the Watch button for streaming video if it’s available.

To hear gurus discuss the market, give out platform tips, or just talk shop:

1—Click Seminars.

2—Click Watch to view or listen to the broadcasts. As you can see, we archive, so take a look back for anything you may have missed.
Located under the Tools tab, myTrade is an online community for traders to share ideas. myTrade allows you to share real trades and even copy the trades of others you follow inside your thinkorswim® platform. It’s also a great place to see how other traders are playing stocks you like. And to boot, you can filter by ticker symbol to home in even further. Here’s how to take another individual trader’s cool trading idea and make it your own.

Copying a Trade

Click the ThinkShare tab in the myTrade window to see real trades other myTrade users are sharing. If you see one you like, and it fits your strategy, you can copy it into your thinkorswim platform to analyze or place it. Here’s how:

1—Click the Copy icon just to the right of the trade.

2—Click the Paste icon at the top right of the screen. The trade will pop up in the trade entry panel on the Trade page, at which point you can adjust, analyze, or confirm and send it just like any other trade.

Sharing Your Idea

To share a trade with others, just place your trade as usual on the thinkorswim platform, and on the order confirmation screen, check the box Share on myTrade. That’s it.

As long as you have a complete myTrade profile, your trade will show up in the ThinkShare feed. (To complete your profile page, just click on the My page tab and go to Settings—it’s easy.) In addition, your trades will also go onto your custom myTrade page (at www.mytrade.com/yournamehere).

The Trade Feeds feature (top left of window) in myTrade lets you organize your myTrade information. Once you’ve picked your favorites, entered orders, or followed someone else’s orders, these items automatically populate in the fields on Trade Feeds.

1myTrade is a service provided by myTrade, Inc., a separate but affiliated third-party firm. TD Ameritrade is not responsible for the services of myTrade or content shared through the service.
Here are a few highlights.

**Gadgets: Live News**
Live News gives you live streaming headlines from Dow Jones News. And that’s not all; we augment the Dow feed with other third-party feeds like MidnightTrader and Benzinga, which also offer after-hours coverage.

If there’s an important news story in business, around the globe, or on Mars, it’s probably going to show up on the Live News tape. To get the full story, click on the title.
**Gadgets:** Use the News

Not only can you read the news, but you can trade from it, too—right from this little widget. Clicking on a category such as *Pre-Market Movers* brings up a watchlist that you can trade from, just like any other watchlist. You can filter stories into various categories to fit your needs.

1—Click the little tag icon at the top right of the Gadget. This opens the Categories menu.

2—Choose as many of the presorted lists of categories from the Categories menu as your heart desires.

3—The list categories will now appear in the widget. Simply select one of those lists and a new watchlist appears that you can treat like any other watchlist. You can view, analyze, trade, or just let it sit and look pretty.

**Gadgets:** Trade Flash

If you want real-time market news as it rolls off the wires, Trade Flash (left) continually updates with pertinent trading news from across the board. You’ll see large options trades and the price, along with whether the trade executed on the bid or the ask. You can even click on the underlying to bring up the stock or index in the Trade page in the main window. Trade Flash also highlights trading halts, large-delta trades, stocks/indices nearing key support or resistance levels, and chatter from traders themselves. It’s all the neighborhood gossip in one place.
Gadgets: Trader TV
As the name implies, with Trader TV, you can keep one eye on your trading screens, another on live market news, and gulp your coffee—simultaneously. Not only can you view three different versions of live CNBC business news, but you also get CNBC’s Futures Now, a unique way to learn trading strategies and research futures trading concepts.

Best of all, you can tune in to TD Ameritrade Network every weekday (excluding market holidays) for real-time trading ideas, insights, and market trends. This live programming doesn’t just bring you the market news, but also interprets it. You can view it on our thinkorswim® Mobile platform on Trader TV or by visiting tdameritradenetwork.com

Scan Page

Good trading ideas typically come from someone or something filtering through the riffraff. And since there are tens of thousands of possibilities, the market scanning tools on the Scan page can help you sift through the vast universe of stock, options, futures, and forex markets to bring you some optimal choices based on your own criteria, preset criteria, or what the crowd is trading. Here’s how to get started.

Ideas for Finding Your Next Trade
Often, too many indicators can lead to indecision and antacids. But there’s another approach to finding a potential trade and plotting a chart using just a few indicators.

For illustrative purposes only.
Step 1
Scan the Universe

First, let’s check out Stock Hacker in the Scan page. Here you can scan the world of stocks (or your own lists of stocks) with your own criteria, your filters, and all the price data your heart desires. For example:

1—Choose the subset of stocks you would like to scan from the drop-down next to the words Scan in. There, you can see predefined categories as well as all your personal watchlists and GICS classified industry lists. Choose All Optionable if you only want to see stocks with listed options.

2—Change the default stock filter parameters, or Add filter for stock below the Scan in drop-down to add a stock filter to the existing set of criteria. Choose Last and enter a minimum and maximum price of the stock.

3—Now click the Add study filter button. Use the drop-down to select the Price Performance group and choose Price Direction. The default inputs for this filter are CLOSE and Increased, which we’ll keep. But you might want to increase the number of bars of data to more than three.

4—Want fundamentals? Just use the fundamental filter and choose from a variety of items like dividend payout, net profit margin, or even earnings per share.

5—Sort for the most heavily traded by choosing the Sorted by drop-down to the left of the Scan button. Select the Basic Price & Quote menu and choose Volume. In the next menu, choose Descending.

6—Click Scan.

The results will appear at the bottom of the screen like orderly soldiers. If you’re not happy with them, you can always edit the filters.
Okay, maybe not the galactic universe, but you can analyze historical stock prices and trends by charting them in the Charts tab. Just right-click on any symbol in the scan results and choose TOS Charts.

If you’re not familiar with charting stocks, skip to chapter 5. If you understand the basics of reading a chart, then ask yourself three starter questions:
1—What’s the trend?
2—How strong is the trend?
3—Where do I get in?

To help with these questions, we’ll add three studies: simple moving average, volume, and the Relative Strength Index, and make a couple of minor adjustments to the parameters. Once you’ve got TOS Charts set up, you can answer the three questions. (Please note that the following is for illustrative purposes only and not a recommendation.)

1—Is the stock clearly trading above the simple moving average (blue line in chart), or has it recently crossed above the line?
2—Does the indicator line in RSIWilder cross from below the 30 line to above it recently?
3—Is the volume increasing or higher than normal (bars are higher than prior bars, indicating more traders committing to the trade)?

There’s never a guarantee that a trend will continue, but if you’ve answered “yes” to all three of these questions, then there’s a good chance you may have filtered for a stock or two smack dab in the heart of a bullish run.
Saving Scan Criteria

If you want to save your scan parameters for future access without plugging them in again, click the Save Scan Query button at the top. The query is now dynamic and refreshes every three to five minutes. You can easily access it later by clicking on the Load Scan Query box at the top of the page, then choosing Personal.

Preset Scans

You can also load (and modify) some preset scans. How about the top 10 gainers on the NASDAQ or a list of new highs or lows? Click on the Load Scan Query box and select from the Public or Top 10 choices. Or perhaps you have a scan idea of your own and are comfortable writing (or cutting and pasting) code. You can do that, too.

If you want to customize these presets even further—say, to see only stocks that are trading higher than $20, for example—you can add criteria yourself:

1—Click the little gear icon in the top right of the Search Results.
2—In the Customize search results window that pops up, select from the criteria in the Available Items, then click OK.
How to Trade Stocks (& Other Important Stuff)

OK, you may have the itch to start trading. But before you dive in, let’s spend a little time learning what makes the stock market bounce.

Chapter 04
36/Trading Stocks
You have to start somewhere. And for most, it’s stocks.

Chapter 05
56/Charting
Stocks move. Sometimes a lot. So if you’re trading short-term movements, it’s worth your time to learn to read a chart.

Chapter 06
78/Trade Management
Sometimes you need a helping hand when making decisions or watching the markets. These are the tools that rock that purpose.
We get it. You want to start trading. But do you know enough about what makes stocks tick and how to trade them?
What the heck’s a stock, anyway? When companies are “public,” they sell shares of stock. When you own even a single share of a company’s stock, you have a claim on the company’s profitability, income, and assets. The more shares you buy, the bigger the piece of the company you own. And whether you own just one share or a million shares, the return on your investment (ROI) is going to be the same in terms of percentages. So, transaction costs aside, if the stock goes up (or down) 10%, your ROI is also generally up (or down) 10%.

There are two primary ways you can earn money by investing in stocks:

**Appreciation.** This means a stock you own goes up in value. In this case, when you buy stock, you’re speculating on the direction the stock will take. (Note: You can also potentially profit from a stock that goes down in price through a process called “shorting.”)

**Dividend income.** Dividends are regularly scheduled payments (typically once per quarter) that some companies make to shareholders. A dividend is a way for a publicly held company to give a portion of its earnings to shareholders as a kind of incentive for investing.

Is It All Magic and Spells?
Not at all. Suppose Red Flag Cycling makes bikes. Really good bikes. The bikes are so good, in fact, that the company wants to expand so it can sell more bikes to riders around the world. But to do this, the company needs to raise money (or “capital”). There are a number of ways a company can raise capital. Two primary methods are:

**Getting a loan.** Companies can borrow operating capital, which can mean taking on significant debt.

**Issuing stock.** By “going public” and issuing stock shares, a company can raise money without going into debt. It sells ownership shares and a claim on profitability, income, and assets to its investors.

So, Red Flag Cycling opts for going public, but what does this have to do with you, the trader?

Let’s suppose Mary is looking for a return on her investing capital and is intrigued by trading. She might look to the stock market for opportunities if she is willing to accept the higher risk of losing her investment for the potential of higher gains. In her research, she decides she likes the outlook for Red Flag Cycling and the momentum its stock is having lately. One way to make this trade is for Mary to buy shares of stock through an online broker using an electronic trading platform like the TD Ameritrade platform, thinkorswim® (see image, next page).
Through her trading platform, Mary can place orders to buy and sell securities—that is, stocks, options, or other financial assets—listed on various exchanges, such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations). These exchanges are the global marketplaces where stocks and other financial instruments are traded daily. The market is open for business from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. ET, Monday through Friday, all year long (except on holidays).

Ready to Trade 24/5?

In 2018, TD Ameritrade became the first retail brokerage to offer extended-hours overnight trading. Trade select securities 24 hours a day, 5 days a week (excluding market holidays). Eligible symbols can be found on our website or in the thinkorswim platform by selecting: Watchlist > Public > (%-F) > 24 Hour Trading.

Extended-hours trading is subject to unique rules and risks, including lower liquidity and higher volatility. Extended-hours trading not available on market holidays.

How Many Piggy Banks Will You Need?

Every publicly traded stock listed on a trading exchange will show a “quote,” meaning the price you’ll pay to buy or sell the stock (the “ask” and the “bid” prices, respectively). In addition to the price of the stock, you’ll also have to pay commissions and fees for the transaction. So, if Mary comes across Red Flag Cycling at $25 a share and thinks it’s a good opportunity, she places an order to buy shares (in which case, she wants to be “long” on the stock). Once her order is filled, the money is taken from her account, and what’s left can be used to buy other securities.

Why Do Stocks Move at All?

In a word, supply and demand. More demand and less supply make prices go up. Less demand and more supply makes prices go down. And what drives those changes? Mostly real corporate earnings, as well as what the market expects of a company’s future earnings. If investors anticipate, say, that a company will soon grow earnings at a faster pace, the stock price often goes up in anticipation—whether actual earnings reports are higher or not. It’s a bit of a mind thing.
Another reason stock prices change has to do with investors “playing the field.” Investors are fickle and have lots of choices. They often move their money around between competing financial instruments such as bonds, commodities, and foreign currencies. So if these other instruments become more tempting, investors may flee stocks, and those stock prices may fall. Or, they may simply move between different stock sector groups that might be performing better than others—such as moving from technology to retail stocks, for example.

Of course, there are also macroeconomic factors, such as the state of the economy and interest rates. During an economic boom, stock prices often rise as companies earn greater profits, while economic downturns or recessions usually hurt stocks. Rising interest rates make it more expensive for businesses and consumers to borrow money because of the extra money they’re paying out. The net result is that businesses and consumers borrow less (and consequently spend less), which can cause economic growth to slow or shrink, with a negative effect on stock prices.

**Traders Are People, Too**

The financial world is complicated. But don’t ignore the fact that human beings “move” the markets, meaning real people making real trades drive stock prices up and down all day long. And people are emotional. In fact, when traders put their research and market data along with their fear and hope into a blender, they can often have a drastic effect on stock prices. Rising markets—meaning when stock prices across the board are rising—typically happen when there’s too much hope or complacency, increasing prices, and not enough sellers. Falling markets typically happen when there’s too much fear or panic, decreasing prices, and not enough buyers.

In the late 1990s, stock share prices for Internet technology companies skyrocketed, and the tremendous excitement generated in the media lured more and more investors into the action. Stock prices doubled and tripled in just a few months.

The fear of being left behind, coupled with the greed generated by above-average gains, eventually created what’s known as a speculative “bubble”—prices reached levels that were unsustainable. As many traders have learned over the past decade, bubbles eventually burst. What usually follows is a sustained decline in stock prices, known as a “bear” market. Stocks went through a bear market from roughly 2000 to 2002 after the tech bubble burst. A similar bubble developed in housing prices in the mid-2000s. Speculative bubbles have a long history and keep happening, even though traders are well aware of how they work and their potentially negative long-term effects. Market conditions may be constantly changing, but one thing that never seems to change is human nature.

**What’s “The Market” Doing Today?**

When your Uncle Bill talks about how “the market” performed on a given day, he’s usually referring to a stock index. Generally, an index measures the movement of a specific group of stocks, bonds, or other instruments. The three most widely followed indices in the U.S. stock market are the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500), the Dow Jones Industrials (the Dow), and the NASDAQ.

Each index prices things differently, but generally speaking, an index takes the prices of all its stocks and averages them into one price. That index price then changes across the trading day based on the collective movement of its underlying stocks.

You can’t actually buy an index, although there are tradable products modeled after the indices or certain sectors. The best-known stock market index is the Dow Jones Industrial Average (the Dow). This index, created in 1884 by Charles Dow, includes 30 large U.S. companies that represent different types of businesses ranging from technology to finance to manufacturing.
Trading with Fundamentals

Stock “research” has traditionally been synonymous with “fundamental analysis”—an approach that tries to determine a company’s financial strength in order to better forecast its stock price. For instance, if the current share price of XYZ company doesn’t reflect the company’s earnings growth potential as modeled by fundamental analysis, and if XYZ is deemed to be financially sound, then shares are said to be “cheap.”

If a company releases earnings and reveals to the world that they’re growing faster than anyone expected, that’s new information that wasn’t priced into the stock the day before. In all likelihood, the stock price will jump a little higher and stabilize at a new price that better reflects its long-term potential. Over time, the stock might continue to rise steadily, trade within a range, or fall from there. For the moment, though, it’s a “tradable event” triggered by a financial number, not a chart.

As a trader, if your goal is to embrace short-term opportunities, why use long-term financial indicators to determine stock selection? Well, you might see why if you look through a new lens. There are a few tools that can help on thinkorswim®, which you’ll find in the Fundamentals tab on the Analyze page:

1—Analyst Reports
2—Company Profile
3—Economic Data

Analyst Reports

For many traders, gut feelings and crystal balls are not enough to drive a trading decision. For those looking for some in-depth fundamental analysis, we have added the ability to review several different analyst reports and ratings sets within the platform. The Fundamentals page now has a section for reports and ratings immediately below the quote.

General Electric, Walmart, and Microsoft are examples of companies that currently make up the Dow. Although this index is widely known, many professional traders feel it’s limited because it tracks the prices of only 30 stocks. The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) is more widely used to measure overall stock market performance. This index is made up of 500 of the largest U.S. stocks and represents a wider cross-section of the U.S. economy, including financial, health care, consumer staples, utilities, and technology companies.
Equity analysis reports from The Research Team, S&P Capital IQ, Credit Suisse, Ford Equity Research, Jaywalk Consensus, The Street, and Market Edge® are all available for covered securities. The overall rating from each group appears on the top-level display. A detailed report can be viewed or downloaded from the links on the right-hand side.

**Company Profile**

In about 45 seconds, here’s how you can use the company profile tool in thinkorswim to help you zero in on what might look like a good opportunity. To access it, click the Analyze tab, then Fundamentals in the submenu.

1—Type a stock symbol in the upper left box. If the fundamentals needed by the tool are tracked in thinkorswim, the company profile button will appear in the upper right. Click it. The company’s profile information will appear in a new window labeled *What Drives This Stock*.

2—The company profile with hypothetical price is on the far left side. The Trefis estimate has MNKY at 125.26, and MNKY is currently trading at 115.73. Based on the hypothetical price, MNKY looks undervalued, and you could set a target exit price at 125.26.

3—On the blue vertical bar, click the business division you’d like to analyze.

4—Click the various metrics on the right and drag estimates of these forecasts (the “levers”) based on your own findings. Suppose you believe that increased demand for a specific product or business unit may result in greater market share. By moving that lever up slightly, you can see the impact it would have on the valuation estimate.

---

**Trader Jargon**

**Fundamentals**

Factors that some investors use to analyze a company and its potential for success, such as earnings, revenues, cash flow, debt level, financial ratios, and so on.

For more trader jargon, refer to the glossary, page 176.

---

To access the company profile tool in thinkorswim, click the Analyze tab, then Fundamentals in the submenu.

Company Profile information/estimates provided by Insight Guru, a separate and unaffiliated firm. Stock prices are impacted by numerous factors, and estimates of prices in the future are not guaranteed.

For illustrative purposes only.
Earnings Analysis Tool

All in one place, the earnings analysis tool gathers two years’ worth of the earnings info you need to analyze the price and volatility of historical earnings events. To pull it up, go to the Analyze tab and in the submenu, select Earnings.

Earnings events are shown side by side along with five days of pricing and volatility data before and after events. For each previous quarter shown, you can compare the price history, historical and implied volatility, and the price of the at-the-money straddle, as well as projected and actual earnings.
Watchlists

The left sidebar in thinkorswim® contains lists of stocks and indices to help you keep in touch with the market. The default watchlist you’ll see when you fire up the platform for the first time is called, well, “default.” Go ahead and highlight a symbol in the default list and delete or change it.

To add a new symbol, simply click in the first empty symbol box at the bottom of the list and add the symbol. If you don’t know the stock symbol, type in a question mark (“?”) and hit enter on your keyboard to bring up the Symbol Table.

To customize a watchlist, click on any column header and drag it to a new position in the watchlist. You can change the columns by right-clicking any column header and choosing Customize. The window that opens offers just about everything from A to Z.

You can alphabetize the list by clicking on Symbol. If you prefer to organize it yourself in a way that makes the most sense to you, right-click on the header row and select No Sorting. Don’t worry about losing your work; thinkorswim automatically saves your screen when you log off.

Viewing Other Predefined Watchlists

First off, note that predefined lists are for convenience purposes only and are not recommendations. There are about as many predefined lists in thinkorswim as there are rocks on a beach. So rather than name them all here, just do the following:

1—Click the watchlist name in the header bar (it’ll say “default” if you’ve never changed it) to access the Category menu.
2—Select a new watchlist from those listed.
Creating Your Own Watchlist

If you don’t like what you see, make a list of your own. Custom lists will show up in the menu under Personal. (The predefined lists are under the Public menu.)

1—Click the watchlist name at the top of the watchlist.
2—Then select Create watchlist…. This will bring up a New Watchlist box.
3—Give the list a name.
4—Click under Symbol and enter a stock symbol.
5—Click Save.
How to Import a Watchlist

Another way to create a watchlist is simply to bring in an existing list of your own from a file on your computer.

1—Note that symbols are case sensitive—ABC is not abc.
2—Create a comma-separated or line-separated list of symbols and save it to a file (.txt), or copy the list to your clipboard.
3—Click the name of the watchlist in the Gadget.
4—Click Import....
5—Choose From File or From Clipboard, depending on step 2.
6—Click OK.
7—Name the watchlist.
8—Click Save.

Color Linking: A Better Way to Cut and Paste

Hyperlinks serve as a de facto clipboard throughout the platform. You can save up to nine different items on the clipboard, all color-coded so they’re easier to remember. The idea is to let you view the same stock as you toggle from Quote to Chart to Trade without making you type in the same symbol(s) every time. (Have you seen the length of an option symbol lately?) Try linking a quote from the Quote screen in the MarketWatch page to a chart in the Chart page.

1—Near the top left of the Quote screen, click on the link icon.
2—Choose Red.
3—Go to the Chart page and do the same at the top of a chart next to the symbol box.
4—Now head back to the MarketWatch page and click on a stock.

Visualize

The Visualize feature is like night vision for traders. You get to see which stocks made the biggest price moves in a vast market that would otherwise be difficult to penetrate. As the name implies, Visualize can help you spot opportunities in a visually intuitive format.

5—Then head back over to Charts and you’ll see a chart of the symbol you highlighted.

It’s that simple. Once you set up your links, you can set link boxes across multiple features on the platform to change simultaneously to the stock you’re researching—including Gadgets, Product Depth, and even CNBC stories.

**Visualize**

The Visualize feature is like night vision for traders. You get to see which stocks made the biggest price moves in a vast market that would otherwise be difficult to penetrate. As the name implies, Visualize can help you spot opportunities in a visually intuitive format.
1—Click the **Visualize** button in the submenu under the **MarketWatch** tab.

2—Click on any one of the watchlists in the left menu.

3—Look at the pretty colors and shapes.

Green is up, red is down, and gray is unchanged. Bigger boxes are larger stocks—in terms of market cap—and brighter colors are bigger moves.

1—Hover your cursor over a box to get details on the stock.

2—Left-click on a symbol to bring up the drop-down menu to further analyze the stock in Charts, the Analyze page, and so on. Right-click on a symbol box to see what watchlists and indices the stock is in.
Ready to trade the markets in real time with the coolest set of tools on the planet? We’ll assume that’s why you’re here.

**All Products**

If you’re trading stocks and options, most of the action happens on the **All Products** page. You can get quotes for literally all products traded through the thinkorswim® platform, including stocks, options, futures, and forex. And once you’ve got the quote you’re looking for, you can populate an order ticket 20 ways under the sun.

If you don’t know the actual stock symbol, just start typing the name of the company you’re looking for. Assuming you got the spelling right, it will magically appear on the list that comes up. Click the company’s name when you find it. If you haven’t a clue what to type (perhaps an obscure index), then:

1—Click the down arrow to the right of the symbol box to open the *Symbol Table* window.
2—Select a category tab.
3—Scroll through the category until you find what you’re looking for and click on it.
When your quote appears, you’ll see the following data populate just below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote Jargon</th>
<th>What It Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last X</td>
<td>The last trade price for the asset (or last calculated value for an index) and the exchange (X) that posted the trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Chng</td>
<td>The change in last price since the close of the previous day. This value updates only during regular U.S. trading hours and may be adjusted to reflect dividends or stock splits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid X</td>
<td>Bid price—the published price and the exchange (X) publishing that price. This shows what someone is willing to pay for the asset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask X</td>
<td>Ask price—the published price and the exchange (X) publishing that price. This shows the price someone is willing to sell an asset for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>There are two numbers here. The first is the number of shares times 100 that the bid price represents. The second is the number of shares times 100 the ask price represents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>The total number of shares reported traded for the day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>The opening price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>The high price of the day (market hours only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>The low price of the day (market hours only).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you’re a data geek and want more, click the little arrow to the left of the LASTX, and you’ll see the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More Jargon</th>
<th>What It Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>The % annual dividend yield for a stock based on the latest announced dividend and the current stock price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>The price/earnings ratio based on the current stock price and the latest reported company earnings per share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>The earnings per share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div</td>
<td>The latest announced dividend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div. Freq</td>
<td>The latest announced dividend frequency for this stock (usually quarterly, but also semiannually and annually, or another frequency).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div. Rate</td>
<td>The latest announced ex-dividend date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 High</td>
<td>The 52-week high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Low</td>
<td>The 52-week low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>A calculated value measuring the returns for this stock in relation to the market over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/C Ratio</td>
<td>Put/call ratio for this particular underlying only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>Shares outstanding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Entering Orders**

The order entry functionality of thinkorswim is—how should we put this delicately—freakin’ awesome. Sure, you can just buy or sell a stock or option like any other trader would. But why stop there? Again, if you can dream it, we’ve probably already thought of it. And there’s a good chance you can trade it on thinkorswim. Let’s start with the basics. Despite all the bells and whistles of thinkorswim, the primary logic of the trading platform is simple:

Left-click to create simple buy and sell orders for any equity, option, future, or currency pair.

Right-click to bring up complex order types—including multi-leg options orders as well as more advanced orders.

For example, select **Buy Vertical** and it will populate a two-legged long vertical spread in the order entry screen at the strike from which you right-clicked. Select **Sell Butterfly** and a three-legged short butterfly will populate, and so on. From there, you can customize your order.

**Customizing Your Orders**

Although there are a number of ways to bring up an order screen, by far the easiest is to simply click the bid or ask on a stock or option from anywhere that you see a quote on the instrument (option chain, Analyze page, watchlists, and so on). This will populate a trade order in the **Order Entry** screen at the bottom with the default number of shares or contracts. You now have two choices:

1—Submit the order as is.

2—Customize the order.

---

**Stop Order** A type of order that turns into a market order to buy or sell stock or options when and if a specified “stop” price is reached. Stop orders to buy stock or options specify prices that are above their current market prices. Stop orders to sell stock or options specify prices that are below their current market prices. A stop order will not guarantee an execution at or near the activation price. Once activated, they compete with other incoming market orders.

**One Cancels Other (OCO)** Two orders submitted simultaneously by one client, where if one order is filled, the other is canceled immediately. This type of order treats two or more options orders as a package, whereby the execution of any one of the orders causes all the orders to be reduced by the same amount. For example, an investor would enter an OCO order if she wishes to buy 10 May 60 calls or 10 June 60 calls or any combination of the two which, when summed, equal 10 contracts. An OCO order may be either a day order or a GTC order.

For more trader jargon, refer to the glossary, page 176.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Types</th>
<th>What They Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARKET</td>
<td>Seeks execution at the next available price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMIT</td>
<td>Seeks execution at the price you specify or better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>Indicates you want your stop order to become a market order once a specific activation price has been reached. There is no guarantee that the execution price will be equal to or near the activation price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP LIMIT</td>
<td>Seeks execution at a specific limit price or better once the activation price is reached. With a stop limit order, you risk missing the market altogether. In a fast-moving market, it might be impossible to execute an order at the stop-limit price or better, so you might not have the protection you sought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAILING/</td>
<td>An order that is entered with a stop parameter that moves in lockstep (“trails”)—either by a dollar amount or percentage—with the price of the instrument. Once the stop (activation) price is reached, the trailing order becomes a market order, or the trailing stop limit order becomes a limit order. Both are accepted only for stocks that trade on NASDAQ, NYSE, and AMEX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAILING STOP LIMIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKET ON CLOSE</td>
<td>Indicates you want your order to execute as close as possible to the market closing price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMIT ON CLOSE</td>
<td>Submits a limit order to buy or sell at a specific price or better at the close of trading that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTO</td>
<td>The EXTO session is valid for all sessions for one trading day from 8 p.m. ET until 8 p.m. ET, Sunday through Friday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTC + EXTO</td>
<td>GTC + EXTO orders are valid for all sessions Sunday through Friday until filled or canceled.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### More Orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Types</th>
<th>What They Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blast All</td>
<td>Submits up to eight orders simultaneously, each independent of the others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st triggers Sequence</td>
<td>The first order entered in the Order Entry screen triggers a series of up to seven more orders that are not filled until the next order in the queue is filled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st triggers All</td>
<td>The first order in the Order Entry screen triggers up to seven more orders to be submitted simultaneously, each independent of the others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st triggers OCO</td>
<td>The first order in the Order Entry screen triggers an OCO order (“one cancels other”—see below). For example, first buy 100 shares of stock. When the order is filled, it triggers an OCO for your profit stop and stop-loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st triggers 2 OCO</td>
<td>The first order in the Order Entry screen triggers two OCO orders. For example, first buy 200 shares of stock. Then trigger a “bracket” order to sell your shares in two 100-share OCO orders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st triggers 3 OCO</td>
<td>The first order in the Order Entry screen triggers three OCO orders. For example, first buy 300 shares of stock. Then trigger a “bracket” order to sell your shares in three 100-share OCO orders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCO (one cancels other)</td>
<td>Two orders are placed simultaneously; if one order is executed, the other is canceled.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced Order Types

Here are the most common advanced orders you’ll find. Access them by clicking the cell on the bottom left of the Order Entry screen.
For each of the advanced order types, the concept is simple, but entering the order may not be quite so intuitive.

Each order (except “Blast All”) starts with a primary trade (“1st,” which is the one you want to enter), while the rest of each advanced order is set up to trigger some other order, such as bracket orders (OCO), sequences, and so on. Here’s how to enter a 1st Triggers OCO:

1—Enter the primary order (single option, stock, spread, etc.)
2—Select 1st trgs OCO in the Advanced Order menu.
3—Next, enter both the target price you want to exit for a profit (limit order) or the stop-loss order, one at a time. (Doesn’t matter which order is first.)
4—Click Confirm and Send.

5—Double-check the order ticket that pops up to be sure that each component of the trade is properly entered.
6—Send it.

Limit Order An order that has a limit on either price or time of execution, or both, in contrast to a market order that must be filled at the most favorable price as soon as possible. Limit orders to buy are usually placed below the current ask price. Limit orders to sell are usually placed above the current bid price. Limit orders can be used when trading spreads. In markets with low liquidity or in fast markets, some traders use limits to ensure getting filled by putting in a limit order to buy at or above the ask price or a limit order to sell at or below the bid price.

Contingency Order When you place a stock or option order, you can choose to place contingencies on that order, meaning that the order will be filled only when a specific event has occurred. For example, a contingency order might be “Buy 10 XYZ 80 calls at the market if XYZ stock trades above 75.”

For more trader jargon, refer to the glossary, page 176.
Contingency Orders

Now, if you’re one of those high-maintenance cappuccino drinkers who likes their foam on the side, half decaf, and temperature at exactly 160°F, chances are you prefer the stars to align before you enter a trade, as well. No problem. Not only can you choose up to three separate market conditions to occur before the order is submitted to “the floor,” but you can choose the time, as well (for example, 30 minutes after the start of trading).

1—After loading up an order in the Order Entry and Saved Orders box, to the far right of your screen, click the little gear sprocket to the right of the Exchange column. This opens up the Order Rules window for your contingency orders.

2—Click in the cell just below Symbol and type in your symbol.
3—Select your Method, Trigger, and Threshold. Rinse and repeat for up to three contingencies.
4—Click Save.
Custom Orders from the Option Chain

To enter customized orders from an option chain (or stock quote), simply right-click on the bid/ask. In the drop-down menu, click Buy custom or Sell custom.

Once there, the custom order menu that appears gives you the choice of three custom order types:

1—With OCO bracket
2—With stop
3—With stop limit

With OCO Bracket

Suppose you want to buy a stock, place a stop-loss order, and enter a limit order to get you out when your target price is reached—all in one convenient order. Well, you can do just that with the OCO bracket order.

In the custom order menu, click on with OCO Bracket. This populates the Order Entry screen that appears at the bottom of the screen as a “1st Triggers OCO” advanced order. For a simple buy order like this one, you’ll see three orders populated in the order entry screen—one buy order (top line, shaded green) followed by two sell orders (shaded red). The limit order on top is for your profit target; the other is your stop-loss.
For example, assume you have no existing position in MNKY. The order pictured is a buy order for 100 shares of MNKY at $0.90 (green line). If filled, it will “trigger” the linked OCO orders to sell 100 MNKY either at a limit price of $1.40 for a profit of $0.50 per share, or at a stop price of $0.70 for a loss of $0.20 per share (transaction costs not included). If either the stop or the limit order fills, the other one is automatically canceled and your trade is done. (A word of caution: Be sure there is a large enough separation between the limit and stop prices. If they’re too close, they could potentially both fill, resulting in an unintended short stock position.)

Just like any other order screen, you can adjust the prices individually. Once you’re happy with everything, click Confirm and Send to bring up the confirmation screen, then click Send again to submit the order.

**With Stop**

If OCO orders are overkill for your needs, you can simply enter your buy order with just a stop-loss attached to it by choosing with STOP in the custom order menu. After selecting with STOP, your order entry screen will populate with a market order to buy when the stop-loss price has been reached. The default stop-loss is exactly $1.00 below the buy price (or if this is a “sell to open” order—a short—$1.00 higher).

At this point, you could trade the stock through any of the exchanges by clicking either the bid or ask next to that exchange’s quote to populate an order ticket. Again, adjust prices as you normally would and hit Confirm and Send.

A stop-loss order will not guarantee an execution at or near the activation price. Once activated, they compete with other incoming market orders.

**With Stop Limit**

This is the same as the “with STOP” order, but instead of selling at the market when your stop has been reached, you can request to only sell or buy the position at a predetermined price or better once the stop has been reached. (Note that there is no guarantee the order can be filled.)
Can charts predict the future? Of course not. But they can give you an idea of a stock’s momentum right now. For traders, that’s good enough.
Trader 1: "How do you know when a stock will stop going up?"
Trader 2: "When it starts going down."

And so the great trading debate begins. But the answer to the question above is so elusive. A simple guiding precept of technical analysis is “the trend is your friend.” Yet, what constitutes a trend, and who’s trading it? Is it the short-term trader tracking 60-minute trends? Or is it the longer-term trader tracking six-month trends?

Technical analysis—the art of reading a chart—focuses on stock price momentum. It assumes that all the data you’d find in fundamental analysis is already priced into a chart up to that moment. Therefore, historical price patterns, momentum indicators, and charting trends all come into play. In essence, technical analysis uses price charts to gather up the quantitative data of traders’ buying and selling behavior to gauge potential future price movements.

That said, trends reverse. And although the trend can be your friend, it’s important to recognize when the probability of a trend reversal may hint that it’s time to look for an exit. A true “technician” will attempt to exit losing trades long before they present a serious danger. Weak stock price action compels the technical analyst to close out long positions.

Learning about stock price behavior starts with looking at a price chart. If you’re new to reading charts and technical analysis, it’s easy to become overwhelmed with the many chart types and the bells and whistles that go inside them. Let’s first narrow the choices to the three most common chart types, and then we’ll examine the more popular techniques traders apply to them.

**Line Charts**

Perhaps the most easily constructed price chart is the line chart, which plots a single line that connects all of a stock’s closing prices for a given time interval.

This chart is simple to follow. And because it only plots a single data point (the closing price for the period), you can more readily spot the overall trend. However, it’s also limiting because you aren’t getting the full picture of the range in prices that occurs during each period, which can give you clues as to what is happening within the trend.
Bar Chart

The bar chart is another method of charting price activity. These charts help you examine the range from one bar to the next so you can easily see the bars’ size increase or decrease. Notice how the ranges of the bars on the chart below expand and contract between longer periods of high and low volatility. As the market becomes more volatile, the bars become longer, and the price swings are larger. As the markets become quieter, the chart contracts into shorter bars.

Candlestick Charts

A variation of the bar chart is the candlestick chart (see below). Candlesticks are unique because they display either bullish or bearish sentiment for the time interval they represent, depending on whether the stock closes higher or lower than the open. The wide body of the candlestick represents the range between the opening and closing prices of the time intervals, while the high and low are called the wick, or shadow. The candlesticks are typically color-coded to mark bullish advances with a white or green body and declines with a dark or red body.

Notice in the chart below how prices move in a trending market. In a normal bull market, you’ll typically see more clusters of green bars than red bars (e.g., April to May), while the reverse is true for a bear market (e.g., mid-May to June). Such combinations of these bars in succession help to make up patterns that some may use as entry or exit signals.
Pattern Editor

With the recent release of the Candlestick Pattern Editor, we left a few stones unturned. So we decided to revisit this tool while the iron was still hot and introduce some new functionality. Now, you can truly build all of your candlestick patterns with great ease.

In addition to the existing Up, Down, Doji, and Mixed types of candles, you can now add Ascending and Descending trends.

1—Click the center of the candle you want to define.
2—Define a high or low point on any given candle as the highest or lowest point.
3—Drag the point to the very top or bottom of the Editor window and drop it in the area that appears.

For mixed groups of candles, you can now drag and drop the Open, High, Low, or Close point of the group. We have also enabled Sharing for your custom patterns. So create, customize, and share away!

Seeing Trends, Support, and Resistance

It's one thing to know what a chart is. It's another to actually read one.

Support. This is a price level that serves as a “floor” for stock prices, where a downward-trending stock stops and reverses course. At some point, sellers will stop selling, buyers will take control, and the stock will start to rise. At the inflection point, the stock puts in a low price, which is called “support.”

After a rally, should the stock reverse course again and come back down to test the level of support, it will likely require more conviction (i.e., volume) by sellers to penetrate this level. If the stock does not penetrate support, this only strengthens the level and may be used as a potential indication for short sellers to rethink their positions, if they believe buyers will likely start to take control.
Resistance. The counterpart to support, resistance is a price level that acts as a ceiling for stock prices at a point where a rally stops moving higher and reverses course. At this point, buyers will need more conviction to penetrate this level in future rallies.

It’s important to understand that support and resistance are essentially psychological constructs. But keep track of them, as they can be valuable information for your strategy and trading plans.

Reversals

Within a chart, you’ll find certain patterns that provide clues some traders use to help determine where a potential new trend begins and ends, and thus possible entry and exit points for trades. Some technical traders look for at least two confirming stair steps in the opposite direction of a prior trend (see sidebar, next page). If a stock has been trending down and suddenly changes direction (known as a “reversal”), don’t label it a new uptrend just yet.

Traders traditionally look for confirmation in the chart pattern that exhibits at least one higher high than the first, and one higher low than the lowest price of the previous trend.

Breakout Patterns

Then there are a few common “breakout” patterns that may provide useful entry and exit points when they surface within the trend. Such patterns typically exhibit a tightening range of price action over time, followed by a breakout in price one way or the other, which resumes the previous trend or begins a new one.

Patterns with names like “flags,” “pennants,” and “triangles” are all common indicators that traders consistently use to generate potential buy and sell signals (see sidebar on page 61).

Where Are We?

Is the stock you want to trade moving up or down? Who’s doing the buying or selling? Where in the trend is the stock right now? When is a good time to get into the trade?
These are all questions that traders attempt to answer using chart indicators. Technical traders typically combine multiple indicators, as individual indicators alone can provide false signals that could lead to poor entries and big losses. A more inclusive strategy combines indicators, signaling potentially harmful trades by giving conflicting signals.

Where to start? Learn how volume and moving averages work together with price action and add or subtract indicators as you develop your own system.

Below is a daily chart that uses volume and moving averages with price action. It shows how a trader might determine support and resistance levels (dotted lines) and/or breakout patterns. The volume indicator is below the chart, and two moving averages (10-day and 30-day) are drawn over the colored bars inside the chart.

Notice that volume started accelerating (diagonal line) before the blue shorter-term moving average crossed below the pink longer-term average. By the time this “crossover” occurred, a new downtrend was in place, providing stronger clues to the likelihood of that trend’s continuation.

Another defining moment for chartists is when stocks break out of “basing” formations such as the pennant. When two indicators confirm the same read, it’s a more powerful signal. Just before the stock broke out of the pennant to the upside, the short-term moving average crossed above the longer-term average, providing stronger confirmation of a new uptrend.

On the chart’s right side, the stock has been declining on a series of lower lows and lower highs and is headed for the support level suggested by the dotted line. Since the chart shows the stock is halfway between support and resistance levels, a trader might wait for an entry point should the stock fall through the “long-term” support level on heavier-than-normal volume.

An uptrend often begins with a series of higher highs and higher lows, while a downtrend often begins with a series of lower highs and lower lows.
Putting It All Together

Traders can use several types of price charts to navigate the markets, plus an endless combination of methods to trade each of those markets.

When developing chart preferences, consider what you’re getting. Good information helps you make better decisions. Too much information can create indecision. Too few indicators can lead to poor choices and a lot of “false” signals, whereas too many can lead to “analysis paralysis,” where a trading signal is never given.

With more than 400 indicators in thinkorswim®, it will be tempting to pile lots of them on to make your charts look prettier. But since the goal is to assess the trend and where you think the stock is within that trend, you may want to start with a few basics, such as using a simple moving average (SMA), moving average convergence/divergence (MACD), and slow stochastics. Take a look at the following chart as an example.

1—SMA. Helps determine if the stock is in a bullish trend or bearish trend.
2—MACD. Used to help confirm a trend and where in the trend a stock might be.
3—Stochastics. Helps determine the momentum behind the current position in the trend.

The idea here is to keep things simple. Finding the right balance is different for every trader, so it’s important to start with the basics and work up to using the indicators and patterns that make the most sense.
Surely you’ve seen those magical chart programs on TV? You know, the ones being peddled as crystal balls that tell you exactly where any stock is headed for only $3,995? Sorry to be a wet blanket, but they don’t exist.

We can’t promise to show you the future either, but we do have thinkorswim Charts. And they’re free. So flexible, they perform yoga, and contain more indicators than you can count on 80 hands.

Charts

Yup, there are more than 400 indicators on thinkorswim Charts alone. You can always bug client support for what a HeikinAshiDiff is, but for now, let’s just show you how to pull one up. We’ll start here with a basic chart of a stock over the past year. The default chart is a one-year daily bar chart, with volume bars below. No other indicators.

But suppose you want to switch to candles as well as change the duration of the chart to something shorter, like three months instead of one year?
**Time Selector in thinkorswim Charts**

We have introduced a significant set of changes to the available menu options and layout of the time frame selector in our charting application. You can now customize your quick select menu with a larger number and variety of custom time frames. You can also select new ones without navigating through cascading drop-down menus.

1—To see the new menu, just click on the old **Time Frame Setup** button immediately to the left of the style button on the chart. There is no need to go to the Style menu to change chart aggregations any longer; all aggregation lengths and types are available in this new menu.

2—All of our prebuilt **Favorite** aggregations are shown by default when clicking the menu. If you wish to pick a nonstandard aggregation, click on the type of aggregation you want at the top of the menu (time, tick, or range) and use the selectors there to choose the interval and aggregation period you want.

3—To add an aggregation to your Favorites, click the **star icon** in the lower left of the aggregation selector menu.

4—To edit the order of your Favorites or remove one from the list, click the **Customize List** option at the bottom of the Favorites menu.

We have also expanded the number of favorites you can add to this list from 10 to 100.

You can even change your chart time frame to a specific start time and end time using the Custom tab under the Aggregation type: **Time**. For quick access to all of this, the hot key combination Ctrl+T will open up the **Time Frame Setup** window.
Charting Data Expansion

We’re excited to introduce a major expansion to the amount of intraday and daily data available in thinkorswim® for all sorts of symbols.

- Intraday hourly data is now available for all symbols going back up to 360 days.
- Daily data for U.S. equities and indices has been expanded to go back as far as 1902.
- We have also added a couple of new options to the time frame selector to take advantage of this additional data. The Daily aggregation menu now has an option to show the max available data, automatically displaying all of the daily data we have for a given symbol.
- Additionally, the time frame menu now has a custom option, which will allow you to display only specific date ranges or periods back from the current day.

Intraday Implied Volatility

We have expanded the implied volatility data available for all optionable symbols to display for intraday charts.

There is nothing additional you need to do to access this data. The ImpVolatility study will work by default on all intraday aggregations.

Any thinkScript® chart studies you have created using the `imp_volatility()` function will use this data automatically when applied to an intraday chart.
#### Smaller Enhancements
We have also made several smaller updates to many different aspects of the charting platform to enhance your trading experience.

We have added three new studies and strategies from *Technical Analysis of Stocks & Commodities* magazine, *VWMA Breakouts*, *PriceSwing*, and *Regression Divergence*. A full description of their outputs and purposes can be found in the [Learning Center](#).

Custom thinkScript watchlist columns with a large number of complex expressions will now show in orange and be calculated server side with a different refresh cycle than normal complex columns. This will result in improved calculation times overall for custom watchlist columns.

In the Economic Data tab, historical charts of economic indicators will highlight date ranges corresponding with U.S. economic depressions by default. If you wish to deactivate this, just click on the gear icon at the top of the chart and uncheck the **Recession** checkbox.

#### Changing the Chart Type
1—Click the **Style** button, top right.
2—Click **Chart type**.
3—Select your preferred chart style.

Now you’d like to add some studies to the chart. Fortunately, thinkorswim lets you chart practically every study imaginable. And if a new one comes up at some unspecified date in the future (say, “the Jet Pack Indicator”), thinkorswim will quickly add that, too. We tend to keep pace with new, cutting-edge indicators, and we’ll update the software accordingly.

#### Dividend Adjusted Charts
When looking at a long-term chart that has been paying dividends for a similarly long term, you might think, “What would an investment over this long period look like accounting for all those dividends?” Now, thinkorswim Charts allow you to see just that. With the ability to adjust charts for dividends, you can reverse-engineer the exaction of the dividend amount from the price of the stock chart. The logic is pretty simple. On a stock’s dividend date, the price of the dividend is taken out of the price of the stock. This is something that occurs in a free market as the nature of
appropriate pricing. When looking at a chart, this price movement is easily seen because, barring overnight pricing shifts, the stock price is down by the dividend amount. With thinkorswim Charts, we allow you to take that same dividend amount out from all of the historical price data so that you can see data as if the dividends were back in the stock.

- Dividends-adjusted charts are only available for dividend-paying equities.
- Charts can be adjusted for only special dividends or for all dividends.
- To find this adjustment setting, click on Style, then Settings, and choose the Equities tab.
- Here is where you can choose if you want to adjust the chart for All dividends or just Special.

To Add a Study

1—Click the Studies button.
2—Move your cursor down to Add study and view all the available categories.
3—Choose the category of study, then the study itself. The new study will appear on your chart.
To Edit a Study
Click Studies above the chart. Then select Edit study in the submenu.

1—Find the study you want to edit and click on it.
2—Customize and edit the criteria in the Properties box below it.
3—Click OK at the bottom right and you’re done.

How to Doodle with Trendlines
You can annotate and draw trendlines, Fibonacci retracements, or basically anything you want on your charts.

1—Click on the Drawings tab and select Drawing Tools.
2—Click your mouse button once at the point on the graph you would like the drawing to begin.
3—Move the mouse to the next trend point. Click again and your drawing will appear.
Annotating thinkorswim® Charts with drawings and notes is vital in technical analysis. We want to make that as easy as subscribing to laundry detergent on Amazon. One thing that we have heard over and over is that you want your drawings everywhere. So we made it happen.

- Just use the charts as you do today, and we take care of the rest. All of your drawings will be saved automatically and immediately, and they are stored in the cloud, so no matter where you log in to your thinkorswim, your drawings are there.

- For most chart users, nothing will change. For the charting superstars who have multiple sets of drawings, we have introduced a new drawing set feature that will allow you to switch among all of the different groups.

- Every chart now has a drawing set. Each drawing set is uniquely tied to a symbol. This means symbol A may have three sets where symbol B can have any number of sets, and you cannot pull up symbol A's sets while on symbol B. The drawing set Default is loaded on all new charts. If you draw on the Default set or any set, all of the charts with that set loaded will display these drawings.

- To start fresh, simply create a new set by clicking on **Drawing sets** and then **Create drawing set**. You can remove drawings for the set or clear the set entirely by right-clicking anywhere on your chart and selecting **Clear drawing set**. Drawing sets are automatically saved when a new drawing set is created.

- If you want to change your Default set, save the drawings from Default as a new set and clear Default. All drawing sets can be renamed or deleted with the exception of Default.

- As to not interrupt existing drawings or drawing practices, we are migrating old drawings, wherever they happen to live, to their new home. Any drawing that you did not explicitly save as a set prior to May 13 will be migrated to a set.

- We did not want to take liberties with your workflow, so we introduced a set that is Unsaved. The new Unsaved set is only associated with the chart in its current state. You can draw on top of this set, but if you close the chart (edit the grid or close a detached chart), the Unsaved drawing set will be gone. Unsaved sets cannot be displayed on any other chart. To unlock all the benefits of sets, simply save the Unsaved set.

![For illustrative purposes only](image.png)
If you need to erase the drawing, simply click on it to highlight and hit delete on your keyboard. To erase all of them, select the Drawings menu again, and at the bottom, choose Remove Drawings.

So go ahead, play around, customize away. And don’t worry if you forget to save before you hang your hat for the day. thinkorswim keeps your last settings as the default until you revise them.

That said, if you’ve come up with an ingenious set of indicators and don’t want to reprogram them every time you pull up a new chart, you can save it by clicking **Save Study Set** under the Studies tab. Just give it a name, and it will be there the next time you look.

### Customizing Your Charts

Click the **Style** tab above the chart and select **Settings**.

From there, you can customize your chart settings to do a number of things, such as toggling the equity options expirations on/off, turning on the after-hours prices, or choosing pretty colors for your up bars and ugly ones for your down bars. Heck, short of integrating a paint-by-numbers feature, you can pretty much customize it any way you want.

Let’s try adjusting the size of your graph. Still in the Settings window, adjust the time period of the chart with the **Time axis**. Pictured here is a daily, three-month chart.
To change colors and overall appearance, click the Appearance tab and the software defaults to green bars for upticks and red bars for downticks.

Control Panel—Pushing Buttons

You may notice all sorts of buttons on the thin bar to the right of each chart. These turn on a few features that let you see the live markets and place trades, all without ever having to navigate away from the chart screen. Here’s a quick guide:
### Symbol & What It Does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>What It Does</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Pops up the News screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Gives you the Level 2 quotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Opens the Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Pops up a chart with your preferred settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTNS</td>
<td>Adds a set of order buttons between chart and market boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Adds another Active Trader tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Shows Time and Sales for the chosen position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Adds yet another set of order buttons above your chart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Viewing Multiple Charts at Once

As crazy as it sounds, you can view up to 32 charts at once on the Charts page.

1—At the top right of the Charts page, click the grid icon.
2—Highlight as many boxes as you’d like to see charts on the page. Left-click, and lo! You have multiple charts to compare and contrast.

Once the charts populate, you can input a symbol and adjust any one of their characteristics individually by selecting the icons above each one.
Flexible Grid

The Flexible Grid is essentially a juiced-up version of Charts. You can access all the regular Charts features, but the default view of the four charts at once is only the beginning.

What makes it flexible? Not only can you resize all the graphs in the view, but if you want to go beyond the 32 charts available in the Charts tab, you can add as many charts as you want in a, well, flexible grid of charts, neatly put together. To add and remove charts in the grid:

1—Click the grid icon at the top right of the Flexible Grid screen, then choose Customize grid.
2—A small menu appears in the center of each chart. Select one of the three icons in the menu to add a chart below, add a chart right, or delete a chart, respectively.
3—Click the sidebar to insert the vertical control panel described earlier.

Charts not the right size for your tastes? Simply hover the cursor over any border line of a chart and drag it until it’s the size you like.
thinkScript®: Create Your Own Indicators

Back in thinkorswim®’s early days, traders clamored for more charting tools like technical studies and strategy testing. Originally, the development team wrote these individual tools in the platform’s rather complex programming language. That was great for performance, but clunky for simpler ideas like “subtract the 10-day moving average from the 30-day moving average.”

Today, our programmers can still do it. But why not provide you the capability to do it yourself? Enter thinkScript.

No, thinkScript is not an add-on, plug-in, or something to download. And best of all, you don’t need to be a computer geek to learn it. That means ordinary traders like you and me can learn enough about thinkScript to make our daily tasks a little easier.

Let’s Go Scriptin’

thinkScript is most frequently used on the Charts and the MarketWatch tabs. Think of accessing it the same way you’d add a technical study, because the thinkScript editor that lets you write the thinkScript code exists inside the Chart studies and Quotes pages.

To Open thinkScript from the Charts Page:

1—Click the Edit Studies button.
2—In the lower left corner of the new window that opens up, select New.
3—That opens up a thinkScript editor with a default thinkScript code inside it: “plot Data = close;”. You can delete that code and start typing in your own.
4—Note the menu of thinkScript commands and functions on the right-hand side of the editor window. That’s a thinkScript library with quick definitions of each of the functions to help you.
To Open thinkScript from the Quotes Page:

1—On the MarketWatch tab, click Quotes in the top menu.
2—From the Quotes page, click on the small gear in the upper right-hand corner and select **Customize** from the drop-down menu.
3—Scroll down the list of **Available Items** and double-click on one of the numbered **Custom** columns to open the same thinkScript editor window that's on Charts.
4—Write your script.
5—When you’re done, hit **Apply** to display it on a chart or see it as a column on the Quotes page.

As we mentioned, you can script just about anything you want that's not in the platform (within reason, of course). To get started, let's look at an example of one you might want to try.
How to Script a Moving Average Crossover

Above all, thinkScript was created to tackle technical analysis. This is the code for a moving-average crossover shown in the following chart, where you can see 10-day and 30-day simple moving averages. Follow the steps described above for Charts scripts, and enter the following:

Line 1—def tenday = reference simplemovingavg (length= 10);
Line 2—def thirtyday = reference simplemovingavg (length = 30);
Line 3—plot data1 = tenday;
Line 4—plot data2 = thirtyday;

Click OK, then apply on the Edit Studies screen, and you’ll see a chart with the 10- and 30-day moving averages (blue and red lines) crossing each other at various intervals through the chart.

See? And you thought programming was for quants only. As a trained script programmer, you could write a thinkScript code for colors and all sorts of other things on something like a moving average crossover. But take your time for now and learn just enough thinkScript to get you started. Otherwise you’ll go bonkers trying to figure it all out at once!
Def Defines something in thinkScript. It says “define this thing named ‘tenday’ as referencing the study ‘simplemovingavg,’ which uses 10 days of data.” “def” also defines “thirtyday” as a simple moving average that uses 30 days of data.

Reference A command of sorts that pulls studies into your code already written in thinkScript. As you know, developers have already created hundreds of studies. Save yourself time and use “reference” whenever you can. In our example, thinkScript is pulling in a study called “simplemovingavg.” You can find “simplemovingavg” in the studies list on thinkorswim® Charts. Once you find a study, reference it in your code. In this moving-average crossover code, the “tenday” is telling the simplemovingavg study to use “length = 10.” That means use 10 days of prices in the moving average calculation. The “length = 30” tells the “thirtyday” simple moving average to use 30 days of price data.

Plot Once you’ve defined the things for your chart, display them with the “plot” command. In this moving-average crossover, we’re plotting two lines—a 10-day moving average and a 30-day moving average. So, we’ll need to create two plots and call them different things. We just created “plot data1” and “plot data2,” and told them to display what we just defined, “plot data1 = tenday” means “the plot command will display this thing called ‘data1,’ which we defined above as ‘tenday.’” “plot data2 = thirtyday” does the same thing for the 30-day simple moving average.

Don’t Forget! Be sure to include the semicolon (;) at the end of each line of a thinkScript code. That tells thinkScript that this command sentence is over.

The risk of loss on a short sale is potentially unlimited since there is no limit to the price increase of a security. There is no guarantee the brokerage firm can continue to maintain a short position for an unlimited time period. Your position may be closed out by the firm without regard to your profit or loss.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

While considering the principles of technical analysis, keep in mind that other approaches, including fundamental analysis, may assert very different views.
There’s more to trading than just what’s in front of you. Since you can’t watch everything all the time, thinkorswim has the tools to help you make more informed decisions.
There’s a story about Richard Dennis, a legendary futures trader, talking about rookie traders. He said that new traders are like baby ducks. When a baby duck hatches, it thinks the first thing it sees is its mother. If the first thing it sees is a tugboat, the duckling will follow that tugboat around forever.

Traders can be the same way. The first big market event they experience—whether it’s a market crash and a big loss or an unending rally and a big profit—they think that’s the way the market always works. And that kind of baby-duck thinking can be lethal to your trading account and portfolio.

If you first start to trade when the market has been rallying for a while, you might think markets just go up all the time. Then when the market crashes, the shock will not only cost you money; it will make you nervous that another crash might happen. This can cripple the way you trade.

The point? As a trader, you learn skills. You gather tools and wisdom and expertise. You study the data. You hone your instincts. You learn to trade what is there, not what you want to be there. You are not at the mercy of the market; you learn to keep your wits about you as you manage risky trades as well as your own expectations so you’ll know what to do should the markets turn. You learn how to plan trades and follow crucial signals before, during, and after a trade.

At the end of the day, it isn’t the direction the stock market is taking that matters, but how you react. Learning to trade is the easy part. Learning to control your anxiety, your fear, your desires, and your hopes is something else entirely.

There are a few tools in thinkorswim to help you remove emotion and trade like a more informed duck:

1—Beta-weighting
2—Alerts
3—Trades on Charts
How much risk do you have in your trading portfolio, and how will you hedge it? Don’t know? Finding out is the idea behind the beta-weighting tool. Using any optionable stock or index as the common denominator, the beta-weighting tool converts the deltas of your individual positions into stock- or index-equivalent deltas for you. The portfolio delta, then, is the sum of the beta-weighted stock-equivalent deltas. Huh?

For example, when you beta-weight a portfolio against, say, the S&P 500 Index, and it gives you a beta-weighted delta of +1,000 SPXs, theoretically, that portfolio will make or lose $1,000 if the SPX moves up or down one point. So essentially, you would look to offset the +1,000 SPX deltas with 1,000 SPX deltas using options, futures, or short stock. To see your beta-weighted deltas:

1—In the upper right corner of the Position Statement, check the box next to Beta Weighting. A symbol field will open up.

2—Enter your beta-weighting index symbol in that field, such as NDX (NASDAQ 100 Index), and hit enter on your keyboard.

3—You’ll now see the deltas of your positions, as well as the total deltas, converted to the beta-weighted deltas.

To calculate a potential hedge, if the beta-weighted deltas are positive, you would need to offset those positive deltas with the equivalent number of negative deltas by shorting the stock, buying puts, or some other “short delta” strategy (such as a short vertical options spread, which we will discuss in chapter 7).

You can even create separate groups of stocks, like energy stocks, high-tech stocks, drug stocks, and so on, and beta-weight those separately to their own index symbols. If you right-click on a position in the Position Statement, you can choose to “move to group.” You can create a new group and name it anything you want. Then you can move other stocks to that group.
Alerts: Automate Your Trading

To get your daily required dose of vitamin D, you might want to be able to step away from your desktop. Of course, you can take thinkorswim® Mobile with you. But luckily thinkorswim also makes it easy to set up requests for alerts to notify you of events you deem important. Whether it’s your favorite symbol reaching a certain price level or a corporate action, we’ve got a way to alert you. First, set up the alerting system to notify you when you are away from thinkorswim:

Click on Setup in the top corner of the trading platform, then Application Settings. In the window that pops up, do the following:

1—Select the Notifications tab.
2—From here you can enter an email address to receive alerts.
3—If you would prefer to get an SMS text message, that option is available, too.
4—Once these are set up, in the main area of the window, choose the types of alerts you want to receive and how you want to receive them.
5—Click Apply settings.
Now it’s time to set up some alerts.

**Alerts on Price and Other Conditions**
1—First, click on the **MarketWatch** tab, then the **Alerts** subtab. This page will look very similar to the All Products trading tab.
2—Click on the value in the field you would like to be alerted on. For instance, if the bid reaching a certain price tickles your fancy, click on the bid.
3—Fill out the alert form that opens with the alert parameters you want.
4—Click **Create** to set the alert.

**Alerts on Studies**
Prefer to be alerted on a price crossing over a moving average (or any other study, for that matter)?

1—On the **Alerts** tab, click on **Study Alert** on the top right. This will bring up the alert condition wizard.
2—Click on **Edit** to the far right of the study.
3—Edit the conditions in the new window to your liking and select **Save**.
4—To add more conditions, click the big gray **Add condition** button and configure in the same manner.
5—Once you have these set up, change the **Trigger if** section to true.
6—Click **Create Alert**.
Alerts on Events

Want to be alerted on the next corporate action, such as a dividend or upcoming conference call? Mosey on over to the Calendar subtab on the MarketWatch page.

1—You can enter your symbol in the top left, or just click on the day of an event you would like to be reminded about.

2—At the bottom of the page, you should see the event with the description. Clicking anywhere on the description will give you the ability to create an alert.

3—Select how you would like to be notified, then click Create.
Alert on News

You can also create one-time or recurring alerts when new news comes out on a symbol you are watching. To create a news alert:

1—Click on the Context menu at the top right of the Live News gadget.
2—Select Create Alert on News.
3—Select the symbol(s) and news source(s) you would like to be alerted on as well as your alert delivery preferences.

As always, created alerts can be edited or canceled from the MarketWatch > Alerts tab.

Trades on Charts

Evaluating your trading should be more detailed than a quick glance at your profit-and-loss number or noting your net liquidation value. These figures are important, but seeing what drove your profits so high is even better information. Once activated, with Trades on Charts, you can see when and where your previous trades took place. To enable this feature, head to the Charts main page.

1—From inside a chart, click on the Style drop-down menu and select Settings.
2—From the Chart Settings window, remain on the General tab and check the Show trades box.
3—Bubbles will display the price at which the trade was executed, point to the bar when the trade executed, and will follow your defined chart aggregation. So, to see which minute you placed your trade, select a one-minute time interval.
The bubbles will display at the top of the candle for a sell trade and at the bottom of the candle for a buy trade.

The setting is chart-specific, so it will only show the trades for the particular chart and only for the charted product.
How to Trade Options, Futures, & Forex

Ready to take your trading to the next level? Stocks aren’t the only game in town. There’s a whole world of asset classes that were untouchable just a few years ago. Today, they’re practically a button or two away.

Chapter 07
88 / Options: The Ultimate Primer
Everything you didn’t know you wanted to know about options, but were afraid to ask.

Chapter 08
124 / Futures: Not Just for Farmers Anymore
Stocks are cool, and so are corn, hogs, and logs. If you don’t understand futures, you’ve come to the right place.

Chapter 09
134 / Forex: All the World’s a Trade
How do you track the health of an economy? Try its currency. Let’s take things down a notch to show you what’s up and how to trade it.
Options: The Ultimate Primer

Everything you didn’t know you wanted to know about options, but were afraid to ask.
Even if you’ve never traded an option contract, you may have heard a thing or two about them. After all, as a type of derivative, options can be mysterious and alluring to the average person. It’s true the naysayers are out there; in fact, the stories you may have heard about the risks options can entail are not exaggerated. Options are not for everyone, and options traders who go past their risk tolerance often have the scars to go with their stories. But what they typically don’t understand is that options were designed to function as a tool for transferring risk from one trader to another, not for taking on oodles of risk. In fact, options are primarily used in three ways:

Speculation. Anticipating future price movement. Traders speculate on the future price move of a stock or other asset, or perhaps an index. The goal of traders who speculate with options is to try to gain the highest return possible in the shortest amount of time, using the least amount of capital. Speculation may expose you to greater risk of loss than other investment strategies.

Income. Generating revenue rather than gaining by price appreciation. You may own stock in your portfolio. If so, selling options against your stock is one way to try to generate income.

Temporary protection. Also known as hedging an asset. Buying options contracts may help “protect” your portfolio from a price decline of a specific stock, or maybe even all the stocks in your portfolio, generally for a short period of time. For example, when you purchase a put option, it can provide a form of risk management should the stock’s price decline in the near future.

Whatever your flavor, learning options strategies is one thing. Learning their nuances, and how to manage their risks, is another entirely. So before you trade options, it’s worth getting under the hood to see what makes them purr. Of course, the most important step is to decide if options are for you, and if they are, what risk level is right for you. Even among options traders, who can be a daring bunch, very few choose the highest levels of risk.

Introducing Calls and Puts

Traders speculate with options because of their leverage. But leverage is a two-way street. Although you could potentially gain more with less capital, on the other hand, with leverage you can also lose more for less because it exposes you to greater risk than other trading strategies. This may not be a big deal when you’re trading one contract. But if you trade a whole bunch more than you should just because you have the capital to do so, or if you trade few contracts but do so frequently, that’s where the trouble starts. So let’s start with the basics.

Calls are options contracts to buy an “underlying” asset like a stock or a future. (In some cases, such as an index, there is no actual underlying asset, in which case the option is “cash-settled.”)

Buy call. The buyer obtains the right (but not the obligation) to purchase the underlying stock or index at a specific price called the “strike price.”

Sell call. The seller of a call assumes the obligation to supply the underlying asset at the strike price if and when the call contract is “exercised” by the buyer. When this happens, the option seller is said to be “assigned.”
Options Speak

Yes, options have their own language, too. Here's what it all means when placing an order.

**Anatomy of an Option Chain**

Under the Trade page on thinkorswim, you'll find the option chain, which shows you all the essential information you need in order to choose an option to trade.

---

**Options: The Ultimate Primer**
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---

Puts are options to sell a stock, index, or other underlying asset.

**Buy put.** The buyer obtains the right (but not the obligation) to sell the underlying stock or index at a specific price called the “strike price.”

**Sell put.** The seller of a put assumes the obligation to purchase an underlying asset if and when the put contract is “exercised” by the buyer.

Now, if you were to phone in an options order to the Trade Desk, you might say, “I’d like to buy 10 MNKY September 30 160 calls for $2.04.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I’d like to buy 10 MNKY September 30 160 calls for $2.04.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MNKY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>September 30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>160</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calls</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For $2.04</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or you could just place the order online, directly from the thinkorswim® Trade page (see below), which features the “option chain” containing all expirations, strikes, and prices of all calls and puts available on the underlying.
“The Money”

The strike you buy in relation to where the underlying stock is can make a big difference on a trade’s cost and outcome. Whether to buy an “in-the-money” (ITM), “at-the-money” (ATM), or “out-of-the-money” (OTM) call, for instance, is another important decision because each call or put naturally responds differently to changing conditions. (Note: To help make this as clear as possible, we’ll explain things using stock as the underlying asset.)

An ITM option acts mostly like a stock position (a long stock position for calls; a short stock position for puts), depending on how far ITM it is. Its price will be affected less by time and changes in volatility and more by the stock price moving up and down. An ITM call may require a smaller rise in the stock price to be profitable, but its percentage gains won’t be as great as those of an ATM or OTM call.

The price of an ATM option is most sensitive to changes in volatility and the passage of time. This can be good or bad depending on how your speculations turn out. And although ATM options are less sensitive than ITM options to stock changes, they’ll change more than OTM options do when the stock moves.

An OTM option begs for a very large, and quick, move in a stock price. If you get a big enough move in the stock, an OTM call can deliver a much higher percentage profit than an ITM or ATM call. And if the stock price falls dramatically, the loss on the OTM call will be smaller than on an ATM or ITM call in terms of cold, hard dollars. But remember that a big move in price is less likely than a smaller move, and OTM options can expire worthless if the desired move takes place but isn’t big enough.
The Basic Strategies

Let’s consider the four basic options positions:

1—Buying a call (long call)
2—Buying a put (long put)
3—Selling a call (short call)
4—Selling a put (short put)

First, note that buying calls or puts doesn’t obligate you to do something, but shorting them (selling options you don’t already own) does. Shorting a call obligates you to sell a stock at the strike price if you’re “assigned” on your option. Shorting a put obligates you to buy a stock at the strike price if assigned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buyer (Long)</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Right to buy</th>
<th>Put</th>
<th>Right to sell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seller (Short)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Obligation to sell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Obligation to buy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within all four strategies, you’ll discover trade-offs between your potential risk, the probability of realizing profit, and the size of that potential profit. Generally, the lower the risk or the higher the probability of profit from a given trade, the smaller the potential percentage profit.

As a skilled trader, you’ll learn to balance these trade-offs. For example, an option’s value is continuously whittled down with time. There’s a constant battle between the erosion of your option’s value as time passes and waiting for a favorable move in the stock price or an increase in implied volatility that will raise the value of the option. Therefore, you need to consider the timing and magnitude of the anticipated change in a stock price. When you trade options, you accept the interplay of these decisions as a form of speculation. Now let’s break down each of the four strategies into greater detail.

Buying a call. The long call is the most common and straightforward options position there is because it’s the most like buying a stock, and it’s used to speculate on a bullish move in the underlying. The long call profits from a rise in the stock’s price. Much of what is learned about long calls can be applied elsewhere. Buying a call usually costs far less than it does to buy an equivalent amount of stock, and the risk is limited to the premium paid for the option.

Many new traders think they are getting a deal by “controlling” 500 shares for the cost of five call contracts and not having to pay for 500 actual shares of stock. But they miss a larger and critical point: Calls decay and ultimately expire; stock does not. If our enthusiastic new option trader buys five at-the-money calls and the stock falls in price 10% at expiration, our new trader has lost 100% and holds nothing, while the trader who bought 500 shares has a 10% loss and still holds 500 shares.

**Figures do not include commissions and fees.**
The caveat is you have to be confident that the stock price will rise sufficiently before the expiration date of the option. Because options expire and stocks don’t, long options traders expose themselves to risks long stock traders never face. You can “sit” on a stock and hope that it will eventually rise in price. You can’t do that with a long option. If the stock price doesn’t rise enough by a certain date, the call option may expire worthless or with a lower price than you originally paid. So, it’s not enough to be bullish on a stock in order to figure out which call to buy.

You may also have to decide, for instance, whether to buy a call with more or fewer days to expiration. The effects of volatility and time passing both have a dramatic impact on the price of an option.

**Long Put**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Breakeven</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Breakeven line: Stock Price $1.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Price</th>
<th>Long 1 XYZ Sep 40 put @ $1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>Option premium paid, $100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum loss</td>
<td>Option premium paid, $100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum profit</td>
<td>Strike price minus premium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Buying a put.** The long put is a strategy that profits from a drop in a stock's price and, like selling stock short, is a “bearish” strategy. To start with, short stock can have high margin requirements, meaning you'd have to have a lot of cash or other holdings on hand in your account to put up as collateral to place the trade. And unlike short stock, the risk of a long put is limited to just the premium you paid for the option. Strictly speaking, the potential profit on a long put is the dollar value of its strike price minus the premium of the put, less fees and commissions. And, like buying a call, time decay and volatility are two factors that can impact the price (and profitability) of the put.

**Selling a call.** Shorting a call is a bearish strategy with unlimited risk, in which a call is sold for a credit. The strategy assumes that the stock will stay below the strike sold, in which case, as time passes and/or volatility drops, the option can be bought back cheaper or expire worthless, resulting in a profit. If you’re assigned on a short call before you have a chance to close out the position, you’re obligated to deliver the underlying shares at the strike price of the option sold.

Shorting a call without holding the underlying stock is also referred to as selling “naked.” The position has limited profit potential in exchange for unlimited risk. The most common approach to selling a call may actually be the “covered call,” where the trader owns the stock, and in the event the calls are assigned, the shares already in the account are delivered. In this case, the primary risk our trader faces is the risk of the stock being “called away.”

**Short Call**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Breakeven</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Breakeven line: Short strike

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Price</th>
<th>Short 1 XYZ Sep 50 call @ $2.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total credit received</td>
<td>Option premium received, $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum loss</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum profit</td>
<td>Option premium received, $200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For illustrative purposes only.
**Selling a put.** Shorting a put is a bullish strategy in which a “naked” put is sold for a credit. And although the risk is technically limited to the difference between the strike price and zero, minus the premium, it can still be very high. The strategy assumes that the stock will stay above the strike sold, in which case, as time passes and/or volatility drops, the option can be bought back cheaper or expire worthless, resulting in a profit.

Perhaps the more common approach to put selling is the “cash-secured” put. Here the put seller may not just be OK with the idea of being forced to buy the stock—that may be exactly what they want. If the cash is in the account, ready to buy the stock should it be “put to” our trader, then the strategy is not “naked” and is actually a lower-risk approach. Typically the cash-secured put seller is seen less as an adventurous option trader and more as someone attempting to buy the stock. Of course, this has its own risks. Our trader may sell puts and hope to be forced to buy the stock at a lower price, but if the stock goes up, the trader has missed the chance to buy at the prior price. In this example, our trader has made a small profit from the premium received from selling puts, but what they really wanted was to acquire the stock at a better price.

Basically, you need to consider the same things as when buying a put, except in reverse. Just remember, a short put has limited profit potential in exchange for relatively high risk.

It’s important to note that short strategies aren’t limited to selling calls and puts. There are different and hedged alternatives to short strategies that we’ll cover later on with vertical spreads.

**Understanding Options Pricing**

Stocks and options are both priced on a per-share basis, but options contracts control 100 shares of stock (typically, splits can produce options representing an odd number of shares). So, if you see an option that’s listed for $2.50, that’s actually $250. However, since an option derives its price from something else, you may be wondering what that something else is. Yes, part of it is the underlying asset, but what part? Options actually derive their value from seven primary factors:

1—Price of the underlying
2—Strike price
3—Time to expiration
4—Implied volatility
5—Interest rates
6—Dividends (if any)
7—Whether it’s a call or a put
Now although we could fill another book twice this size to explain just how all seven components somehow cobble together to form the price you see, the takeaway is that it’s not one-dimensional like stocks. For example, before expiration, a stock could go up without the value of the call rising, depending on how far out of the money the call is or what the volatility is doing. Likewise, a put could increase in value without the stock moving at all if volatility rises.

As a rule of thumb, the higher the volatility, the more expensive the options. The more days until expiration, the more expensive the option. (We’ll discuss this further later on.)

For purposes of trading shorter-term options, the impact of interest rates on options prices is minimal. So tuck that in the back of your mind for now.

Just before expiration, an option is worth either nothing or whatever its intrinsic value is. Generally, options values depend on the stock price, the strike price, the stock price’s implied volatility, the time to expiration, interest rates, and any dividends payable before the option’s expiration.

These days, the markets are pretty efficient, and options prices are actually calculated using an options pricing formula, such as Black-Scholes. Alternative options calculators exist, but who are we kidding? In today’s markets, various options models are all about fractions of a penny and options geekisms that extrapolate beyond where we want to go for today’s lesson.

**A Bit on Time**

Shorter-term options (less than 30 days to expiration) have a couple of things going for them. First, they’re cheaper than options with more days to expiration. That means that as a buyer, you’ll have a smaller absolute loss if the stock moves against you (although likely a bigger loss as a seller). Second, if the stock price moves up, the call will probably have a greater percentage increase in value than one with more days to expiration. So, you might ask, why would you ever consider an option with more days to expiration?

Well, longer-term options (more than 30 days to expiration) have their advantages, too. First, there’s more time for the stock to make a favorable move, particularly if it moves against you at first. You don’t want the stock to make its big move the day after your options expire.

Second, an option with more days to expiration will experience less price erosion as time passes and have a smaller percentage loss if the stock price stays the same or falls.
How to View an Option Chain

Pull up the Trade tab and select All Products in the top submenu. There, you’ll find critical information about the stock you’re trading and its option chain if options are available.

1—Type in the symbol of an optionable stock.
2—Click the arrow to the left of Option Chain to set the chain free.
3—Click the arrow to the left of one of the expiration periods.
4—Set the number of strikes you’d like to see for each expiration (the default is 4).
5—Choose the data view in the drop-down next to Layout to view options greeks, volatility, or various price data or to customize it the way you like. (You can also click on the column header on something other than the Bid or Ask in an existing layout to customize.)

Once you’ve got an option chain up, sit back and admire it. You’ll see all the available expiration periods available, from the front month to the farther months, stacked top to bottom. Each available expiration displays the month or week of the cycle, days to expiration, the number of shares it controls, and the average implied volatility.

When you select the little arrow (>) to the left of any of the expiration periods, you’ll see calls on the left, puts on the right, and strike prices listed down the middle. The shaded region of the options listed indicates in-the-money options, while the unshaded region is—you guessed it—out of the money.
Now that you’ve got the options world at your fingertips, it’s time to learn a few things about placing orders.

**How to Open an Options Trade**

You won’t find the kitchen sink in thinkorswim, but it really does have everything you need to place an options trade. Here are four steps you need to know.

1—**Enter the symbol.** Go to the Trade page. In the upper left, fill in the box with the stock symbol and press enter on your keyboard. With the available calls and puts now in front of you, choose the expiration you want.

2—**Pick the strategy.** Next, click the ask or bid of the option you want to buy or sell. Clicking the asking price creates a long (buy) options order for that strike. Clicking the bid price creates a short (sell) order.

3—**Adjust the order.** You’ll see your options order at the bottom of the Order Entry section, below the option chain. Select either a market price or a limit price, and if it’s a limit price, adjust the price to what you want. From here, you can also change the quantity of contracts, the strikes, expirations, and so on.

4—**Place the order.** When you’re happy with the order, click Confirm and Send. The Order Confirmation Dialog box will give you one last chance to check the details before you click. If all’s good, then hit Send and wait for a message to pop up confirming when your order has been filled.
How to Close an Options Trade

As an option trader, you can close out your positions in a number of ways:

1—Let the option expire if it’s out of the money and worthless.

2—Offset the option prior to expiration by buying back options you sold when you opened the position or selling long options you bought when you opened the position. Keep in mind there is never a guarantee that an order to close an options position will fill.

3—Exercise the option if it’s in the money.

4—Use an automatic exercise.

If, at expiration, you’re holding an option that is in the money by $0.01 or more, then the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) will automatically exercise that option on your behalf, unless you tell your broker not to.

If a long call is automatically exercised, then on the next business day after expiration (usually the Monday after expiration Friday), you will have a long stock position. You must pay for the stock at the strike price of the call by the close of the business day. On the other hand, you could elect to sell the stock to help pay for it. You’ll keep any profit, or pay for any loss, to help make up any deficit. Keep in mind that you may incur transaction costs for the assignment and the stock trade that will reduce any profit you may have received.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Can Happen at Expiration</th>
<th>Call Options</th>
<th>Put Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long option expiring ITM</td>
<td>Becomes long stock</td>
<td>Becomes short stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long option expiring OTM</td>
<td>Expires worthless</td>
<td>Expires worthless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short option expiring ITM</td>
<td>Becomes short stock</td>
<td>Becomes long stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short option expiring OTM</td>
<td>Expires worthless</td>
<td>Expires worthless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you own a put that is being exercised, it will automatically be exercised on the next business day after expiration (usually the Monday after expiration Friday). Unless you already own the shares you’re obligated to sell, you’ll now have a short stock position and will be required to deposit the margin requirement for a short stock position by the close of the business day. Alternatively, to close the short, you could buy the stock back. You’ll keep any profit, or have to pay for any loss. Again, you may incur transaction costs for the assignment and stock trade.

The bottom line? When trading options, you learn to refine your speculation so you incorporate how much you think the stock may move, how much time it will take for the stock to move, and how implied volatility might change. These are all factors in deciding which options strategy you might choose. Ignoring these factors is a major reason why novice options traders can lose money. In the long term, understanding these critical trade-offs will help you understand the overall performance of your options positions.
Volatility Primer

Sometimes the market moves a little. Sometimes the market moves a lot. Why? It might be political unrest in the Middle East. It might be earnings season. It might be the release of economic data. Or TV’s talking heads may have found a story they can link to the day’s up, down, or stagnant market. In a word, yawn.

Volatility—the magnitude of price change in a stock or index—happens. The change might seem high or low. But no matter what volatility has done, will do, or is doing right now, as a trader, you keep looking for potential opportunities. What you don’t do is scratch your head trying to figure out the cause while waiting around for the perfect volatility scenario to arrive. Why? Because that perfect moment doesn’t exist.

Imagine you’re shooting an arrow at a target in the wind. The wind will push the arrow a little bit to the left or right depending on its direction. But you don’t pack up and go home. You aim the arrow a little bit left or right to account for the wind’s velocity to hit your target. Trading in the context, and presence, of volatility means you may need to adjust your trading strategy like you did with the wind.

The goal here is to flatten your learning curve, get you smarter and more comfortable, and help you be more confident when dealing with volatility—the trading world’s inevitable prevailing winds.

Volatility-Speak

Since we can’t avoid the big words, first, here are the two most common types of volatility you’ll hear thrown around in options circles.

Implied volatility. In the simplest terms, implied volatility is the market’s overall perception of the future volatility of an underlying security and is directly reflected in an option’s premium, or price. Implied volatility, expressed as an annualized number, is forward-looking and can change. Implied volatility is available only for options. Stocks don’t have it. Neither do futures. Likewise, implied volatility is based solely on current data. It’s not backward-looking. And traders use it to estimate the potential volatility of an underlying stock or index into the future. How far in the future? Well, an option is only interested in the underlying stock until expiration, even though it’s based on a one-year time frame mathematically.
Looking at an option from one expiration to the next, you may see that the implied volatility of an at-the-money option is higher in a near-term expiration than in a further-term expiration (see below) when there’s press—like an earnings or news announcement—creating short-term uncertainty. When the news comes out, the stock might have a lot of large price changes in the short term, but then settles once the news is absorbed in the longer term.

The implied volatility of options in different expirations can reflect these variations. Think of the volatility wind filling up an option’s extrinsic value like a balloon. When there’s lots of uncertainty, the wind picks up and the balloon gets bigger, just like extrinsic value. When the uncertainty dies down, so does the wind, and the balloon deflates, just like extrinsic value.

Historical volatility is based on the stock or index price over some period of time in the past. It looks at a stock price’s percentage change from one period to the next, whether that period is a year, a day, or a minute. Historical volatility is the standard deviation (the dispersion of data from its mean) of those percentage changes. It indicates the magnitude of the percentage price changes in the past. The challenge with historical volatility is the amount of past data you might use in your calculation.

Volatility for Strategy Selection

Perhaps you feel ready to trade and aim for the bull’s-eye, but despite knowing what direction you think the stock is headed, the volatility wind is blowing. How might you accommodate it in deciding which strategy to trade?

In a word, keep it simple as you work to understand how volatility can affect options prices. All things equal, higher volatility means an option’s extrinsic (time) value is higher. Conversely, lower volatility means an option’s time value is lower. How do you know if it’s high or low? You can look at the options statistics data in the Trade page of thinkorswim®.
For example, looking at XYZ again, by clicking the drop-down menu **Today's Options Statistics**, you can see the implied volatility and current IV percentile numbers. Because XYZ at 150.71% implied volatility is trading at the top 80% of its 52-week range, you might infer that it's a bit on the high side. High-volatility scenarios are typically better suited to strategies involving short options that are designed to profit from time decay, such as the short call or put, or the safer alternative, the short vertical spread (later in this chapter). Were its current volatility in the bottom, say, 25% of its 52-week range, you might implement a long options strategy such as buying a call or a long vertical spread.

Bear in mind, too, that if an option has more time to expiration, it’s more sensitive to volatility changes. Specifically, strategies that involve shorting options may generate smaller credits with lower volatility. Because the credit comprises the potential profit for those trades, lower volatility makes the maximum risk higher and potential profit lower, given the same strike prices and days to expiration.

On the other hand, strategies like long calendar spreads can have lower debits with low volatility that decreases their maximum risk. When volatility is lower, a trader may bias her trades toward doing more calendar spreads, say, and fewer short verticals. When volatility is higher, she may put on fewer calendar spreads and more short verticals.

---

**Spread Trading Primer**

As an option trader, your future success is largely based on an ability to create strategies designed to not only address specific market concerns, but also exploit identified market conditions. As tools, options spreads can help you develop a customized trading approach.

For instance, if you're concerned implied volatility is too high, there are spreads designed to help provide some protection. On the other hand, if you're feeling aggressive, there are spreads designed to attack a high-volatility environment. Regardless of market conditions and whether you’re thinking offense or defense, there's a spread to fit your style and your goals.

A spread is simply a combination of more than one option in a single position. Vertical spreads and calendar spreads—strategies we'll cover later in this chapter—tuck up nicely under the umbrella of spreads. Initially, you may think that combining options simply creates more work. After all, why trade spreads when calls and puts are simpler? Well, single-option strategies certainly have their place. But as it turns out, spreads help to mitigate many of the risks inherent in single options—risks like changes in volatility and time decay, as well as margin and capital requirements.

Spreads offer a variety of choices should you want to speculate on trending or range-bound markets, and even for income. Of course, there's a price to pay for all these wonderful benefits. A spread that lowers your overall cost may also lower your maximum potential reward. One that helps you profit from a large potential move may also have greater time decay. However, spreads can help you stay flexible while creating custom trades. So they may make the trade-offs well worth considering.
How to Place a Spread Order

If you're a spread-trading whiz and you're just looking for the 1-2-3 of how to place a trade, here you go.

The spread-trading logic of thinkorswim is truly one of its bright spots. There are very few (if any) combinations of spreads that we haven’t thought of to include in the order menus. And the best part—you don’t have to enter each leg one by one anymore. To access your spread of choice:

1—Right-click the bid or ask of any option in the chain.
2—Select BUY or SELL, then choose the spread you’re looking for.

3—Click your spread of choice and watch it magically populate at the bottom of the screen.
4—Adjust the number of contracts, price, etc., until you’re satisfied.
5—Place the trade by clicking Confirm and Send. The Order Confirmation Dialog box will give you one last chance to check the details before you click the Send button and work a live order.
There are few things more frustrating as you trade options than being right on the direction of the stock, but having your position lose money. When buying calls and puts loses money for you faster than you can say “time decay,” consider vertical spreads.

What separates experienced options traders from the rest of the pack? Perhaps you believe it’s a complex set of rules, inside analysis, or secret handshakes. In fact, the secret sauce may be the risk/reward trade-off, and some traders are fine with lower profit potential given the lower risk. Also, as a reminder, every trade you make incurs additional cost. Even if they’re wrong on the direction of the stock or index, an option trader’s positions can still be profitable. That might not sound all that remarkable. But in reality, choosing the strategies can trump trend-picking skills. And choosing the strategies requires a playbook that goes well beyond long single calls or puts—starting with the vertical spread.

**Why Go Vertical?**

The vertical underlies the bulk of all the more complex strategies combined. And it can be profitable even if your directional pick isn’t right. It can also help insulate you from changes in time and volatility. In fact, it’s so foundational that the vertical could be the most important options strategy many traders ever learn. Let’s start by comparing verticals to the traditional long call or put.

Should you decide only to buy single calls and puts, here’s a potential catch. In order for your trades to be profitable, three things need to happen:

1—The stock needs to move in the right direction.
2—The move has to be big enough.
3—Both have to happen before expiration.

Yet, by trading the vertical:

1—The stock can move opposite to what you expect, or not at all, with positive results.
2—The stock can move only a small amount with positive results.
3—Time passing can be beneficial.

Trading long options can be like trying to pick a winner at the track. If you want a potentially more realistic strategy, even if it’s less sexy, consider verticals. Compared to single calls and puts, a lot of veteran traders consider verticals the building blocks of options trading. To get you started, let’s map it out for you.

**Verticals 101**

Vertical spreads are composed of two options—one long and one short—that are either both calls or both puts. Both options are in the same expiration and are the same quantity. Inside a vertical, when the stock moves one way or the other, all else being equal, one option is making money, and the other is losing money—so in theory, they offset each other. They don’t offset equally, but enough so that verticals can be one of the tamest positions by options standards.
At expiration, a vertical will always have a value between $0 (when both vertical options are out of the money) and the difference between the long and short strikes (when both options are in the money). For example, if you’re long an XYZ 49/52 bullish call vertical, it would be worth $0 if XYZ is below $49 or $3 if XYZ is above $52 at expiration. That defines the minimum and maximum values for the vertical, whether long or short. At expiration, when one option of the vertical is in the money and the other is out of the money, the vertical is worth the intrinsic value of the in-the-money option. Now, keep in mind you can either buy verticals (long) or you can sell them (short).

**The Long Vertical**

If a trader is bullish on a stock and looking to buy a call, they may consider a long call vertical spread (a “long call spread”). Why? Perhaps implied volatility in the option is a little higher, or they are only moderately bullish. Or they feel the trend is up and want to participate, but aren’t entirely sure of the timing. In this case, the long call vertical can be a less expensive, lower-risk, bullish alternative to a long call.

**The Trade**

1—Use two different call options that share the same expiration date.
2—Buy one call option (lower strike) and sell the other one (higher strike).

To illustrate, take a look at the call option chain on MNKY stock at $159.42 (next page). The criteria for choosing a particular pair of strikes for your long call vertical can vary greatly depending on things like cost and low risk-to-reward ratios. But let’s assume you select the 160 and 162.50 strikes. To place a long call vertical in our example:

1—Buy the 160 call for $2.04.
2—Sell the 162.50 call for $0.97.

Net debit = $1.07 (total $107 per spread)

**Breaking it down.** The resulting spread trade is a long 160/162.50 call vertical for a debit of $1.07. Keep in mind that although any spread order involves two or more simultaneous transactions (and hence, two or more commissions), it’s placed as one order. The two “legs” of the trade behave as one trade, and can be treated as such, making it convenient to handle.

Reviewing your trade, with the long call vertical, the sale of the 162.50 call helped finance the purchase of the 160 call. In general, shorting the 162.50 may have seemed risky. But as long as both positions remain open, the long option will always be worth more than the short option, unless both options are worth zero. That limits the risk to the price you paid for the spread.

Why? Suppose the stock rises from $159.42 to $165. It’s possible you may be obligated to sell the stock at a mere $162.50, which sounds terrible. However, because you own the 160 call, you reserve the right to buy the stock for $160—or $2.50 lower than where you may be obligated to sell it. Thus, the extent of your obligation (the short 162.50 call) is more than covered by your right to buy the 160 call.
What’s next? You can typically exit from the vertical before expiration. However, the maximum profit for the spread occurs just before expiration, when you can buy stock for $160 and sell it at $162.50. This can happen if at expiration the stock settles above $162.50. It would leave you with a maximum profit of $2.50 ($250 in real dollars), less the initial debit paid for the spread and transaction costs.

Constructing a Vertical Spread
With MNKY trading at $159.42, the first out-of-the-money vertical (long or short) can be constructed using the 160 and 162.50 strike calls.

One caveat for long verticals: When the stock makes a big move in your anticipated direction well before expiration, the value you can realize from the spread is sharply diminished by the time premium on the short options position.
The Short Vertical

The short call vertical ("short call spread") serves as a bearish, lower-risk alternative to the naked short call, since your risk is defined—particularly when implied volatility on the option is running high. It has similar guidelines to those for the long call vertical, but with one key difference: the call option you sell has a lower strike than the one you buy. Refer to the short call vertical’s risk profile to the right. Notice the position of the strikes.

The Trade

1—Use two different call options that share the same expiration date.
2—Sell one call option (lower strike) and buy a higher strike call option as your hedge.

Using the same option chain from before, suppose you wanted to sell a bearish call vertical (i.e., short vertical). You might look to sell the first out-of-the-money vertical from where the stock price sits. In this example, with the stock at $159.42, the short 160/162.50 call vertical sells for $0.96 per spread. To sell this spread, you would:

1—Sell the 160 call for $1.97.
2—Buy the 162.50 call for $1.01.

Net credit = $0.96 (total $96 per spread)

The profit curve on the thinkorswim® trading platform.
**Breaking it down.** Now you’ve constructed the short 160/162.50 call spread for a credit of $0.96. Said another way, you have sold the 160/162.50 call spread at $0.96. Because you’re shorting the 160 call, you have the obligation to sell the stock at $160 (if assigned). Then, by purchasing the 162.50 call, you’ve gained the right to purchase the stock for $162.50. This is your hedge against the short call. Notice that the $2.50 difference in your obligation (short call) is not completely covered by the extent of your right (the long 162.50 call). Therefore, your potential risk in the trade is the difference between the strikes, less the credit received, or $1.54 ($2.50 – $0.96). Keep in mind there will be transaction costs associated with both options trades, as well.

**What’s next?** The maximum profit on a short spread (the net credit) is usually achieved when the spread expires worthless. For the short 160/162.50 call spread, this would occur if at expiration the stock settles at, or below, a price of $160. (See the profit curve, previous page.) A short vertical doesn’t have to be overly bearish for it to potentially work. In fact, since your breakeven on the trade at expiration is $160.96, from the current price of $159.42, MNKY can move lower, remain at $159.42, or even trade a little higher—so there’s “action” in all three directions.

**What happens at expiration?** If both options are in the money by at least $0.01 at the close of trading on expiration day and you haven’t closed out your position, the stock shares from the automatic long option exercise will offset the stock shares from the likelihood of the short options assignment. So, you wouldn’t have any stock position after expiration. But if the stock is in between the vertical strikes at expiration, the in-the-money option will deliver either long or short shares to your account, depending on whether it’s a long or short call or put. If you don’t want shares in your account, you’ll have to either close the in-the-money option, or the entire vertical, before the end of trading at expiration. Keep in mind that if you close just one leg, you may have to watch the other all the way through to expiration to avoid any surprises.

**A Vertical Playbook**

The downside to verticals? They can generate commissions, contract fees, and exercise and assignment fees for both options. Plus, they have limited profit potential and, like all options, they expire—which, as you’ll need to regularly open and close new portfolio positions, can make it difficult to maintain exposure in a particular stock or index.

But if you decide verticals might play a role in your strategy, how do you decide between a long call vertical, short put vertical, long put vertical, or short call vertical? And how do you pick the strikes? It’s not a question of which is “best,” but drilling down on one of two things:

1—What’s your bullish or bearish outlook for the stock?

2—Is volatility relatively high or low?

Consider an elementary verticals playbook. In general, traders tend to short out-of-the-money verticals when volatility is high, and they’re less confident on directional bias. The out-of-the-money vertical gives more “room” for the stock to move against you and still be potentially profitable.

In general, traders buy at-the-money verticals when volatility is lower and they’re more confident on directional bias. The at-the-money vertical responds more directly to a stock’s price change because its delta is higher than an out-of-the-money vertical.

Of course, if the trader’s directional bias is wrong, the at-the-money vertical will lose money more quickly if the stock moves against it. Once you choose a long or short, call or put vertical, you can then select the long and short strikes to match how much you think the stock might move, how much risk you’re willing to take on, and how much capital is required.
How to Place a Vertical Order

One of the most important and popular features on the thinkorswim platform is the spread order entry. Creating an order takes but a few seconds and a few clicks.

1—Enter the symbol. Go to the Trade page. In the upper left, fill in the box with the stock symbol and press enter. With the available calls and puts now in front of you, choose the expiration you want.

2—Pick the strategy. Next, right-click the ask or bid of the option you want to buy or sell and in the menu that opens up (right), scroll down and choose BUY, then Vertical.

3—Adjust the order. You’ll see your vertical order at the bottom of the Order Entry section (see image, next page) below the option chain. From here, you can change the quantity of spreads, the strikes, expirations, and so on.
**Calendar Spreads**

Stocks move up. Stocks move down. But a lot of the time, they’re not doing much of anything. If you’re looking for a way to trade a stock you see as stuck in a range, consider a calendar spread.

Imagine if you could profit when nothing happens. That’s exactly what a calendar spread is designed to do. And the nice thing is, you don’t have to hit a bull’s-eye on price. You put on a calendar when you think the stock or index is going to trade in a certain range for a period of time. As long as the stock cooperates and volatility remains stable, the calendar profits from something that, as options traders, we both fear and need—the passage of time.

**Pitching Tents**

A long calendar spread is the simultaneous sale of a near-term call or put and the purchase of a far-term call or put of the same strike price. The long and short options in a calendar spread are either both calls or both puts and are designed to collect the theta decay of the short option in the spread while maximizing the time value of the longer-term option.

Because of the unique nature of the two options, the potential profit zone generally looks like a “tent” in its risk/reward profile.

---

4—Place the order. When you’re happy with the spread, click Confirm and Send. The Order Confirmation Dialog box will give you one last chance to check the details before you click the Send button and work a live order.
Long calendar spreads, also referred to as “time spreads” or “horizontal spreads,” can be positioned as a market-neutral strategy (range-bound trade) that benefits from time decay, or even to speculate on market direction. You simply pick the strike price where you believe the underlying will close at the expiration of the near-term option, and the trade profits if you are right.

Along with verticals, the long calendar spread is one of the basic spread positions that is used by options traders of many experience levels and is a component of more complex spreads. Long calendars feature low capital requirements, zero margin, defined risk, wide profit ranges, and possible opportunities to collect premium from “rolling” the short front-month options forward (which we will cover in a bit).

To illustrate, take a look at the put option chain below on MNKY stock, trading at $159.

If you think MNKY might trade sideways for a while and stay around $160 by September 30 expiration, you might look to trade the September 30/October 14 at-the-money put calendar spread.

1—Buy the October 14 160 put for $3.55.
2—Sell the September 30 160 put for $2.73.

Total debit = $0.82 (or $82 per spread)

**Something for Nothing**

How do you profit from the passage of time? In a word, theta—rate of change of an option as each day passes. If, as expected, the shorter-term option decays at a faster rate than the longer-term option, the spread “widens,” and you may be able to close out the spread for a profit.

As the risk profile on the next page shows, all things equal, were MNKY to finish at $160 at the short option’s expiration, your short option would be worth $0, while the long option might have decayed only $1.58, and now have a value of $1.97. Since your original cost of the trade was $0.82, and the long option can now be sold for $1.97, your profit is $1.15 ($115, less commissions and fees). It’s not always this perfect, but you get the idea.
Maximum profit. The calendar spread will be worth the most money when the stock is at the same price as the strike selected (160) at expiration of the front-month option (September 30). This is when the front-month short option expires worthless, and the back-month long option (October 14) has the greatest time (extrinsic) value, as it’s the at-the-money option. If the underlying price doesn’t settle exactly at the strike price, any intrinsic value would be canceled out because both options have the same strike price. The value of the calendar spread depends on its implied volatility, expiration date, and movement of the underlying, which all change over time.

To push the potential of the calendar even further, you could roll the short option to the next month. Rolling is the process of buying back the short option near expiration and simultaneously selling the next expiration period’s same strike option. When a calendar spread is purchased and there is more than one expiration period separating the short and long options, the profit of a calendar spread might be augmented by “rolling” the short front-expiring option to the next expiration period for a credit.

For example, in our September 30/October 14 put calendar on MNKY, there is one roll “embedded” in the trade. You can roll the short September 30 put to October 7 at some point.
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How to Place a Calendar Spread

Once you feel comfortable with a calendar you’re considering and its volatility backdrop, it’s time to place the trade. The process is virtually identical to placing a vertical spread. And the easiest way to do this is from the Trade page.

1—**Enter the symbol.** Go to the Trade page. In the upper left, fill in the box with the stock symbol and press enter. With the available calls and puts now in front of you, choose the expiration you want.

2—**Pick the strategy.** Next, right-click the ask or bid of the option you want to buy or sell, and in the menu that opens up (right), scroll down and choose **BUY,** then **Calendar.**

The rolls have the greatest value when the underlying price is right at the money, which permits you to sell the next expiring option for the greatest amount of time value, as well.

**Maximum loss.** Long calendar spreads are executed for debits, and the maximum loss on a calendar spread is the original debit (cost) of putting on the trade, plus commissions and fees. Maximum loss occurs when the underlying price has moved far away from the strike price of the calendar spread and the long option has $0 extrinsic value.

**Break-even points.** The break-even points of a calendar spread at expiration are the points above or below the strike of the two options that the underlying can close where the net value of the far-term option’s time value is equal to the amount paid for the spread. See the Analyze page on thinkorswim for tools such as the profit curve that can help you determine break-even points.

**Capital requirement.** The capital requirement for a long calendar spread is simply the net debit equal to the long options premium, minus the short options premium, plus commissions and fees.
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3—**Adjust the order.** You’ll see your calendar order at the bottom of the Order Entry section, below the option chain. From here, you can change the quantity of spreads, the strikes, expirations, etc.

4—**Place the order.** When you’re happy with the spread you want, click **Confirm and Send.** The Order Confirmation Dialog box will give you one last chance to check the details before you click the **Send** button and work a live order.

---

**Analyze Page**

It’s one thing to know what will happen to your options trade when you’re right on direction. But what about when you’re wrong? What did your pre-trade analysis suggest? Oh, you didn’t stress test your trade? You should. Enter the Analyze page.

Located under the Analyze tab, the tools in the Analyze page give you a closer look at your trade and all its potential outcomes before you place your order. You can analyze your original position, view the results of potential adjustments, and perform volatility and probability analysis, all before entering that trade. And all with live data.
Add Simulated Trades

Before you can analyze a trade, you need to tell the software what to analyze. You may notice that the Add Simulated Trades screen looks an awful lot like the All Products screen on the Trade page. That’s by design. If you were to pull up an option chain from the Add Simulated Trades screen, you can jump right into your due diligence without coming in from the Trade page.

Just as you can pull up any strategy to trade from the option chain in the Trade page, you can analyze any strategy right from the Add Simulated Trades page.

As with any simulator, garbage in = garbage out. It’s easy to fool yourself if you don’t put in realistic prices. Or if you analyze nonstandard products (e.g., VIX). To keep things simple, say you want to analyze a long position on some DJX calls (pictured). The current market on the October 186 calls is 1.76 to 1.87.

To set up your analysis:

1—Enter DJX in the symbol box.
2—Click the ask price (here it’s 1.87).
3—View the data in the section labeled Price Slices.
4—Adjust your position in the Positions and Simulated Trades section at the bottom of the screen.

VIX (Volatility Index) Created by the CBOE, the VIX is an index of volatility calculated from the extrinsic value of out-of-the-money SPX index options.

For more trader jargon, refer to the glossary, page 176.
Price Slices

Once you’ve got a trade ready for analysis, you can answer the question, “How much money will my trade make or lose if the underlying moves by some amount?”

Price Slices allow you to establish any “what-if” scenario you want. Much like chess players who have to think many moves ahead, traders have to consider multiple outcomes in order to craft their trading plans. Price Slices allow you to think several moves ahead, making sure that Plan B is well thought out long before Plan A fails. There’s no limit to the number of Price Slices you can add, which gives you some powerful insight regarding what your trade may do if the stock goes up or down by a specific dollar amount, by a given percentage of the stock price, or by any number of standard deviations.

Each Price Slice represents a stock price. You can set “markers” for where your trade is now and where it needs to be, whether it’s a percentage away from the current price (“% step”), dollar amount away (“$ step”), or standard deviation based on volatility (“step”).

In the Price Slices table, you can analyze options greeks, P/L at the open, P/L for the day, and the “BP Effect” (buying power). You can choose a different price for each slice and also set as many slices as you want in order to simulate different scenarios.

The software defaults to three slices (+10% [above current price], Live [current price], and -10% [below current price]). If you’d like to change these, click on the Set Slices button in the Price Slices tab to bring up a menu of parameter choices. (Caution: If you have already added slices, this will default back to three, and you’ll lose the extras!)
How to Change Price Slices

You can add, delete, and adjust the slices easily in the Price Slices feature.

1—To add a slice, simply click the “+” symbol in the upper right of the Price Slices feature. Or simply right-click any of the slices to bring up a submenu and choose + Add slice.

2—To delete a slice, simply right-click on the slice or click on the little blue dot next to a slice to bring up a menu, and select Delete slice.

To adjust slices, either left-click each slice individually in the Mode column to bring up a parameter menu or click the Set Slices button in the upper tab of the Price Slices bar.

3—To modify a slice, manually input the number or right-click on a slice and choose Set slices. The additional submenu that pops up contains preselected slice variances.

4—To reset all the slices back to the default settings, select Reset slices.
Option Hacker

Scanning for an options trade has become all-encompassing with the ability to scan for single options that meet any criteria you can dream up. Whether you’re buying single options or options spreads, you often know the criteria of the stock along with the legs of the options. Option Hacker allows you to input options criteria such as greeks, days to expiration, or premium right alongside your classic stock and study filters. The Option Hacker will then return the exact option(s) you are looking for, saving time and possibly identifying hidden opportunities.

1—Find Option Hacker in the submenu under the **Scan** tab.
2—Adjust the criteria to your desired settings.
3—To add a new parameter to your criteria, you can **Add filter for options**. You can also add stock filters and study filters to this same set of criteria.
4—You can choose to display only options, only stocks, or both. This allows you to sort your results so they are relative to your desired criteria; that is, sorting by volume of the underlying symbol as opposed to the volume of each individual option.
5—Click **Scan** to view your results at the bottom of the screen.
Risk Profile

The Risk Profile tool on the Analyze page makes “stress testing” your trading ideas easy. By doing the math for you and drawing pictures of all the P/L possibilities—including the odds of making a profit (or not), it’ll help you figure out which options strikes to buy, which spreads to sell, or whether you even want to take the trade at all.

To start looking at your beautifully picturesque trades, click the Risk Profile tab in the main submenu at the top of the Analyze page. There you’ll see a P/L graph of your trade right before your eyes.

Theoretically, you can now get a better sense of what might happen when the underlying moves by any amount, over any time frame between now (pink P/L line pictured) and expiration (blue line)—which happen to be the defaults. To add more than two P/L lines, click on the drop-down box at the top under the label Plot Lines.

The plot lines are an integral part of your visual analysis. At a glance, you can see your position P/L at a given stock price.

Don’t Forget
If forgetting to include commissions in your trades keeps screwing up your analysis, you can include them by clicking on the commissions drop-down menu above the graph.

If you want more plot lines prior to expiration, simply click on the Plot Lines menu and select your favorite type of interval:

Day step. These allow you to define your plot lines with specific days in between and watch a trade evolve over time.

Vol step. If you prefer to see how a change in implied volatility will affect your position, use this setting. Once you select it, you’ll see a subsequent setting allowing you to customize the amount of volatility percentage points between steps.

Expiration step. If you have a trade that crosses over multiple expirations, you can set the steps to view the trade at each of those expirations.
All of these steps are designed to allow you to see how a trade evolves as certain parameters change. The neat thing is that the parameters don’t have to change in real life for you to evaluate your position.

**Analyzing Existing Positions and Simulated Trades**

Want to do some in-depth analysis on your existing positions? Your existing trades are automatically made available for you to analyze, so you don’t have to spend time searching for them or transferring them to the Analyze tab. You can also add new simulated trades. Either way, you’re covered.

1—In the **Positions and Simulated Trades** page, the first pull-down menu allows you to show all of your trades (Show All), to hide your positions, or to hide your simulations.

2—Click the little gear icon on the right to change the dividend yield, the volatility, or the stock price.

3—Watch your curve change as you change the parameters.

---

**Learn How To**

**What’s the Daily Move?**

You can convert any daily standard deviation measure to a volatility reading like the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). And vice versa.

Say the implied volatility of stock “XYZ” is 24. Simply divide that by the square root of the number of calendar days per year (365) to convert that volatility to a percentage move in the underlying.

In other words, 24/19, or about 1.26%. So a 24 volatility means we expect XYZ to move less than 1.26% on 68% of all trading days.

For illustrative purposes only
Probability Analysis

Want to get a quick reading on just how high or low a stock might go in the future? Select the Probability Analysis tab in the Analyze page submenu and type in any stock symbol in the upper left corner.

Based on the options’ volatility readings, the curve of the graph you see in the probability analysis chart gives you the theoretical range of prices at which the stock will settle by its options expiration dates in the future (although independent of any options position you may have on). The default range is 68%, but you can input any number your little heart desires.

For example, in the following probability curve, DJX has a 68% chance (1 standard deviation) of trading within the range of 178.69 to 191.43 by the October 21 expiration. Put another way, the probability of the stock trading outside of that range is 32%.

Why do these numbers matter? Trading is about probabilities. It’s not a perfect science, but if you were thinking about selling, say, a call vertical spread and looking at a similar chart to the one pictured, you might think twice before selling October call strikes below 191. That’s not advice. We’re just sayin’...

Now, the probability curve isn’t just about expirations. Drag your mouse over any part of the probability chart, and you can see probabilities above or below the plotted levels, sorted by specific dates and stock prices.
Product Depth Options

This little tool displays options data such as open interest and implied volatility—pretty much anything options-related—in a visually intuitive format.

As an example, the charts below display SPX open interest for each strike available. You can easily switch the fields, look only at certain strikes or expiration cycles, and so on.

Suppose you need help picking the best strike for your trade. Maybe you only want to see analytics on open interest on the call options available for the next four expirations. To do that, click on the View box and change All to Calls.

1—Enter your symbol in the top left box of the Trade page.
2—Select the arrow to the left of the Product Depth section.
3—Choose the option type, series (expiration), and number of strikes in their respective drop-down boxes.
4—Choose open interest from the drop-down menu at the top of the section.
5—Analyze the calls in the left chart to see the clustering of options with the highest open interest.

There are many other ways to use the Product Depth feature, so we'll just have to leave you to your imagination from here.

For illustrative purposes only

Trader Jargon

Open Interest The number of outstanding options contracts in a particular class or series. Each opening transaction (as opposed to a closing transaction) has a buyer and a seller, but for the calculation of open interest, only one side of the transaction is counted.

For more trader jargon, refer to the glossary, page 176.
Options are not suitable for all investors as the special risks inherent to options trading may expose investors to potentially rapid and substantial losses. Options trading privileges subject to TD Ameritrade review and approval. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options (http://www.optionsclearing.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp) before investing in options.

Supporting documentation for any claims, comparison, statistics, or other technical data will be supplied upon request.

Examples are provided for informational purposes only, and they may not take into consideration all transaction fees or taxes you would incur in an actual transaction.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

A long call or put options position places the entire cost of the options position at risk. Should an individual long call or long put position expire worthless, the entire cost of the position would be lost.

The covered call strategy can limit the upside potential of the underlying stock position, as the stock would likely be called away in the event of substantial stock price increase.

The risk of loss on an uncovered call options position is potentially unlimited since there is no limit to the price increase of the underlying security. Naked options strategies involve the highest amount of risk and are only appropriate for traders with the highest risk tolerance.

The naked put strategy includes a high risk of purchasing the corresponding stock at the strike price when the market price of the stock will likely be lower. Naked options strategies involve the highest amount of risk and are only appropriate for traders with the highest risk tolerance.

With the protective put strategy, while the long put provides some temporary protection from a decline in the price of the corresponding stock, this does involve risking the entire cost of the put position. Should the long put position expire worthless, the entire cost of the put position would be lost.

Spreads, straddles, and other multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return. These are advanced options strategies and often involve greater risk, and more complex risk, than basic options trades. Multiple-leg options transactions will incur contract fees on each leg.

The risk of loss on a short sale is potentially unlimited since there is no limit to the price increase of a security. There is no guarantee the brokerage firm can continue to maintain a short position for an unlimited time period. Your position may be closed out by the firm without regard to your profit or loss.

Margin trading increases risk of loss and includes the possibility of a forced sale if account equity drops below required levels. Margin is not available in all account types. Margin trading privileges subject to TD Ameritrade review and approval. Carefully review the Margin Handbook (https://www.tdameritrade.com/retail-en_us/resources/pdf/AMTD086.pdf) and Margin Disclosure Document (https://www.tdameritrade.com/retail-en_us/resources/pdf/AMTD845.pdf) for more details. Please see our website or contact TD Ameritrade at 800-669-3900 for copies.
Futures trading isn’t what it used to be, thanks to better technology. But using the right tools is critical. With thinkorswim®, we’ve got you covered.

Futures: Not Just for Farmers Anymore

Futures and futures options trading is speculative and is not suitable for all investors. Please read the Risk Disclosure for Futures and Options (https://www.tdameritrade.com/retail-en_us/resources/pdf/TDA631.pdf) prior to trading futures products. This information should not be construed as a recommendation or endorsement of any particular investment or investment strategy. Examples provided, including quotes, security or option symbols, order examples, price charts, and other depictions of trade and/or market data, are intended for educational and illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation or solicitation to purchase, sell, or hold any specific investment. Examples presented in this session are for educational and illustrative purposes only. Real and/or hypothetical investments depicted are specifically not solicitations or recommendations to trade a specific investment or to engage in a particular trading or investing strategy. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Futures complement equities as they allow market participants to express their opinions and capture trading opportunities based on the price movements of commodities, interest rates, FX, and equity indices. Trading futures is similar to trading stock, but there are important differences. Futures and stocks are both financial instruments traded on centralized exchanges that are available to the retail client. Let us explore some of the potential benefits, differences, and similarities of futures trading as it relates to equities trading.

**Futures Disassembled**

Let’s have a sober discussion of what a futures contract is by talking about the E-mini S&P 500 future (/ES). You’re probably familiar with the S&P 500 Index, calculated off the prices of 500 large-cap U.S. stocks. The E-mini S&P 500 future is a contract that would deliver the cash equivalent of $50 times the price of the S&P 500 Index when the contract expires.

So, if you thought the S&P 500 might go higher, you could go to the trouble of buying all the 500 component stocks using the same weighting method that the index uses. Or, you could just buy an E-mini futures contract (/ES). You would have to put up some cash to cover the initial requirement for the futures contract. You’d potentially profit if the E-mini future went higher, and potentially lose if it went lower. Now, you may have mutual funds that track the S&P 500, so you may be asking, why all the fuss about futures?

When you multiply the price of the E-mini S&P 500 (/ES) by $50, you get the value of that future. With /ES at 2,678, it has a value of $133,900. The initial margin requirement, or the amount of cash you need in your account to buy that future, is about $7,700 plus transaction costs. (Note that margin requirements change frequently based on market conditions.) Initially using only $7,700 to establish a position worth $133,900 is known as leverage. Some say it’s a good and a bad thing about futures. Good in the sense you don’t need the full value of the contract to buy it. But leverage also increases your risk of losing more than you paid.

If /ES moves up 50 points in a week, you’d show a profit of $2,500. But if it drops 50 points, the loss would be $2,500, and you’d have potentially lost more than 50% of your initial investment. You may also have to put up more cash to maintain the position. That’s called a margin call, which must be satisfied immediately. In that sense, leverage can be risky. But what if you actually had a portfolio of S&P 500 stocks worth $133,900? That doesn’t have any more risk than the S&P futures contract. Finally, what if your stock portfolio is smaller? Are there any advantages to buying an E-mini future versus a basket of the S&P 500 stocks?

**Small Doses Can Work, Too**

Let’s say you’d like to invest $133,900 in an S&P 500 portfolio. What are your choices?

1—You could buy $133,900 worth of an S&P 500-tracking mutual fund.

2—Alternatively, you could buy $133,900 worth of an exchange-traded fund that tracks the S&P 500, and if you chose to use margin, you’d only need to put up $66,950 to do that (remembering the transaction costs and the cost of margin interest when borrowing from your broker).

3—Or you could buy one E-mini S&P future (/ES) and initially put up about $7,700 for the margin requirement, plus transaction costs.

Note that in scenario 3, you have not bought any actual securities like you did in the first two scenarios, but you’ve bought a product where the risk/reward profile is similar. And if you had remaining capital (since you did not have to spend $66,950 or $133,900), you could conceivably...
invest some of that in an interest-earning product. That could help diversify your overall portfolio, while possibly enhancing your potential return.

Many futures—like the E-mini S&P 500—are traded nearly 24 hours a day, making real-time information available in the middle of the night. You can even trade futures on a mobile platform, such as thinkorswim® Mobile. And you can trade in a wide variety of markets with futures—from commodities like corn, soybeans, and crude oil to financial instruments like Treasury bonds and currencies. Some traders use futures to speculate, hedge, or diversify their portfolios by adding a different asset class. (Have you ever tried to buy 1,000 barrels of crude oil?)

The E-mini S&P 500 (/ES) is also frequently viewed as a heads up on what might be happening in the market. Ask any active trader what things she checks daily, and you’re likely to hear “the /ES.” That’s because the speed and efficiency of the futures markets help professional traders make either bullish or bearish speculative trades on futures faster than buying or selling entire portfolios of stock.

When some news or event hits the wires, generally the product that reacts first is the E-mini S&P 500 future (/ES). Often, you might see /ES rally before you see the component stocks of the index rally. There’s no guarantee that individual stocks will follow the futures, but the futures market can give you an indication of how market participants might be interpreting a news event as either bullish or bearish for the overall market. To check it out yourself, put the symbol /ES in a watchlist.

Let’s Dive into Contract Specification
A futures contract is an agreement to buy or sell a financial instrument such as the E-mini S&P 500 (/ES) or a physical commodity such as crude oil (/CL), for a future delivery on a regulated commodity futures exchange. There are five key components to futures contracts.

1. Contract size
   - A futures contract has a standardized size that does not change. For example, one contract of crude oil (/CL) represents 1,000 barrels of crude oil. If you are trading Gold futures (/GC), the contract size represents 100 troy ounces of gold. The E-Mini S&P 500 futures (/ES) represent $50 times the price of the S&P 500 Index.

2. Contract value
   - Also known as a contract’s notional value, it’s calculated by multiplying the size of the contract by the current price. For example, the E-mini S&P 500 contract is $50 times the price of the index. If the index is trading at 2,250, the value of one E-mini S&P 500 contract would be $112,500.

3. Tick size
   - A “tick” is the minimum price increment a particular contract can fluctuate. Tick sizes and values vary from contract to contract. For example, a tick in /ES is 0.25 per point. Since /ES represents $50 times the S&P 500 Index, every 0.25 move in /ES equals $12.50.

4. Trading hours
   - Futures markets are open 23-1/2 hours per day, 5-1/2 days a week; however, each product has its own unique trading hours. Trading hours can be found at www.tdameritrade.com/futures

5. Delivery
   - Contracts are either financially settled or physically settled.
Financially settled futures contracts expire directly into cash at expiration. /ES is an example of a financially settled product.

Physically settled futures contracts expire directly into the physical commodity. /CL is an example of a physically settled product; at expiration, anyone long a contract in /CL will receive 1,000 barrels of crude oil. However, don’t be worried about 1,000 barrels of crude oil showing up at your front door. TD Ameritrade Futures & Forex LLC (TDAFF) doesn’t allow clients to take physical delivery of a futures contract.

**Margin Requirements**

The margin requirement for futures is the amount of funds required to enter into a position. In the futures market, the general term for margin is called initial margin requirement and refers to the minimum amount of funds required to enter into a futures contract.

The initial margin requirement represents a fraction of the total value of the futures contract, often 3% to 12%, which makes futures a leveraged trading vehicle. Therefore, futures contracts represent a large contract value that can be controlled with a relatively small amount of capital. However, due to low margins and high leverage, a small up or down movement could result in a significant gain or loss as compared to your initial margin investment. It’s important to keep in mind that although leverage allows for strong potential returns, it can also result in significant losses. To learn more about maximizing your capital efficiency with futures, see this video.

The initial margin to purchase or sell a futures contract can be seen on the Futures tab in the thinkorswim® trading platform and will be deducted from your buying power in real time before the order is sent to the market.
Futures Trader

Have you opened a futures trading account? Are you ready to trade futures? If so, you can go to the Trade page and click on the tab labeled Futures Trader in the submenu. This will take you to a series of dashboards that include various futures markets and their respective charts, all waiting for your input.

The Futures Trader page defaults to 12 panels—six dashboards and their six respective charts. Charts were covered in chapter 5, so let’s focus on getting futures quotes and placing orders.

Getting Futures Quotes
In the box at the top left of the Futures Trader screen, you can enter the futures symbol. The symbol for the E-mini S&P 500 Index Futures is /ES. The quote box in the center of each panel displays the bid and ask prices. As indicated, you typically sell on the bid and buy on the ask, along with the number of contracts (for which the current market pictured is 2150.50 to 2150.75).

Just below the box where you state your quantity, you’ll see the word Tick, which again is the minimum increment by which a futures contract is allowed to change. In this case, it’s 0.25, but it varies by instrument. However, you can also see that 0.25 is equivalent to $12.50. This is because every point of the E-mini contract represents $50 (50 x $0.25 = $12.50). You can also find tick size, tick value, and initial margin requirements for each specific futures product by clicking on the little down arrow to the right of the symbol and then selecting Futures.

Entering Futures Orders
Once you’ve identified a futures contract you want to trade and you’re looking to enter an order, simply follow these steps:

1—Type in the contract’s symbol in the symbol box (/ES in this example).
2—Adjust the quantity of the position.
3—Click Buy to purchase.

If you’re filled, you’ll see the same confirmation box open on your desktop as a stock or option fill—and yes, hear the chime.
Anatomy of a Futures Symbol

Does the symbol /ESH19 mean anything to you? It should if you’re a futures trader. Here’s a breakdown of what you’re telling the thinkorswim platform when you type it in. Now, this symbol will repeat and be equally as valid in 2021 as it was in 2001. But if you only want to see the current active month’s contracts, go to the All Products page under the Trade tab. Type in the symbol /ES in the top left. You’ll see the next three expirations, or all of the contracts that are available, depending on the value of the drop-down menu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>This is a futures symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>E-mini S&amp;P 500 contract from the CME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>March expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2019 contract year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For illustrative purposes only

Example: E-mini S&P 500 June 2016 (/ESM6)

The thinkorswim trading platform helps simplify the need to identify which product to trade. Enter /ES into the Trade window to be automatically directed to the active month and all available expirations that can be traded.

WHAT ARE THE MONTH CODES FOR FUTURES?

Futures Calendar Month Codes

F = January  G = February  H = March  J = April  K = May  M = June
N = July     Q = August  U = September  V = October  X = November  Z = December

For illustrative purposes only

All Products

You can also get futures quotes and trade from the All Products tab. You can find all the futures products we offer here and their tick size, tick value, and initial margin.

For illustrative purposes only
Active Trader

If you tend to trade more actively and really need a page that allows you to see each tick of the market, the Active Trader page might be for you. And if you’re looking for speed, there really is no place on the thinkorswim® platform to place your order faster than this page. Not only can you enter orders with as little as one click, but you can also move orders to different price points with a simple slide of the mouse.⁵

Active Trader Layout

As shown below, the Active Trader page (accessible on the right of a Futures Trader window or by clicking the Active Trader button in the submenu of the Trade page) features charts, buttons, and lots of rapidly changing numbers. But don’t be intimidated. It’s friendlier than you think.

Just like the Trade Grid in the All Products subpage of the Trade page, the Active Trader screen can have multiple futures you’re looking at. (Pictured here is just one of them.) And the left side has a chart that works just like any other chart in the platform. That leaves you with the far smaller task of having to learn just one square in the entire page. So let’s get to it.

The Control Bar

To the right of each Active Trader panel is a thin bar with buttons that, when selected, will add or subtract features from the panel. Go ahead and click away—you can’t get hurt. But if it’s all the same to you, here’s a table to help you decipher all of the buttons.

⁵Please note: As with any platform, market volatility, volume, and system availability may delay account access and trade executions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>What It Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Pops up the News screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Gives you the Level 2 quotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Opens the dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Pops up a chart with your third batch of preferred settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Pops up a chart with your second batch of preferred settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Pops up a chart with your preferred settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTNS</td>
<td>Adds another set of order buttons between the chart and the market boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Adds another Active Trader tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Shows Time and Sales for the chosen position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Adds yet another set of order buttons above your chart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the Active Trader window for the December E-mini S&P 500 (/ES) contract that expired in December 2016 and was trading at 2151.00 - 2151.25, 264 x 201.

Now here’s the beauty of trading through the Active Trader page: While you may typically buy futures on the ask price or sell futures on the bid price like any other retail trader, here you can enter both limit orders and stop orders.

How Can You Work That?

You can enter the symbol for any underlying product. Active Trader allows you to input stocks, individual options, futures, and forex pairs. Suppose we want to trade some E-mini S&P 500 (/ES) futures.

According to the Active Trader screen shown here, the current market on the S&P 500 futures is 2147.75 - 2148.00, 203 x 118.

You can also see a 2147.50 bid for 412 contracts and a 2148.25 ask for 300 contracts. The second set of prices won’t trade until the best available prices trade. However, Active Trader allows you to see the current market size and also anything behind the current market.
Entering Orders with Active Trader

1—If you simply want to pay the market price, adjust the quantity of contracts you’d like to buy.

2—Click the Buy MKT button. Remember that there’s no price guarantee with a market order; it seeks execution at the next available price.

You can also use the dashboard to enter the trade. In the control box on the right of the Active Trader panel you’re in, click DB to bring up the dashboard for the order that you see here. Using the pull-down menu, you select the quantity of contracts you want to trade. Then, to pay $2148.00 for the futures, you click on the Buy button to place a limit order for the listed price. To sell the futures at the limit price of $2147.75, you click on the Sell button. Simple enough!

However, suppose you want to join the $2147.75 bid with 10 contracts, meaning that you’d like the chance to pay $2147.75 for 10 futures. In that case, drag your cursor down to the $2147.75 bid and click on the green cell (the same one that currently has 136 contracts bid for) as shown.

Once you click on that cell, the order confirmation screen will pop up so you can edit or complete your trade. (For faster order entry, you can bypass the confirmation screen by checking the small box labeled Auto Send, but we don’t recommend it.)
Bracketing for a Bigger, Better Trading Plan

Once you get filled on a trade, you have the ability to scale out of your positions by “bracketing” your orders—which is just a fancy term to describe the unique ability to scale out of your position in one to three different “brackets” of one-cancel-others (OCO) orders.

Here’s how it works: Suppose you’d like to buy 10 futures contracts at the market price and you’d like to scale out of the position in two levels. Let’s say we bracket five of them OCO to sell at $10 higher (you made money) or at $10 lower (your stop-loss). You can then bracket the other five with OCO exits, say at $20 higher or $20 lower.

To Enter a Bracket Order in the Active Trader Order Screen

1—Click the little triangle to the left of the Buy MKT button to bring up the bracket feature.
2—Select the number of levels (OCO orders) you want.
3—Adjust the OCO Offset by (a) choosing the little gray box to the right of the “Link” input for percentage, tick, and dollar, then (b) setting the amount.
4—Click Buy MKT to enter the order.
5—Confirm the order ticket and send.

So, how do you pick your exit levels? Pretty much any way you want. You can use specific prices (e.g., I want to exit when my trade is worth $2,150), a dollar-amount change (e.g., I want to exit when my trade increases by $10), or a percentage change (e.g., I want to exit when my trade gains 2%). We know trading plans are hard to follow. This is one way we’re trying to make things more simple for you.

How Can You Get Started?

Test drive your futures trading theories before putting any money on the line. Get access to a virtual account defaulted with $100,000 and see how you do through our paperMoney® platform.

- Select a futures product
- Have a trading plan
- Determine the right size for your account—start small
- Define your risk parameters
- Stick to your plan

Greater leverage creates greater losses in the event of adverse market movements. Futures trading is speculative and is not suitable for all investors. Please read the Risk Disclosure for Futures and Options prior to trading futures products. If you're interested in learning more about futures, it's important that you expand your investing education before you make investments. Examples provided for illustrative and educational use only and are not a recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell, or hold any specific security or utilize any specific strategy. Futures and futures options trading services provided by TD Ameritrade Futures & Forex LLC. Trading privileges subject to review and approval. Not all clients will qualify. TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. © 2019 TD Ameritrade Futures accounts are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).
Familiarity breeds comfort, and although a chart’s a chart, there are some differences between trading currencies and equities you ought to know before diving in.
Also known as forex (foreign exchange), currency trading is a vibrant marketplace. If you haven’t looked at forex yet, perhaps it’s because you were too afraid of it or just didn’t quite understand it. But the pool of currency products to trade is expansive, and you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure things out. In fact, when trading forex, you can rely on many of the same tools available on the thinkorswim® trading platform that you already know and love. And if you understand what makes a stock tick, you more than likely understand what makes forex—ahem, pip.

### Forex Basics

Trading forex with TD Ameritrade is essentially pairs trading: You are buying one currency and selling another. If you buy the EUR/USD pair, for example, you are long the euro and short the U.S. dollar. Some of the more actively traded “major pairs” today include the EUR/USD, USD/JPY, GBP/USD, and EUR/JPY (see list below). Other pairs that aren’t traded as often are called “exotic.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USD</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPY</td>
<td>Japanese yen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>Euro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>Australian dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Canadian dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBP</td>
<td>British pound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHF</td>
<td>Swiss franc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKK</td>
<td>Danish krona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZD</td>
<td>New Zealand dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOK</td>
<td>Norwegian krona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEK</td>
<td>Swedish krona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard minimum price movement in a currency market is called a pip. For all currencies except JPY, the pip is equal to 1/100 of a cent, or 0.0001. For JPY, the pip is equal to 0.01. TD Ameritrade clients may trade in fractions of a pip; the smallest price increment is 1 tick, which is 1/10 of a pip or 0.00001 (0.001 for JPY). This seems like a small amount, but a standard lot trade is €100,000 (euros), so a 0.0001 pip equals $10. Suppose the quote for EUR/USD is 1.11430 bid to 1.11440 ask. The difference in price between the bid and ask is 1 pip (or 10 ticks), which is another way of saying that the difference in price for €10,000 is $1. Just as with stocks, investors generally buy at the ask and sell on the bid. If you capture 1 pip (or 10 ticks) on a trade of 10,000, you’ve made $1.

**Euro Quote**

The quote for EUR/USD showing a bid of 1.11430 and an offer of 1.11440. For a quantity of 10,000, one pip = $0.10.
It's All About the Leverage

Forex trading at TD Ameritrade offers a max leverage of 50 to 1 on major pairs and 20 to 1 on exotic pairs. The rules surrounding leverage on forex are a bit different from margin on equities. Let’s consider an example: Suppose the EUR/USD currency pair is trading at 1.11640 bid to 1.11650 ask, and you buy the pair on the 1.11650 ask. You are now long the euro and short the dollar. You’re anticipating the euro will bounce higher against the dollar. Assume the euro gains against the dollar, and the quote is now 1.11950 bid to 1.11960 ask. You sell the position at the 1.11950 bid price. On a €10,000 transaction size, you net 30 pips, or a $30 profit. If you’re trading on the TD Ameritrade non-commission feed, your transaction costs are included in the quotes. More about that in just a bit.

\[
(1.11950 - 1.11650) \times 10,000 = 0.0030 = 30 \text{ pips} = $30
\]

On the other hand, if the euro loses against the dollar, and the quote is lower, say 1.11450 bid to 1.11460 ask, on a €10,000 transaction size, you’re down 20 pips, or a $20 loss.

\[
(1.11450 - 1.11650) \times 10,000 = -0.0020 = -20 \text{ pips} = -$20
\]

What’s important to understand about forex leverage is that you don’t need to put up the entire value of €10,000 to trade EUR/USD. The leverage varies by firm, but it’s not uncommon to see leverage rates of 5 to 1 or even 50 to 1 (as with TD Ameritrade). If, for example, you’ve put down $200 (50 to 1) and capture 10 pips on a currency trade, you’ve made $10 or 5% on your investment. However, leverage like this is a double-edged sword: The higher the potential rewards, the greater the risk of losses.

What Makes the Dollar Move?

One way to think of a country’s currency is the same way equity investors think of stocks. Higher stock prices typically reflect investor confidence in a company’s future. Likewise, higher currency values typically reflect investor sentiment in the health of that country’s economy relative to other countries. For example, by buying bonds, the Fed signals to investors that it is taking action to keep interest rates in check. Lower rates in the United States make the dollar less interesting relative to other currencies. That is, as rates or yields fall, banks and other investors will move money into financial systems that offer higher rates. For instance, if rates are low in the United States, investors might move money into Australia and invest in higher-yielding Australian bonds.

Capital movements across borders are like tides that flow in the ocean. These shifting assets are powerful forces that drive currencies higher and lower. Economic data and interest rates are the key fundamental drivers for this capital movement. As a result, trends can last months or even years and provide both short- and long-term opportunities in the currency markets.
Like Stocks but Not Really

Forex has some unique features that appeal to stock and options traders, in particular. The following is a short list.

**Same board, different game.** Adding forex to your game plan gives you another product to trade, but it’s not like you’ll be starting from scratch. You can use many of the same analysis techniques that you do for equities. After all, a chart is a chart. Chances are, many of the indicators that you use to trade stocks, futures, or options can be applied to forex charts, as well. Notice the trend in the USD/JPY currency pair from December 2015 to September 2016 (below). Even simple trendlines can be useful when looking for the next major trend in a currency pair.

Forex trading involves leverage, carries a high level of risk, and is not suitable for all investors. For those who are approved, trading currencies can provide some portfolio diversification. It’s another asset class and an opportunity to initiate positions to build a portfolio. If your stock portfolio isn’t doing well, some of those losses might be offset by positive results from a profitable currency position. There’s a lot to be said for trading asset groups that don’t have a high degree of correlation.

To trade forex, you need to open up a forex account with TD Ameritrade. Not all clients will qualify, but if you do, once the forex sub-account is open, it will be listed under the same login as your other accounts using the thinkorswim platform.
Trading the ups with the downs. Again, currency markets tend to move in trends, so they can offer both short- and long-term trading opportunities. For example, the investor focused on fundamental factors such as interest rates and economic data can trade on information from news releases in search of short-term profits or even intraday moves. Economic news releases tend to cause very short bursts of activity in financial markets, including volatile moves in currency pairs. The idea is to capture a few pips here and there. Remember, hit for singles, not home runs.

Historically speaking, some currencies have tended to trend nicely over time and are sometimes used for longer-term positions. For example, an investor who expects the pound to rebound against the dollar might initiate a long position in the GBP/USD while also placing a stop-loss below a recent low. That’s a predetermined price designed to get him out of the trade—something you can program right into the thinkorswim® platform. A long-term, trend-following approach can be just as useful in trading currency pairs as it is in equities. Frequently, the key is to correctly assess longer-term macro trends by reading the news and economic reports, just as you would equities. Of course, there’s no guarantee that any historical trend will continue in the future.

(Almost) 24/7. Because international currency markets overlap, you can trade currencies day and night. For the week, markets are normally open from 4 p.m. Sunday to 4 p.m. Friday CT. The continuous trading helps to ensure that there are no “speed bumps” or big moves when markets are closed. The largest volume and most liquid markets exist when multiple international markets are trading.

Because there is no daily close for the currency market, the value of any open forex position is calculated at 4 p.m. CT every day and adjusted for its rollover rates.

Finally, it’s worth mentioning that every investment involves some risk, and the risk of loss in trading off-exchange forex contracts can be substantial. So before jumping in with both feet, understand that the only funds that should ever be used to speculate in foreign currency trading are funds you can afford to lose without affecting your financial situation. Leverage can produce large losses in relation to your initial deposit and, depending on your agreement with your dealer, you could also be required to cover additional losses.

Understanding the risks of trading forex is key, and if it’s a new concept for you, sure, it will take a little time and education to learn the ins and outs. You can utilize our immersive education in the education section in thinkorswim or on the secure site when you log in to TD Ameritrade. Don’t forget, we have forex trading specialists who are available to answer your questions via phone, email, or chat. The key drivers—economic data and changes in interest rates—are easy to follow. Just as we’ve seen with the U.S. dollar, currency prices can trend over time and provide both long-term and short-term trading opportunities. And the best part—if you’re already trading equities, you can use many of the thinkorswim platform tools that you’re already familiar with.
To trade forex, you need to qualify for and open up a forex sub-account, because these trades are cleared and executed in a different way from stocks. But the thinkorswim platform lets you trade forex on the same platform where you’re trading your stocks and options. Yes, you’ll have a forex and equity account on the “back end,” but you’ll see both of them in a single account on the “front end.”

In fact, you can monitor, analyze, chart, and scan forex on all the same pages that you would use for stocks and options. Even placing trades from quote screens will feel the same. That makes it convenient to monitor forex prices and positions right alongside your stocks, and thus work forex into your trading strategy.

However, if you want a little more robust-ness in your forex trading choices, then you’ll want to place these trades on the Forex Trader page. The order screens might look a little funny at first, so let’s break ‘em down.

Next to the All Products tab, you’ll see a tab labeled Forex Trader. Click on it and you’ll be taken to the foreign exchange dashboard.

Notice the buttons on the right side of each panel? They’re nearly identical to the Active Trader screen, which we described in chapter 8 on futures trading. They contain nearly the same functionality as the Active Trader screen, including charts, time and sales, trade confirmations and working orders, and so on. So if you want, you can skip to that section now. But if all you care about is understanding the Forex Trader quote screens and how to place orders, read on.
Getting Forex Quotes
At the top left of each panel in the grid, enter the currency pair symbol to get a quote. To get the symbols, simply click the down arrow on the right of the symbol box (top left of each panel) and choose the Forex tab. The currency pairs traded on the thinkorswim platform are all listed there.

Here’s an example of EUR/USD (the euro/U.S. dollar pair), for which the current commission-free market is 1.11843 - 1.11854.

Entering Forex Trades
Once you’ve identified a currency pair you want to trade and you’re looking to enter an order, simply follow these steps:

1—Type the currency pair’s symbol in the symbol box (EUR/USD in this example).
2—Adjust the quantity of the position.
3—Click Buy to purchase the pair (or Sell to sell the pair).

If you’re filled, you’ll see the same confirmation box open on your desktop as a stock or option fill, accompanied by the ever-charming thinkorswim platform signature chime.

Checking Your Rollover Rates
An important consideration when trading forex is the payout on overnight interest rates. Each country pays out some interest for holding its currency. In the United States, for example, it’s the Fed funds rate. You earn that rate if you’re long the U.S. dollar (USD), and you pay that rate if you’re short it. That’s important, because every forex trade is a pairs trade, where you’re buying one currency and shorting another. For example, if you buy the USD/JPY and hold that overnight, you’re buying the U.S. dollar and shorting the Japanese yen.

Because you’re long the dollar, you receive the dollar interest rate. Because you’re short the yen, you pay the yen interest rate. If you hold a currency pair overnight, the net difference between the rate you’re paid and that which you pay, and the method that the interest is debited or credited, is called the rollover. If you hold a position through the close of the trading day at 4 p.m. CT, you’ll receive a credit or debit for the financing that is usually posted anytime from 4 to 5 p.m. CT.
Commission or No Commission?

Commissions are a fact of life in every market, but that doesn’t mean we can’t make things less complicated for you. Especially when it comes to math. For forex, there are two products you can choose from: a product where the quote includes your commission costs and a product where the quote doesn’t.

In the image below (left), the GBP/USD (simply referred to as the “pound”) is 1.29874 at 1.29889. This 1.5-pip-wide market includes your commission. See the switch at the bottom of the quote box? It’s on “Commission-free”. So, for instance, if you buy 100,000 GBP/USD at the ask price 1.29889 and then later sell it at 1.29974, you’ve made 8.5 pips, which is $85. No commission costs to subtract from your $85. That’s it.

So what happens if you move the switch to “Commission-based”? See below, right. Now the market is 1.29858 at 1.29867. This bid/ask spread is only 0.9 pips wide compared to 1.5 pips wide for the commission-free quote.

**Cable Quote** A quote for the GBP versus USD (British pound versus the U.S. dollar). The slang term is “cable.”

**A Different Kind of Cable** Also GBP versus USD, but this time it’s the commission-based product.
If you’re new to trading forex, and you’ve read everything in this chapter to this point, we figured you might have one or two of the following questions.

Can I trade forex in an IRA?
Not at this time.

Can I just start trading forex in my account?
You need to open a forex account with us before you can place orders, and it’s easy to do. Forex applications are completed on the TD Ameritrade website. Log in to www.tdameritrade.com and select Client Services > My Profile > General and select the APPLY link next to Forex. In addition (and just like futures), you will also need to have a Margin Account and Tier 2 options trading privileges to be able to apply.

Commission currency pairs trade in increments of 1,000 units and are subject to a fixed commission structure. The commission is $0.10 per 1,000 units with a minimum charge of $1.00. With the commission charges based on the counter currency, the exact amount may vary slightly due to currency valuations.

**Forex Trading Q&A**

If you’re new to trading forex, and you’ve read everything in this chapter to this point, we figured you might have one or two of the following questions.

Can I trade forex in an IRA?
Not at this time.

Can I just start trading forex in my account?
You need to open a forex account with us before you can place orders, and it’s easy to do. Forex applications are completed on the TD Ameritrade website. Log in to www.tdameritrade.com and select Client Services > My Profile > General and select the APPLY link next to Forex. In addition (and just like futures), you will also need to have a Margin Account and Tier 2 options trading privileges to be able to apply.

Forex trading involves leverage, carries a high level of risk, and is not suitable for all investors. Please read the Forex Risk Disclosure (http://www.nfa.futures.org/NFA-investor-information/publication-library/forex.pdf) prior to trading forex products.

Forex accounts are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC). Forex trading services provided by TD Ameritrade Futures & Forex LLC. Trading privileges subject to review and approval. Not all clients will qualify. Forex accounts are not available to residents of Ohio or Arizona.
What is the commission on forex trading?
If you choose the commission-free option for your forex trades, there isn’t a commission, but it isn’t exactly free. Because midmarket trades do not occur (you can only buy on the offer and sell on the bid), all of the transaction fees are implicitly priced into the quoted markets. Should you choose the commission-based option, forex trades are subject to a fixed-commission structure based on counter-currency units (the second symbol of a pair) and also trade in increments of 1,000. Commission currency pairs trade in increments of 1,000 units and are subject to a fixed commission structure. The commission is $0.10 per 1,000 units with a minimum charge of $1.00. With the commission charges based on the counter currency, the exact amount may vary slightly due to currency valuations.

When do forex traders sleep?
Not often. The forex market is open continuously from Sunday at 4 p.m. CT to Friday at 4 p.m. CT. Because the forex market doesn’t really have a close during that time, the value and profit/loss on any position you hold is calculated at 4 p.m. CT every day.

How much money do I need to trade forex?
There’s no minimum account size, but there are margin requirements for forex positions based on the leverage allowed for the currency. For pairs between major currencies, the maximum leverage allowed is 50 to 1. For all other pairs, the maximum leverage allowed is 20 to 1. However, margin requirements can fluctuate and may have leverage lower than the allowable maximum. For example, using the maximum leverage of 50 to 1, a position that’s long 10,000 USD/CAD would have a margin requirement of $200. For 10,000 EUR/USD, the margin is 200 euros. The margin requirement is based on the first currency of the pair.

Can trades be liquidated automatically?
If the equity in your forex account falls to 100% or less of the required margin level at 4 a.m. ET, market orders are automatically entered to liquidate all positions in your account. In addition, if at any time your account equity falls to 25% or less of the required margin level, market orders are automatically entered to liquidate all positions in your account at that time.

Note also that you can trade only on funds in your forex account that have cleared. Any funds in transit, or promised funds, are not credited to your account until they are received by TD Ameritrade and cleared. It’s important to note that, even if you have sent funds, we may close your open positions if the funds are not in the forex portion of the account.
Fun with Mobile Trading

There’s something magical about trading from a park bench while Junior swings from the jungle gym. And whether you’re using an iPhone or Android, thinkorswim® Mobile is one awesome trading platform.

Chapter 10

Goin’ Mobile: iPhone
If you’re on your iPhone anyway, you might as well be trading.

Chapter 11

Goin’ Mobile: Android
No less amazing, Android makes it just as easy to fall in love with mobile trading.
Goin’ Mobile: iPhone

Mobile trading just got real. With many of the same features as the thinkorswim desktop, you can’t claim lack of bells to ring or whistles to blow. But since it’s a different look and feel, it’s worth getting to know the buttons to push.
If you’re serious about trading, you’re mobile. If you’re not mobile, you should be. And since you’re now on board with thinkorswim® desktop, you need to meet her sister companion, thinkorswim® Mobile for iPhone. Seriously. Download this app now if you don’t have it. (Android users, skip to chapter 11.)

While your friends are crushing candy, you’ll be crushing vol using more chart features than you can shake your iPhone at. Not to mention, you get all kinds of alerts and event notifications, along with a wide range of features. Let 1.21 gigawatts of trading technology give you the freedom to trade stocks, options, complex spreads, futures, and forex ‘til your fingers bleed.

On board? Good. Now here’s how to get it, fire it up, and trade with it.

---

**Download and Log In**

You can download the thinkorswim® Mobile app from the App Store on your iOS device. Tap the Search icon, type “thinkorswim,” and select thinkorswim Mobile. From there, follow your normal app download process.

To log in:

1—Select Live Trading or paperMoney®.

Displayed in green, Live Trading accesses your trading account. paperMoney, displayed in yellow, is a virtual trading environment.

2—Enter your username and password using the same credentials you use to access thinkorswim or any of our other trading platforms.

3—Once you’re ready, tap Login and you’re good to go.

---

The paperMoney trading software application is for educational purposes only. Successful virtual trading during one time period does not guarantee successful investing of actual funds during a later time period as market conditions change continuously.
Once logged in, you’ll land right on the Quotes page. Here you can monitor all your favorite stocks on various watchlists with real-time, streaming quotes.

To the right of each symbol are columns containing different info—last price, net change, and so on. Swipe left to right to scroll through them. To sort by an individual column, tap the column header. The arrow denotes if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

To customize columns:

1—Tap the gear icon next to Symbol. Here you’ll see a list of available columns.
2—To remove a column, tap the red minus symbol.
3—To add a column, navigate below and then tap the green plus symbol.
4—To change the order of the columns, tap and hold the icon to the right and place accordingly.

Finally, notice the Link icon (the chain link icon, top right of page) to the right of Quick Quote. Tap the link to assign a color. Your thinkorswim desktop and devices will always sync to the current symbol being viewed.
To view all of your positions, tap **Positions** on the bottom menu bar. If you have multiple accounts linked together, they’ll be displayed as separate position statements.

You can view your positions in the same way you view a Quotes page. To see other columns, swipe left at the columns. To sort by an individual column, tap the column header. The arrow will denote if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

The right-facing arrow in front of a symbol indicates an options position you have open for that underlying.

1. Tap the arrow to expand the information and see all your options positions for that symbol.
2. You’ll also see different available actions, such as creating a rolling order or closing an order.
To get greater detail on a given position, tap on the position itself. Then, below the Sell and Buy buttons, you can select:

**Close Position** to enter an order to close your current position.

**Create Alert** to set an alert for the symbol.

**Show Details** to see the quote page for the symbol.

**Remove from Current WL** to remove the symbol from your watchlist.

At the bottom of the Positions page, you’ll see vital account information, including the profit and loss for the day, profit and loss since all positions were opened, the account net liquidation value, and the available buying power.

To view account balances, tap **More** at the bottom right-hand corner. From the menu, select **Balances**. Here you’ll see a list of different balances for your account.

To customize this list, select **Edit** in the upper right-hand corner and adjust to your heart’s content.

---

**Privacy, Please**

If you don’t want your vital numbers on display for the guy next to you on the bus or in the grocery line, turn on Privacy Mode by scrolling to the bottom of the Balances page and tapping the slider.
Orders

Tap **Orders** on the bottom menu to see all Working, Filled, Canceled, and Saved orders. You also have the ability to see all your order history in one list.

Columns here can be sorted and customized just like the other lists (Quotes and Positions).

If you prefer to see order information in one area, tap **Hide Columns**. This changes the layout of the information to include everything on one line sorted by the time of the order.

Tap the order for additional information and to cancel, cancel and replace, and create similar or opposite orders. You can also create alerts, show quote details, and share your order with others. But don’t let all this power go to your head.
Option Chain

To access the option chain, tap a symbol on your watchlist or type in a specific symbol or company name to bring up the quote details. Below the stock details, you’ll see various tabs. Select Options to view the option chain. To customize the option chain:

1—By default, you see quotes for single options. To view quotes for different options spreads, tap Single and select a spread type from the list. For advanced traders who understand how to build different options spreads, select Custom inside this window. This allows you to tap multiple option strikes at once, thus building a spread while looking at quotes for the individual options. Tap an individual leg to change quantity and buy/sell, then click Done.

2—To change the number of strikes displayed, tap Strikes, select a number, then tap Strikes again.

3—Expanding or collapsing a particular options series is also easy. Tap once to expand the series, and again to close.

You can customize the columns on this page just like any other.

Tap and hold a price to access the Option Details page. This page provides specific strike details, access to charting single options, alert information, and the ability to add a specific strike price to a watchlist.
Access the Quote Details page by tapping a symbol on your watchlist or by typing in a specific symbol or company name, then tapping Done. At the top of the Quote Details page, you’ll see the symbol and description followed by the last traded price, the net change, and percentage net change. To the right are the current bid and ask prices for the symbol being displayed.

Tap the arrow to the left of the last price to see more information, including volume, volatility, open, high, low, and close, as well as other stock fundamentals.

Ready to pull the trigger and trade? Click Trade in the upper right corner and turn to the next page.
Just like our thinkorswim® desktop, you also get access to charting and drawings with 300+ technical indicators, plus the ability to define even more. You can even draw on your mobile charts, so wherever you go, your Fibonacci, channels, and text notes will follow thanks to our syncing functionality. In order to use the drawings, just tap on the screen and choose the pencil icon in the lower left-hand corner.

Last but not least, you can now add company and economic events as a chart overlay. See into holidays past, present, and future (chart extensions just work).
After tapping the Trade command, you’ll be taken to the Order Editor.

1—At the top left are the symbol and number of shares currently selected for your order. By default, the pending order is Buy, which is green. (You can tap Sell to change the action, which, of course, is red.)

2—Tap the arrows to the right to scroll between order types, or simply tap and hold until the full menu of choices appears. Choose from market, limit, stop, stop limit, trailing stop, market on close (MOC), and limit on close (LOC).

3—Edit the quantity and price.

4—For some accounts, you may see a field called Position Effect. This denotes whether the pending order will be To Open or To Close a position. For other accounts, this will automatically be differentiated.

5—If necessary, edit the TIF, which stands for “time in force.” You can specify a day order, GTC (good ’til canceled), EXT (extended hours), and GTC EXT, which is a “good ’til canceled extended hours” order.

6—Tap Confirm in the upper right-hand corner. Here you can review the order ticket one last time. If you need to make any changes, tap Edit in the upper left-hand corner. To save your order, tap Save Order at the bottom. This saves your order to be placed at another time.

7—Once you’re ready, tap Send in the upper right-hand corner to begin working your order.
Placing a Single Option Order
1—Navigate to the Quote Details page as described earlier and tap on the Options tab below the quote details.
2—To trade a single option, simply tap on the Bid price to create a sell order ticket or the Ask price to create a buy order ticket. From here, follow steps 3 through 7 from the previous page to place your order.

Placing Spread Orders
You can place options spread orders a couple different ways.

First, from the option chain, tap the strategy to the right of Spread. Tap on Single to view a list of the various options spreads. For example, if you select iron condor (pictured), each bid and ask price displays the net bid and ask price of the iron condor spread. Then just tap on the Bid or Ask and follow steps 3 through 7 from the previous page to place your order.
Another way to build options spread orders is by tapping on the same Spread menu and selecting **Custom**. Here you can tap individual strike prices to build spreads with up to four legs. You can also adjust the quantity by tapping on the selected option. Then, go back to steps 3 through 7 to place your order.

**Analyze**

Designed with the trader in mind, Analyze lets you quickly understand your portfolio’s position and risk by beta-weighting your positions to compare to benchmarks like the S&P 500.

For further support and to explore this new functionality, simply go to the in-app help video to learn more about Analyze.
Settings and Customization

To customize your experience, go back to the More button in the bottom right-hand corner and then tap Settings. You’ll be taken to the Settings screen you see here. Have a look at the table below to see what each of the screen functions does for you.

Here you can also manage your security preferences using auto-lock and either Touch ID or Facial Recognition depending on your device type. You can even have it translated to Simplified or Traditional Chinese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>What It Does</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group by Account</td>
<td>Choose to display account information by each individual account or combined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default Account</td>
<td>Tap the arrows left or right and select which account you prefer to access immediately after logging in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look &amp; Feel</td>
<td>You can choose between a dark or light theme to match your superhero persona.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Security                | • Tap on the button next to Privacy mode. This will hide balances and account information while you use the app.  
• Next, configure the amount of time you would prefer the app to request a password for trading actions. The password will be requested when the specified interval has expired.  
• If you wish to bypass typing your password in to trade, enable Touch ID authentication. This enhances security, as well as making password verification more efficient when placing trades. |
| Notifications           | Turn off message sound notifications and manage push notifications based on the type of message. Also, manage your devices that receive notifications. |
| Version                 | This may help if you contact our support teams for help. The current version number helps them diagnose any issues and provide you with efficient customer service. |
Support Chat

Have a question or need help? No problem. We’ve created an awesome, industry-first experience for requesting help with the mobile app.

To start a support chat:

1—Tap More in the bottom right-hand corner of the Settings screen and select Help/Support at the bottom left.

2—Tap Support Chat.

3—Select the Help Type, such as Mobile Application Support.

4—Type a question and tap Post.

You’ll notice that the functionality is exactly like texting. The chat will appear with your questions and comments in green and the support associate’s in gray.

In addition to instant messaging support, the support representative can actually view your screen if you want them to.

Once the support rep requests to see your screen, tap the checkmark to allow access. Don’t worry, they won’t be able to see anything else on your phone—just the trading app. Every time the rep taps the mouse, a highlight bubble will appear directing you where to look or touch. Hey, we said it’d be awesome.

Once your questions have been answered, simply close the request and it’ll be logged in your Recent Chat sections. You can review the chat for the next seven days.
If you’re on Android, you’re also in luck. No less awesome than iPhone, trading without desktop borders has never been more fun. Here’s how to push all the buttons.
The other half of our mobile trading platform is, of course, thinkorswim® Mobile for Android. Most of the features you’ll also find in the iPhone version (previous chapter). But there are several nuances to the navigation that are very different.

That said, if you’re trading on iPhone, you’re on the wrong page! Jump back to the last chapter for all things iOS.

Download and Log In

You can download the thinkorswim Mobile app from the Google Play Store on your Android device. In Search, simply type “thinkorswim” and select thinkorswim Mobile. From here, follow your normal app download process.

To log in:
1—Select Live Trading or paperMoney®. Displayed in green, Live Trading accesses your trading account. paperMoney, displayed in yellow, is a virtual trading environment.
2—Enter your username and password, using the same credentials you use to access thinkorswim or any of our other trading platforms.
3—Once you’re ready, tap Log In and you’re ready to trade.

The paperMoney trading software application is for educational purposes only. Successful virtual trading during one time period does not guarantee successful investing of actual funds during a later time period as market conditions change continuously.
At some point, you may want to chat with a human or just give us feedback on your experience using the app. In the upper right corner, press the menu button to find a drop-down offering the Contact us and Feedback features. Give Feedback a whirl and shout from the mountaintop how much you love the app.

Once logged in, you’ll be placed on the Account Overview page. Here you can monitor your vital account information, such as Orders and Alerts, Positions, and Balances. Stream premium media and gain market insights via our live Chat Rooms.

To customize the Account Overview page:
1—Click the gear icon to see a list of available components.
2—To remove a component, tap the eye icon.
3—To add a component, tap the eye icon.
4—To change the order, tap and hold the icon to the right and place accordingly.

By selecting any of the components, you’ll navigate to that page in the app. You can also navigate through the app by selecting the icon in the upper left-hand corner to trigger the side menu.
Quotes and Watchlists

Ready to create a watchlist? Pull up the main menu by tapping the menu icon at the top left of the screen (three horizontal lines). Then do the following:

1—Click on Watchlist in the menu and you’re taken to the Quotes page. Here you can monitor all your favorite stocks on various watchlists.

2—To the right of each symbol are columns containing different info—last price, net change, and so on. Swipe left to right to scroll through them.

3—To sort by an individual column, tap the column header. The arrow denotes if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

Customizing columns in Watchlists is easy.

1—Tap the gear icon next to Symbol. Here you’ll see a list of available columns.

2—To remove a column, tap the green eye symbol to the left of the active features. This grays out the feature and places it at the bottom of the active feature list.

3—To add a column, navigate to the bottom of the page to the list of inactive features below the active list. Tap one of the features to activate it. Go back to your watchlist and scroll the screen right or left to see the feature now active.

4—To change the order of the columns, tap and hold the icon to the right and place accordingly.

5—Finally, notice the link icon to the right of Symbol Search. Tap the link to assign a color and your thinkorswim desktop and devices will always sync to the current symbol being viewed.
Positions

To view account positions, tap Positions in the side menu or Account Overview. If you have multiple accounts linked together, they’ll be displayed as separate position statements.

You can view your positions in the same way you view a Quotes page. (See the five steps on the previous page.) To see other columns, swipe left. To sort by an individual column, tap the column header. The arrow will indicate if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

To get more details on a given position, tap on the position itself. Then, below the Sell and Buy buttons, you can select:

Close Position to enter an order to close your current position.

Create Alert to set an alert for the symbol.

Show Details to see the quote page for the symbol.

Remove from Current WL to remove the symbol from your watchlist.

To customize columns:
1—Click the gear icon next to Symbol. Here you will see a list of available data points.
2—To remove a data point, tap the eye symbol.
3—To add a data point, navigate below and then tap the eye symbol.
4—To change the order of data points, tap and hold the icon to the right and place accordingly.
The right-facing arrow in front of a symbol (see image on previous page) indicates an options position for that underlying. Tap the arrow to expand the information and see all your options positions for that symbol (see image at left). At the bottom, you will see different actions, including creating a rolling order or exercising a long option (not shown).

At the bottom of this page you’ll also see vital account information, including the profit and loss for the day, profit and loss since all positions were opened, the account net liquidation value, and the available buying power.

To View Account Balances
Select the $ icon in the upper right or select the side menu and tap Balances. Here you’ll see a list of different balances for your account.

To customize this list, select the gear icon in the upper right-hand corner and adjust to your heart’s content.

Finally, you can turn on Privacy Mode by sliding the circle button next to the eye icon.
Orders

Tap Orders in the main menu to see all Working, Filled, Canceled, and Saved orders. You also have the ability to see all order history in one list.

To sort by an individual column, tap the column header. The arrow will denote if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

If you prefer to see order information broken out, tap the icon in the upper right-hand corner. This will change the layout to include everything in column order. Tap on the column header to sort. The arrow will denote if the list is sorted top to bottom or bottom to top. Tap again to return to sorting by symbol.

Tap the order for additional order information and to cancel, cancel and replace, and create similar or opposite orders. You can also create alerts, show quote details, and share your order with others.
Option Chain

To access the option chain, tap a symbol on your watchlist or type in a specific symbol or company name to bring up the quote details. Below the stock details, you’ll see various tabs. Select Options to view the option chain.

To customize the option chain:

1—By default, you see quotes for single options. To view quotes for different options spreads, tap Single and select a spread type from the list. Tap an individual leg to change quantity and buy/sell, then click Done. (For advanced traders who understand how to build different options spreads, select Custom inside this window. This allows you to tap multiple option strikes at once, thus building a spread while looking at quotes for the individual options.)

2—To change the number of strikes displayed, tap Strikes, select a number, then tap Strikes again.

3—Expanding or collapsing a particular options series is also easy. Tap once to expand the series, and again to close.

You can also customize the columns on this page first by clicking the gear icon. Here you will see a list of available data points. To remove a data point, tap the eye symbol. To add a data point, navigate below and then tap the eye symbol. To change the order of data points, tap and hold the icon to the right and place accordingly.

To get more information on a single option contract, tap and hold a price to access the Option Details page (image, left). This page provides specific strike details, access to charting single options, alert information, and the ability to add a specific strike price to a watchlist.
Trading and Charts

Access the Quote Details page by tapping a symbol on your watchlist. (Alternatively, in the Quick Quote fill-in at the top of the main menu, enter a symbol or company name and tap Done from the onscreen keyboard.) At the top of the new page, you’ll see the symbol and description followed by the last traded price, the net change, and percentage net change. To the right are the current bid and ask prices for the symbol being displayed.

Tap the arrow to the left of the last price to expand and see more information. Items include volume, volatility, open, high, low, and close information, as well as other stock fundamentals.

Just like our thinkorswim® desktop, you also get access to charting and drawings with 300+ technical indicators, plus the ability to define even more. You can even draw on your mobile charts, so wherever you go, your Fibonacci, channels, and text notes will follow thanks to our syncing functionality. In order to use the drawings, just tap on the screen and choose the pencil icon in the lower left-hand corner.

Lastly, you can now add company and economic events as a chart overlay. See into holidays past, present, and future (chart extensions just work).
Placing a Mobile Stock Order

First off, tap **Trade** at the bottom of the Quote Details page. This places you in the **Order Editor**.

1—At the top left are the symbol and number of shares currently selected for your order. By default, the pending order is **Buy**, which is green. (You can tap **Sell** to change the action, which, of course, is red.)

2—Edit the **Quantity**.

3—Choose the order type. Tap to the right and left to scroll between order types, or simply tap and hold until the full menu of choices appears. Choose from market, limit, stop, stop limit, trailing stop, market on close (MOC), and limit on close (LOC).

4—If it’s a limit order, edit the limit price.

5—Tap **Confirm** in the lower left corner.

6—Here you can review the order ticket one last time. If you need to make any changes, tap the left arrow in the upper left-hand corner next to **Order Confirmation** to go back to the edit screen from which you came. To save your order, tap **Save** in the upper right-hand corner. This will save your order to be placed at another time.

7—Once you’re ready, tap **Send Order** at the bottom of the Order Confirmation screen.
Placing a Single Option Order

1—Navigate to the Quote Details page as described earlier and tap on the Options tab below the quote details.

2—To trade a single option, simply tap on the Bid price to create a sell order ticket or the Ask price to create a buy order ticket. From here, follow steps (602,147),(918,747) through 7 on the previous page to place your order.
Placing a Spread Order

You can place options spread orders on thinkorswim Mobile in a couple different ways:

First, from the option chain, below the volatility information, tap on Spread to view a list of the various options spreads. For example, if you select vertical, each bid and ask price displays the net bid and ask price of the vertical spread. Then just tap on the Bid or Ask and follow steps 2 through 7 described earlier to place your order.

Another way to build options spread orders is by tapping on the same Spread menu and selecting Custom. Here you can tap individual strike prices to build spreads with up to four legs. You can also adjust the quantity by tapping on the selected option. Then, go back to steps 2 through 7 to place your order.
**Analyze**

Designed with the trader in mind, Analyze lets you quickly understand your portfolio's position and risk by beta-weighting your positions to compare to benchmarks like the S&P 500.

For further support and to explore this new functionality, simply go to the in-app help video to learn more about Analyze.
To customize your thinkorswim® Mobile experience, tap Settings in the side menu.

Here you can also manage your security preferences using auto-lock and either touch ID or facial recognition depending on your device type. You can even have it translated to Simplified or Traditional Chinese.

### Settings and Customization

#### Function | What It Does
---|---
**Color Theme** | You can choose between a Dark or Light theme to match your superhero persona.
**Privacy Mode** | This will hide balances and account information while you use the app.
**Group Orders & Positions** | Choose to display account information by each individual account or combined.
**Notifications** | Turn off message sound notifications and manage push notifications based on the type of message. Also, manage your devices that receive notifications.
Support Chat

Have a question or need help? No problem. We've created an awesome, industry-first experience for requesting help with the mobile app.

To start a support chat, from the side menu, select Help/Support. Then tap Support Chat. Select the TDA Mobile Application Support item in the Help Type screen.
In addition to messaging support, we've created the ability for a support representative to view your screen.

Once you get the invitation to share your screen, tap the checkmark to allow access. Don’t worry, the rep won’t be able to see anything else on your phone—just the trading app. Every time the rep taps the mouse, a highlight bubble will appear directing you where to look or touch. (We said it'd be awesome.)

Once your questions have been answered, simply close the request and it will be logged in your Recent Chat sections. You can review the chat for up to seven days later.

Type a question and hit Send. You’ll notice the functionality is exactly like texting. The chat will appear with your questions and comments in green, and the support associate’s in gray.
**Abandon** The act of not exercising or selling an option before its expiration.

**Accrued Interest** The interest due on a bond since the last interest payment was made, up to but not including the settlement date. Anyone wishing to buy the bond pays the market price of the bond plus any accrued interest. Conversely, anyone selling a bond will have the proceeds increased by the amount of accrued interest.

**Adjusted Option** An option resulting after an event such as a stock split, stock dividend, merger, or spin-off. An adjusted option may represent some amount other than the 100 shares that are standard in the United States. For example, after a 2-for-1 stock split, the adjusted option will represent 200 shares. For certain adjusted options, the multiplier of the option may be something other than the $100 that is standard in the United States.

**All-or-None Order (AON)** An order that must be filled completely when the order is executed or not filled at all. Partial fills are not allowed on this type of order.

**American Depositary Receipt (ADR)** Foreign company equities traded on a U.S. exchange. The ADR is issued by a United States bank representing a specified number of the foreign company’s shares, which are held in trust by the bank. ADRs facilitate the trading of foreign stocks in United States markets. ADRs have exposure to currency fluctuations.

**American-Style Option** An option contract that can be exercised at any time from the time the option is purchased, up to and including the option’s expiration date.

**Arbitrage** The simultaneous purchase and sale of identical or equivalent financial instruments in order to benefit from a discrepancy in their price relationship.

**Ask or Offer** The price at which a seller is offering to sell a security—that is, the price at which an investor may purchase a stock or option.

**Assigned** To have received notification of an assignment on short options by the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) through a broker.

**Automated Exercise** The Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) uses this procedure to exercise in-the-money options at expiration. Doing so protects the owner of the option from losing the intrinsic value of the option because of the owner’s failure to exercise. Unless instructed not to do so by the owner of the option (through the owner’s broker), the OCC will exercise all expiring equity options that are held in client accounts if they are in the money by 0.01 or more.

**Back Months** A somewhat arbitrary term that refers to classes of options with expiration months that are further dated than the options class with the nearest expiration month.

**Backspread** An options position composed of either all calls or all puts, with long options and short options at two different strike prices. The options are all on the same stock and usually of the same expiration, with more options purchased than sold. For example, an 80/90 put 1-by-3 backspread is long three 80 puts and short one 90 put.

**Backtesting** The process of testing a strategy based on prior market conditions and time periods. Note that past performance of a security or strategy does not guarantee future results or success.

**Basis** Generally referring to the futures markets, the basis is the difference between the cash price of the underlying commodity and the price of a futures contract based on that underlying commodity. Cash price minus futures price equals basis.

**Basis Point** A 0.01% tick on a 1.00% scale used to describe the yields of interest rates or interest rate products. For example, when the U.S. Federal Reserve raises the discount rate 25 basis points, the discount rate goes from 5.00% to 5.25%.

**Basis Risk** The risk of the basis between the cash price and the future price widening or narrowing between the time a hedge position is implemented and liquidated.
Bear Someone who believes the price of a security or the market will go lower.

Bear Spread Generally speaking, any spread that is designed to profit when the market moves down. Specifically, it refers to a vertical spread.

Beta A measure of the return (in percentage terms) on a stock relative to the return (in percentage terms) of an index. For example, a stock with a beta of 0.80 should have a percentage net change equal to 80% of the percentage net change of the index. Therefore, if the index is down 2%, the stock in question should be down 1.6% (0.80 x 2%).

Bid The price of a stock or option at which a buyer is willing to purchase a security; the price at which a client may sell a security.

Bid/Ask (Offer) Spread The difference between the bid and ask prices for a stock or option.

Binomial Model A mathematical model used to price options. Generally used for American-style options, the model creates a binomial lattice to price an option based on the stock price, strike price, days until expiration, interest rate, dividends, and the estimated volatility of the stock as variables in the model.

Block or Block Trade A large position or transaction of stock, generally at least 10,000 shares or more.

Bond A debt instrument or promissory note of a corporation, municipality, or the U.S. government. A bond represents debt on which the issuer usually promises to pay the owner of the bond a specified amount of interest for a defined amount of time and to repay the loan on the maturity date. Bonds are distinct from stock (equity), which represents ownership.

Book Value The value of a company based on its balance sheet. To calculate, take the total assets minus intangible assets minus liabilities. Basically, it’s the resulting value if a company sold all its assets and paid off all its debts.

Box Spread An options position composed of a long call and short put at one strike, and a short call and long put at a different strike. For example, a long 50/60 box spread would be long the 50 call, short the 50 put, short the 60 call, and long the 60 put. Considered largely immune to changes in the price of the underlying stock, in most cases, a box spread is an interest rate trade. For all intents and purposes, the buyer of the box is lending money to the options market, and the seller of the box is borrowing money from the options market.

Breakeven Point(s) The stock price(s) at which an options position generates neither a profit nor a loss. An options position’s breakeven point(s) are generally calculated for the options’ expiration date. Options pricing models can be used to calculate a position’s breakeven point before the options’ expiration date.

Bull Someone who believes the price of a security or the market will go higher.

Bull Spread Generally speaking, any spread that is designed to profit when the market moves up. Specifically, it refers to a vertical spread.

Butterfly Spread An options position composed of either all calls or all puts (except for an iron butterfly), with long options and short options at three different strikes. The options are all on the same stock and of the same expiration, with the quantity of long options and the quantity of short options netting to zero. The strikes are equidistant from each other. For example, a long 50/60/70 put butterfly is long one 50 put, short two 60 puts, and long one 70 put. Please note that multiple-leg option strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

Buying Power The amount of money available in a margin account to buy stocks or options. Buying power is determined by the sum of the cash held in the brokerage account and the loan value of any marginable securities in the account without depositing additional equity.

Buy-Write Synonymous with a covered call or covered write, this position includes long stock and short calls representing the same number of shares. This position may be entered as a single order via the thinkorswim® platform with both sides (buying stock and selling calls) executed simultaneously; for example, buying 500 shares of stock and writing five calls.

Calendar Spread (Time Spread) An options position composed of either only calls or only puts, with the purchase or sale of an option with a nearby expiration offset by the purchase or sale of an option with the same strike price, but a more distant expiration. The options are on the same stock and have the same strike price. The quantity of long options and the quantity of short options net to zero. For example, long the AUG/NOV 65 call calendar spread is short one August 65 call and long one November 65 call.

Call Option A contract that gives the owner of the call the right, but not the obligation, to buy the underlying stock at the option’s strike price. The seller of the call is obligated to deliver (sell) the underlying stock at the option’s strike price to the owner of the call when the owner exercises this right.
Glossary

**Call Writer** An investor who receives a premium for selling a call and takes on, for a specified time period, the obligation to sell the underlying security at a specified price at the call buyer’s discretion.

**Called Away** Term used when the seller of a call option is obligated to deliver the underlying stock to the buyer of the call at the strike price of the call option.

**CANCELED Order** An order to buy or sell stock or options that is canceled before it has been executed. Generally, it is easier to cancel a limit order than a market order. A limit order can be canceled at any time as long as it has not been executed. Market orders can get executed so quickly that it is usually impossible to cancel them. TD Ameritrade will not accept an order cancellation for a market order.

**Capital Gain or Capital Loss** Profit or loss from a sale of an investment or a property.

**Carry/Carrying Charge** Interest is charged on any money borrowed to finance a position of stocks or options. The interest cost of financing the position is known as the carry.

**Cash Account** An account in which all positions must be paid for in full. Naked short calls or short stocks are not allowed in a cash account.

**Cash Market** Generally in the context of futures markets, the cash market is where transactions are made in the commodity or instrument underlying the future. For example, there are cash markets in physical commodities such as grains, livestock, metals, and crude oil, financial instruments such as U.S. Treasury Bonds and eurodollars, as well as foreign currencies such as the Japanese yen and the Canadian dollar. As it relates to futures on stock indices, the cash market is the aggregate market value of the stocks making up the stock index.

**Cash-Settled Option** An option that delivers a cash amount (as opposed to underlying stock or futures contracts) when exercised. The amount of cash delivered is determined by the difference between the option strike price and the value of the underlying index or security. In the United States, stock index options on the OEX and SPX are cash-settled.

**CLASS of Options (Options Class)** Options of the same type, either all calls or all puts, on the same underlying security.

**Clear/Clearing** The process by which orders are accounted for and matched, and funds transferred.

**Close (C)** The time at which trading on a stock or option ends for the day. In OHLC charts, C represents the closing price of the regular trading session.

**Closing Price** Price of a stock or option at the last transaction of the regular trading session.

**Closing Transaction** A transaction in which a person who had initially bought or sold stock, futures, or options exits or closes (liquidates) the position by selling long stock, futures, or options or buying back the short stock, futures, or options.

**Combo** Often another term for synthetic stock, a combo is an options position composed of calls and puts on the same stock, same expiration, and typically the same strike price. The quantity of long options and the quantity of short options nets to zero. Buying a combo is buying synthetic stock; selling a combo is selling synthetic stock. For example, a long 60 combo is long one 60 call and short one 60 put. Sometimes, combo is used to describe options at two different strikes, in which case it would not be synthetic stock. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Commission** The one-time fee charged by a broker to a client when the client’s stock or options trade is executed through the brokerage firm.

**Condor Spread** An options position composed of either all calls or all puts (with the exception of an iron condor), with long options and short options at four different strikes. The options are all on the same stock and of the same expiration, with the quantity of long options and the quantity of short options netting to zero. Generally, the strikes are equidistant from each other, but if the strikes are not equidistant, the spread is called a pterodactyl. For example,
a long 50/55/60/65 call condor is long one 50 call, short one 55 call, short one 60 call, and long one 65 call. In a long (short) condor, the highest and lowest strikes are both long (short) while the two middle strikes are both short (long). Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Confirmation Statement**

After a stock or options transaction has taken place, the brokerage firm must issue a statement to the client containing the name of the underlying stock, the number of shares or options contracts bought or sold, and the prices at which the transactions occurred.

**Consolidated Tape**

The ticker reporting transactions of NYSE-listed stocks that take place on the NYSE or any of the other regional stock exchanges.

**Contingency Order**

When you place a stock or options order, you can choose to place contingencies on that order, meaning that the order will be filled only when a specific event has occurred. For example, a contingency order might be, “Buy 10 XYZ 80 calls at the market if XYZ stock trades above 75.”

**Contract**

The basic unit of trading for options. An option, whether it’s a put or a call, is an agreement between two parties (the buyer and the seller) to abide by the terms of the option contract as defined by an exchange.

**Contract Month**

Generally used to describe the month in which an option contract expires.

**Contract Size**

The number of shares of the underlying stock that an option contract would deliver if exercised. Contract sizes for equity options in the United States are generally 100 shares, unless the contract size has been adjusted for a split, merger, or spin-off. For example, if you are long one XYZ 50 call with a contract size of 100 and you exercise that call, you will get 100 shares of XYZ for a price of $50 per share. TD Ameritrade incorporates the contract size in the calculation of your delta and gamma.

**Conversion**

A position of long stock, short a call, and long a put (with the call and put having the same strike price, expiration date, and underlying stock). The short call and long put act very much like short stock, thus acting as a hedge to the long stock. So, a conversion has a very small delta. A conversion is a way to exploit mispricings in carrying costs.

**Correction**

A temporary reversal of direction of the overall trend of a particular stock or the market in general.

**Cost Basis**

The original price paid for a stock or option, plus any commissions or fees. It is used to determine capital gains or losses when the stock or option is sold.

**Cover**

Frequently used to describe the purchase of an option or stock to exit or close an existing short position.

**Covered Return**

An annualized projected return of a covered position where options are sold for cash at the expense of limiting maximum gain on the underlying position. Covered return = call mark – in-the-money amount / stock price x 365/366 calendar days to expiration.

**Covered Write or Covered Call or Put**

An options strategy composed of a short call option and long stock, or a short put option and short stock. For example, selling (writing) two XYZ calls while owning 200 shares of XYZ stock is a covered call position.

**Covered Writer (Seller)**

Someone who sells or “writes” an option is considered to have a “covered” position when they hold a position in the underlying stock that offsets the risk of the short option. For example, a short put option is covered by a short position in the underlying stock, and a short call option is covered by a long position in the underlying stock. This strategy can limit the upside potential of the underlying stock position, as the stock would likely be called away in the event of a substantial stock price increase.

**Credit**

An increase in the cash balance of an account resulting from either a deposit or a transaction. As it relates to options orders, a credit is how much the premium collected from selling options exceeds the premium paid for buying options.

**Credit Balance (CR)**

The money the broker owes the client after all commitments have been paid in full. The money could come after a sale of securities or simply be cash in the client’s account.

**Credit Spread**

Any options spread that collects a credit when the spread order is filled. The credit occurs when the amount of premium received for the option sold exceeds the premium paid for the option purchased.

**Crossed Market**

A situation that occurs on multiple-listed stock and options, where the highest bid price for a stock or option on one exchange is higher than the lowest ask price for that same stock or option on another exchange.

**Crossing Orders**

The practice of using one client’s order to fill a second client’s order for the same security on the opposite side of the market. For this to occur, each order must be first offered on the exchange floor; if there are no takers, the broker may cross the orders, usually at a price somewhere in between the existing bid and ask prices.

**Current Market Value (CMV)**

The current worth of the securities in an account. The market value of listed securities is based on the closing prices on the previous business day. Synonymous with long market value (LMV).

**Date of Record (Record Date)**

Date on which you must own shares of a stock to be entitled to a dividend payment.

**Day Order**

A day order is an order that is “good for the day” and is automatically canceled if it cannot be executed the day it was placed. Compare to good-till-canceled (GTC) orders.

**Day Trade**

A stock or options position that is purchased and sold on the same day.

**Day Trading**

Buying and selling the same stock or options position in one day’s trading session, thus ending the day with no position.
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**Days to Cover** The number of days required to close out all of the short positions currently sold short in the market. Days to cover is calculated by the current short interest divided by average daily share volume.

**Debit Balance (DR)** In a client’s margin account, that portion of the value of stocks that is covered by credit extended by the broker to the margin client. In other words, the amount of money a client owes the brokerage firm.

**Debit Spread** Any options spread where you pay money for the spread. The debit occurs when the amount of premium paid for the option purchased exceeds the premium received for the option sold.

**Deck** The stack of stock or options orders that are to be filled by a broker on the floor of an exchange.

**Declaration Date** The date a company announces the payment date, record date, and amount of an upcoming dividend.

**Deferred Contract** Refers to “back-month” options or futures. See Back Months.

**Delayed Opening** Exchange officials can postpone the start of trading on a stock beyond the normal opening of a day’s trading session. Reasons for the delay might include an influx of large buy or sell orders, an imbalance of buyers and sellers, or pending important corporate news that requires time to be disseminated.

**Delayed Quotes** Stock or options price quotes that are delayed by the exchanges 15 or 20 minutes from real time.

**Delivery** When referring to stock options, delivery is the process of delivering stock after an option is exercised. If a trader is long a call, and she exercises that call, the person who is short that call must deliver the underlying stock to the trader who is long the call. If a trader is long a put, and she exercises that put, the trader will deliver the underlying stock to the person who is short that put. Actually, the delivery of the stock takes place through clearing firms under specific terms and procedures established by the exchange where the option is traded. See Assignment and Exercise.

**Delta** A measure of an option’s sensitivity to changes in the price of the underlying asset when all other factors are held constant. Generated by a mathematical model, delta depends on the stock price, strike price, volatility, interest rates, dividends, and time to expiration. Delta also changes as the underlying stock fluctuates. See Gamma.

**Derivative Security** A security whose value is derived from the value and characteristics of another security, called the underlying security. Calls and puts are derivative securities on underlying stocks.

**Designated Order Turnaround (DOT)** NYSE’s automated order entry system.

**Discount Rate** The rate that the Federal Reserve Bank charges on short-term loans it makes to other banks and financial institutions.

**Discretionary Account** An account in which the client has given the registered representative authority to enter transactions at the rep’s discretion.

**Dividend** A payment made by a company to its existing shareholders. Dividends are usually cash payments made on a quarterly basis. Dividends can also be in the form of additional shares of stock or property.

**Dividend Frequency** Indicates how many times per year (e.g., quarterly, semiannually) a particular stock pays a dividend.

**Dividend Yield** The annual percentage of return received from dividend payments on stock. The yield is based on the amount of the dividend divided by the price of the stock and fluctuates with the stock price.

**Don’t Know (DK) Notice** A term used when brokers or traders compare confirmations on a transaction. If one party receives a confirmation on a trade that it does not recognize, that party would send the other party a DK notice.

**Downtick** A term used to describe a trade made at a price lower than the preceding trade.

**Downtrend** Successive downward price movements in a security over time.

**Dual/Multiple Listed** When the same stock or option is listed on two or more different exchanges. For example, IBM options are traded on the CBOE, PHLX, and AMEX.

**Early Exercise** A feature of American-style options that allows the buyer to exercise a call or put at any time prior to its expiration date.
**Equity** Equity can mean stock, as it represents ownership in a corporation. In a margin account, equity represents a client’s ownership in an account; it is the amount the trader would keep after all positions have been closed and all margin loans paid off.

**Equity Options** See Stock Options.

**European-Style Option** An option contract that can only be exercised upon its expiration date. Compare to American-style options.

**Excess Equity** The value of cash or securities held in a margin account that exceeds the federal requirement.

**Exchange** An association of persons (members) who participate in buying and selling securities. It also refers to the physical location where the buying and selling takes place.

**Exchange-Listed Securities** Securities that have met certain requirements and have been admitted for full trading privileges on an exchange such as the NYSE or NASDAQ.

**Ex-Dividend** Describes a stock whose buyer does not receive the most recently declared dividend. Dividends are payable only to shareholders recorded on the books of the company as of a specific date of record (the “record date”). If you do not hold the stock at the market open on the ex-dividend date, you will not be entitled to the dividend.

**Ex-Dividend Date** The day on and after which the buyer of a stock does not receive a particular dividend. This date is sometimes referred to simply as the “ex-date,” and can apply to other situations beyond cash dividends, such as stock splits and stock dividends. On the ex-dividend date, the opening price for the stock will have been reduced by the amount of the dividend, but may open at any price due to market forces.

**Execution** The actual completion of an order to buy or sell stock or options.

**Exercise Price (Strike Price)** The cost per share at which the holder of an option may buy or sell the underlying security.

**Expiration Cycle** The expiration cycle has to do with the dates on which options on a particular underlying security expire. A stock option, other than LEAPS, will be in one of three cycles: the January cycle (with options listed in January, April, July, or October), the February cycle (with options listed in February, May, August, or November) or the March cycle (with options listed in March, June, September, or December). At any given time, an option will have contracts with four expiration dates outstanding.

**Expiration (Expiration Date)** On the expiration date, an option and the right to exercise it cease to exist. Every options contract becomes null and void after its expiration date. For standard stock options, this date is the Saturday following the third Friday of the expiration month.

**Flat** Used to describe an account that has no open positions in stocks or options. Flat can also refer to a position with little or no delta or gamma.

**Floor** Physical location of an exchange where the buying and selling of stocks or options takes place.

**Floor Broker** A member of an exchange who executes orders on the exchange floor for clearing members or their clients.

**Floor Trader** A member of an exchange who trades only for his/her own or a proprietary account. On the CBOE, they are known as “market makers.”

**Free Credit Balance** The amount of cash in a client’s account. Broker/dealers are required to notify clients of their free credit balances at least quarterly; TD Ameritrade clients may access this information at any time.

**Full Power of Attorney** A written authorization for someone other than the beneficial owner of an account to execute trades or make deposits or withdrawals in a client account.

**Full Trading Authorization** An authorization, usually provided by a full power of attorney, which gives someone other than the client full trading privileges in an account.

**Fundamental Research** Analysis of companies based on factors such as revenues, expenses, assets, debt level, earnings, products, management, and...
various financial ratios. As it relates to the economy, fundamental research includes analysis of gross national product, interest rates, unemployment, savings, and so on.  

**Fundamentals** Factors that are used to analyze a company and its potential for success, such as earnings, revenues, cash flow, debt level, financial ratios, and so on.  

**Fungibility** Interchangeability resulting from identical characteristics or value. Options on a stock with the same expiration date, type (call or put), and strike price as standardized by the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) are fungible. Therefore, dual-listed options traded on the CBOE can be liquidated or closed on the AMEX.  

**Futures Contract** A forward contract for the future delivery of a financial instrument (e.g., Treasury bond) or physical commodities (e.g., corn), traded on a futures exchange (e.g., CBOT, CME).  

**Gamma** An approximation of the change in the delta of an option relative to a change in the price of the underlying stock when all other factors are held constant. Gamma is accurate for small changes in the price of the underlying stock, but is expressed in terms of a change in delta for a 1-point move in the stock. For example, if a call has a delta of 0.49 and a gamma of 0.03, if the stock moves down 1 point, the call delta would be 0.46 (0.49 + [0.03 x $1.00]). Generated by a mathematical model, delta depends on the stock price, strike price, volatility, interest rates, dividends, and time to expiration.  

**Good 'Til Canceled (GTC)** A type of limit order that is active until it is filled or canceled. As opposed to a day order, a GTC order can remain active for up to 90 days.  

**Greeks** Regarding options, it’s a colloquial term for analytic measurements such as delta, gamma, theta, vega, rho, and so on.  

**Handle** The whole-dollar part of the bid or offer price. For example, if the bid and offer prices for an option are 3 1/8 bid, offer 3/1/2, the handle is 3.  

**Hedge** A position in stock or options that is established to offset the risk of another position in stock or options.  

**High** The high price of a session; in OHLC charting, H is the high.  

**Historical Volatility** The annualized standard deviation of percentage changes in the price of a stock over a specific period. Compare to implied volatility.  

**Holder** Someone who has bought an option or owns a security.  

**Hypothecation** The act of pledging of securities as collateral, as might be done in a margin account.  

**Immediate or Cancel (IOC)** A type of order that must be filled immediately or be canceled. IOC orders allow partial fills, with the balance of the order canceled.  

**Implied Volatility** An estimate of the volatility of the underlying stock that is derived from the market value of an option. Implied volatility is the number that, if plugged into a theoretical pricing model along with all the other inputs, would yield a theoretical value of an option equal to the market price of the same option. Compare to historical volatility.  

**Index** A proxy for the overall stock market or segments of the stock market. An index is typically made up of a group of stocks that are selected to represent all stocks in the stock market or market segment (such as technology stocks or large-capitalization stocks). The performance of the index gives an idea of how individual stocks might be performing. The S&P 500 (Standard & Poor’s 500 Index) and Dow Jones Industrial Average are two well-known indices.  

**Index Option** An option that has a stock index as the underlying asset. The value of an index option is based on the value of the index. Typically, index options are cash-settled.  

**Initial Margin Requirement** The amount of equity a client must deposit when making a new purchase in a margin account. For retail clients, the SEC’s Regulation T requirement for equity securities currently stands at 50% of the purchase price. In addition, the FINRA and NYSE initial margin requirement is a deposit of $2,000 but not more than 100% of the purchase price. Purchases of options must be paid for in full, while the sale of naked options is subject to house requirements prescribed by TD Ameritrade. Also, the amount of money required to be in an account with a brokerage firm to carry a new position into the next trading day.
Initial Public Offering (IPO) A corporation’s first sale of stock to the public.

Institutional Investors Organizations such as mutual funds, pension funds, endowment funds, and insurance companies that typically have very large sums of money to invest.

Interest Money paid when borrowing money or money earned when lending money.

Interest Rate A percentage that is charged when borrowing money, or that is earned when lending money.

Interest Rate Risk Risk that a change in interest rates will cause a position to change in value.

Investor Someone who purchases a stock with the intent of holding it for a certain amount of time and profiting from the transaction. Compare to day trading.

Iron Butterfly Spread An options spread composed of calls and puts, with long options and short options at three different strikes. The options are all on the same stock and of the same expiration, with the quantity of long options and the quantity of short options netting to zero. The strikes are equidistant from each other.

An iron butterfly can be seen as a straddle at the middle strike and a strangle at the outer strikes. For example, a long 50/55/60 iron condor is long one 50 put, short one 55 put, short one 60 call, and long one 65 call. You initiate an iron condor for a credit—that is, you take money in. The profit potential is limited to the credit received. It is a limited-risk and limited-profit strategy.

Iron Condor Spread An options spread composed of calls and puts, with long options and short options at four different strikes. The options are all on the same stock and of the same expiration, with the quantity of long options and the quantity of short options netting to zero. The strikes are equidistant from each other.

An iron condor can be seen as a short strangle at the middle strike and a long strangle at the outer strikes. For example, a long 50/55/60/65 iron condor is long one 50 put, short one 55 put, short one 60 call, and long one 65 call. You initiate an iron condor for a credit—that is, you take money in. The profit potential is limited to the credit received. It is a limited-risk and limited-profit strategy.

Issuer An entity that offers or issues shares of stock to the public; as a noun, the stock that has been offered by the company.

J Joint Account An account that has two or more owners who possess some form of control over the account and may transact business in the account. See also joint tenants.

Joint Tenants A type of account with two owners. There are two types of joint tenant accounts: (1) Joint tenants with rights of survivorship; in the event of the death of one party, the survivor receives total ownership of the account. (2) Joint tenants in common; in the event of the death of one party, the survivor receives a fractional interest of the account. The remaining fractional interest goes to the deceased party’s estate.

Junk Bond (High-Yield Bond) A bond with a credit rating of BB or lower, carrying higher risk of default than investment-grade bonds.

L Last (Price) The price of the last transaction of a stock or option for a trading session.

Last Trading Day The last business day prior to the option’s expiration date during which options can be traded. For equity options, this is generally the third Friday of the expiration month. Note: If the third Friday of the month is an exchange holiday, the last trading day will be the Thursday immediately preceding the third Friday.

LEAPS An acronym for long-term equity anticipation securities. LEAPS are call or put options with expiration dates set as far as two years into the future. They function exactly like other, shorter-term exchange-traded options.

Leg One option of a spread position. When someone “legs” into a call vertical, for example, he might do the long call trade first and the short call trade later, hoping for a favorable price movement so the short side can be executed at a better price. Legging is a higher-risk method of establishing a spread position, and TD Ameritrade strongly suggests that if you decide to leg into a spread, you should, for margin and risk purposes, do the long trades first. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

Leverage The ability to control a larger amount of money or assets with a smaller amount of money or assets, typically done by borrowing money or using options. If prices move favorably for a leveraged position, the profits can be larger than on an unleveraged position. However, if prices move against a leveraged position, the losses can also be larger than on an unleveraged position, but not necessarily with an options position. Buying stock on margin is using leverage. A long options position is leveraged because it “controls” a large number of shares with less money than it would take to maintain a position with the same number of shares.

Limit Move Relating to futures markets, a limit move is an increase or decrease of a futures price by the maximum amount allowed by the exchange for any one trading session. Price limits are established by the exchanges and approved by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Limit moves vary depending on the futures contract.

Limit (Price) Order An order that has a limit on either price or time of execution or both. Compare to a market order that requires the order be filled at the most favorable price as soon as possible. Limit orders to buy are usually placed below the current ask price. Limit orders to sell are usually placed above the current bid price. Limit orders can be used when trading spreads. In markets with low liquidity or in fast markets, some traders use limits in an attempt to get filled by putting in a limit order to buy at or above the ask price or a limit order to sell at or below the bid price.
Limited Power of Attorney An authorization giving someone other than the beneficial owner of an account the authority to make certain investment decisions regarding transactions in the client’s account.

Limited Trading Authorization This authorization, usually provided by a limited power of attorney, grants someone other than the client trading privileges in an account. These privileges are limited to purchases and sales; withdrawals of assets is not authorized.

Liquidation A transaction or transactions that offsets or closes out a stock or options position.

Liquidity The ease with which a transaction in stock or options can take place without substantially affecting their price.

Liquidity Risk The potential that an investor might not be able to buy or sell a security when desired.

Listed Options An exchange-approved call or put traded on an options exchange with standardized terms. Listed options are fully fungible. In contrast, over-the-counter (OTC) options usually have nonstandard or negotiated terms.

Listed Stock The stock of a corporation that is traded on a securities exchange.

Loan Consent Agreement The agreement between a brokerage firm and its margin client permitting the brokerage firm to lend the margined securities to other brokers; this contract is part of the margin agreement.

Loan Value The maximum amount of money that can be borrowed in a margin account at a brokerage firm using eligible securities as collateral.

locked limit Refers to a futures market that has moved its daily maximum amount and, if the move is up, no one is willing to sell. Conversely, if the move is down, no one is willing to buy. Hence, the market is “locked” at the limit price with no trading.

Long Hedge The strategy of buying puts as protection against the decline in the value of long securities.


Lot Contract.

Low (L) The low price of a session; in OHLC charts, L is the low.

Maintenance Margin An amount of cash or margin-eligible securities that must be maintained on deposit in a client’s account to maintain a particular position. If a client’s equity in his/her account drops to, or under, the maintenance margin level, the account may be frozen or liquidated until the client deposits more money or margin-eligible securities in the account to bring the equity above the maintenance margin level.

Margin The amount of equity contributed by a client (in the form of cash or margin-eligible securities) as a percentage of the current market value of the stocks or options positions held in the client’s margin account.

Margin Account An account that allows a client to borrow money from a brokerage firm against cash and margin-eligible securities held in the client’s margin account at that brokerage firm.

Margin Agreement The document a client signs when opening a margin account with a broker/dealer; this document allows the firm to liquidate a portion or all of the client’s account if the client fails to meet margin requirements set by the firm or exchange. This document displays a client’s trading activity, positions, and account balance. The SEC requires the statement be sent quarterly; TD Ameritrade client futures statements are sent daily via email. All statements may be accessed online at any time.

Margin Balance The amount a client has borrowed, using cash or margin-eligible securities as collateral, in a margin account.

Margin Call A brokerage firm’s demand of a client for additional equity in order to bring margin deposits up to a required minimum level. If the client fails to deliver more equity in the account, the client’s positions may be liquidated.

Margin-Eligible Securities Securities, such as stocks or bonds, that can be used as collateral in a margin account. Options are not margin-eligible securities.

Margin Requirement The minimum equity required in an account to initiate or maintain a position in stock or options.

Mark Mark is the midpoint between the bid and the ask.

Mark to Market The daily updating of the value of stocks and options to reflect profits and losses in a margin account.
Markets

A quote (that is, a bid and ask price for a stock or option; e.g., the market on XYZ stock is 23.10 by 23.11), or a term for all stocks as a whole (“the market is going up” means stocks in general are rising), or a place to trade.

Market Arbitrage

The simultaneous purchase and sale of the same security in different markets to take advantage of price disparity between the two markets. For example, purchasing a call or put on the CBOE, and subsequently selling the contract at the PHLX at a higher price.

Market Capitalization

Often regarded as the total dollar value of a company. To calculate, take the share price multiplied by the number of shares outstanding.

Market Maker

A term for a broker/dealer that trades for its own account in order to facilitate trading in a security. Market makers compete with each other to provide the best bid and ask prices for stocks and options to the public.

Market on Close (MOC)

MOC orders must be placed at least 20 minutes prior to the closing time of the market or exchange. Short sell MOC orders may not execute. Orders entered between 3:40:01 p.m. and 4:00:00 p.m. ET, if accepted, will be executed on a best-efforts basis for the current session.

Market (Price) Order

An order to buy or sell stock or options that seeks immediate execution at the current market price. Compare to a limit order or stop order, which specifies requirements for price or time of execution.

Married Put

The purchase of a put option and the underlying stock on the same day. Special tax rules may apply to this position. Consult a qualified tax advisor for more information.

Max Covered Return

An annualized “covered return” if the cover always expired out of the money (meaning all of the cash was collected from the cover and another can be sold on the same position). Max covered return = call mark + out-of-the-money amount / stock price x 365 / calendar days to expiration.

Merger

The act of combining two or more corporations into one corporate entity. Options on stocks involved in mergers can be difficult to evaluate.

Minimum Price Fluctuation

The smallest possible increment of price movement for a stock or option. It is often referred to as a “tick.”

Model

Any of the various options pricing models used to value options and calculate the “greeks.” Models typically use six factors in their calculations: the underlying stock price, the strike price, the time until expiration, dividends, interest rates, and the volatility of the stock. TD Ameritrade uses the Black-Scholes model for European-style options and the binomial model for American-style options.

Multiple Listed

When the same stock or option is listed on two or more different exchanges. For example, IBM options are traded on the CBOE, PHLX, and AMEX.

Multiplier

Refers to the number, typically $100, used to calculate aggregate strike prices and premiums for options. The multiplier affects profit/loss calculations on options positions.

Naked Call or Put

Refers to a short options position that doesn’t have an offsetting stock position. For example, a client has a naked call if he sells a call without being long the quantity of stock represented by his short call or long another call spread against it. He has a naked put if he sells a put without being short the quantity of stock represented by his short put or long another put spread against it. Compare to covered call or put.

Net Change

The change in the price of a stock or option from the closing price of the previous day.

Net Position

The difference between a client’s open long and open short positions in any one stock or option.

Non-Marginable Security

A security that must be paid for in full.

Net Margin

The value of open positions in stock and options, less the margin requirements of those positions.

Open Interest

The number of outstanding options contracts in a particular class or series. Each opening transaction (as opposed to a closing transaction) has a buyer and a seller, but for the calculation of open interest, only one side of the transaction is counted.

Open Outcry

A public auction, using verbal bids and offers, for stocks or options on the floor of an exchange.

Open Position

A long or short position in stock or options.

Open (Price) Order

An order that is active until it is either executed or canceled.

Opening Price/Range

The range of the first bid and offer prices made or the prices of the first transactions.

Opening Rotation

Process by which options are systematically priced after the opening of the underlying stock.

Offer

Another name for the ask price. The price of a stock or option at which a seller is offering to sell.

One Cancels Other (OCO)

Two orders submitted simultaneously by one client, where if one order is filled, the other is canceled immediately.

Restriction Order

Use of a restriction order limits a broker’s ability to execute trades for a client.

Symbol for the Standard & Poor’s 100 cash index, a capitalization-weighted index of 100 stocks from a broad range of industries. OEX is traded only at the CBOE and settles to cash.

OEX

Symbol for the Standard & Poor’s 100 cash index, a capitalization-weighted index of 100 stocks from a broad range of industries. OEX is traded only at the CBOE and settles to cash.

Multiplier

Refers to the number, typically $100, used to calculate aggregate strike prices and premiums for options. The multiplier affects profit/loss calculations on options positions.

Naked Call or Put

Refers to a short options position that doesn’t have an offsetting stock position. For example, a client has a naked call if he sells a call without being long the quantity of stock represented by his short call or long another call spread against it. He has a naked put if he sells a put without being short the quantity of stock represented by his short put or long another put spread against it. Compare to covered call or put.

Net Change

The change in the price of a stock or option from the closing price of the previous day.

Net Position

The difference between a client’s open long and open short positions in any one stock or option.

Non-Marginable Security

A security that must be paid for in full.

Net Margin

The value of open positions in stock and options, less the margin requirements of those positions.

Open Interest

The number of outstanding options contracts in a particular class or series. Each opening transaction (as opposed to a closing transaction) has a buyer and a seller, but for the calculation of open interest, only one side of the transaction is counted.

Open Outcry

A public auction, using verbal bids and offers, for stocks or options on the floor of an exchange.

Open Position

A long or short position in stock or options.

Open (Price) Order

An order that is active until it is either executed or canceled.

Opening Price/Range

The range of the first bid and offer prices made or the prices of the first transactions.

Opening Rotation

Process by which options are systematically priced after the opening of the underlying stock.
Opening Trade/Transaction
An opening purchase transaction adds long stock or options to a position, and an opening sale transaction adds short stock or options to a position.

Option Chain
A list of all options on a particular stock.

Order Routing System
The system utilized by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) to collect, store, route, and execute orders for clients of the exchange. The order routing system automatically routes options market and limit orders to the various execution vehicles at the CBOE, including the RAES system.

Order Flow
The orders to buy and sell stock or options that brokers send to market makers.

Options Clearing Corporation (OCC)
The issuer and registered clearing facility of all options contracts traded on any U.S. exchange. It supervises the listing of options and provides risk management, clearing, and settlement services.

Parity
A term used to describe an in-the-money option when the option’s total premium is equal to its intrinsic value. Such an option moves one point for every one-point move in the underlying stock and is said to be “worth parity” or “trading for parity.”

Partial Fill
A limit order that is only partially executed because the total specified number of shares of stock or options could not be bought or sold at the limit price.

Payable Date
Date on which the dividend on a stock is actually paid to shareholders of record. Compare to ex-dividend date and record date.

PEG Ratio
“Price/earnings to growth” is a ratio used to determine a stock’s value by considering its earnings growth. It is calculated by the P/E ratio divided by the annual EPS growth. The PEG ratio is favored by some over the P/E ratio because it considers the company’s growth.

Pin Risk
The risk to a trader who is short an option where, at expiration, the underlying stock price is equal to (or “pinned to”) the short option’s strike price. If this happens, he will not know whether he will be assigned on his short option. The risk is that the trader doesn’t know if he will have no stock position, a short stock position (if he was short a call), or a long stock position (if he was short a put) on the Monday following expiration and thus be subject to an adverse price move in the stock.

Plus Tick or Uptick Rule
A term used to describe a trade made at a price higher than the preceding trade.

Point
The minimum change in the handle of a stock or option price. For stock or options in the United States, a point means $1. If the price of an option goes from $2 to $7, it has risen five points.

Position
Long or short stock or options in an account.

Position Limit
For a single trader, client, or firm, the maximum
number of allowable open options contracts on the same underlying stock. The limits are established by the exchanges.

**Position Trading** Establishing a position in stocks or options and holding it for an extended period of time. Compare to day trading.

**Premium** The price of an option.

**Price-to-Earnings Multiple (P/E Ratio)** The market price divided by the company’s earnings per share. The P/E ratio is a type of stock valuation methodology used in determining the price paid for a company’s earnings.

**Prime Rate** The lowest interest rate commercial banks charge their largest and most credit-worthy corporate clients.

**Profit/Loss (P/L) %** Calculates the percentage of money made or lost as a function of your execution price. This takes the P/L Open as the numerator and your execution price as the denominator. Note that this will only calculate the P/L of single options, not spreads.

**Profit/Loss (P/L) Day** The amount of money made or lost on a position from last night’s close to the current mark plus any intraday profit and loss. You can see the current price for any stock or option in your position on the Position Statement. You can see the original execution price for any stock or option in your position by going to the Monitor tab and left-clicking on the P/L Day dollar amount.

**Profit/Loss (P/L) Differential (Diff)** To view historical account information for a specified date range, navigate to the Account Statement subtab and enter the desired date range. The profits and losses section will display gains or losses for only that date range. This offers the user an easy way to view profit and loss for a specific time period. This value, profit and loss differential (P/L Diff), is calculated as follows: P/L Diff = P/L YTD of the end date – P/L YTD of the start date, where start date and end date refer to the border values of the time interval filter currently applied to Account Statement. In cases where the P/L YTD of the start date is N/A, the system will use P/L YTD of the end date value as the P/L Diff value.

**Profit/Loss (P/L) Open** The amount of money made or lost on your position since the inception of the trade. You can see the execution price for any stock or option in your position by going to the Monitor tab and left-clicking on the P/L Open dollar amount.

**Profit/Loss (P/L) Year-to-Date (YTD)** The amount of money made or lost in a particular underlying security in the current calendar year. It includes the P/L for all open positions and any closed positions made for a specific stock or index done in a calendar year.

**Put/Call Ratio** A ratio of the trading volume of put options to call options. It is used to gauge investor sentiment.

**Put Option** A put option gives the owner of the put the right, but not the obligation, to sell the underlying stock at the option’s strike price. Someone who short the put is obligated to take delivery of (buy) the underlying stock at the option’s strike price from the owner of the put if the owner exercises this right.

**Put/Call Ratio** The bid to buy and the offer to sell a particular stock or option at a given time. If you see a quote for an option on the screen “3 1/2 3 7/8”, it means that the bid price is $3.50 and the ask price is $3.875. This means that at the time the quote was disseminated, $3.50 was the highest price any buyer wanted to pay, and $3.875 was the lowest price any seller would take.

**Range** The high and low prices of a stock or option recorded during a specified time.

**Ratio Spread** An options position composed of either all calls or all puts, with long options and short options at two different strike prices. The options are all on the same stock and usually of the same expiration, with more options sold than purchased. A ratio spread is the purchase of an option and the sale of a greater number of the same type of options that are out-of-the-money with respect to the one(s) purchased. For example, a 50/60 call 1-by-2 ratio spread is long one 50 call and short two 60 calls. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies such as this can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Realized Gains or Losses** The profit or loss incurred in an account when a closing trade of a stock or option is made and matched with an open position in the same stock or option.

**Record Date (Date of Record)** The date on which a company in order to receive a declared dividend. Compare to ex-dividend date and payment date.

**Regulation T (Reg T)** The regulation, established by the Federal Reserve Board, governing the amount of credit that brokers and dealers may give to clients to purchase securities. It determines the initial margin requirements and defines eligible, ineligible, and exempt securities.

**Rejected Order** An order that is not executed because it is invalid or unacceptable in some way.

**Restricted Account** A margin account in which the equity is less than the Reg T initial requirement. A restricted account with TD Ameritrade will at least be restricted to closing transactions only.

**Return on Capital** The percentage of the mark compared to the buying power of an options position. Because the buying power effect is capital that is made unavailable by the trade, the return on capital could be viewed as the amount of return expected on a sale of the position for cash. Not annualized. Return on capital = mark / margin requirement.

**Return on Risk** The percentage of the mark compared to the potential loss of an options position. Because most spread types have defined risk that is equal to the buying power, this number will often be the same as return on capital. Not annualized. Return on risk = max risk.

**Reversal (Market Reversal)** When a stock’s direction of price movement stops and heads in the opposite direction.
Glossary

Reversal (Reverse Conversion) A position of short stock, long a call, and short a put (with the call and put having the same strike price, expiration date, and underlying stock). The long call and short put act very much like long stock, thus acting as a hedge to the short stock. So a reversal has a very small delta. A reversal is a strategy designed to exploit mis-pricings in carrying costs. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

Reverse Split An action taken by a corporation in which the number of outstanding shares is reduced and the price per share increases. For example, if a trader were long 100 shares of stock of a company with a price of $80, and that company instituted a one-for-four reverse split, the trader would see the position become long 25 shares of stock with a price of $320. The value of the trader’s position does not change (unless the price of the stock subsequently changes), and the proportionate ownership in the company remains the same. Compare to split.

Rho An instantaneous measurement of the price sensitivity of an option relative to a change in interest rates when all other factors are held constant. This is typically expressed in the amount of money per option, per 1% (100-basis-point) change in interest rates. Rho is dependent upon the stock price, strike price, volatility, interest rates, dividends, and time to expiration.

Roll (Verb) Adjusting or changing a position by closing out an existing options position and substituting it with an option on the same stock but with a different strike price or expiration date.

Round Lot A standard quantity of trading. For example, in U.S. equities, a round lot is 100 shares of stock.

Scalp A quick entry and exit on a position.

Scalper/Scalping Someone who enters and exits stock or options positions quickly, with small profits or losses, holding a position only for a short time during a trading session.

Secondary Market Markets in which securities are bought and sold subsequent to their being sold to the public for the first time.

Security A generic term for investment or trading vehicles. Securities can be stock, bonds, or derivative securities such as options or futures.

Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) A nonprofit corporation created by an act of Congress to protect clients of brokerage firms that are forced into bankruptcy. TD Ameritrade, Inc. is a member of the SIPC, which protects securities customers of its members up to $500,000 (including $250,000 for claims for cash). An explanatory brochure is available upon request at www.sipc.org.

TD Ameritrade also provides $149.5 million worth of protection for each client through supplemental coverage provided by London insurers. The $149.5 million of coverage includes a sub-limit of $900,000 on cash. Each client is limited to a combined return of $150 million from SIPC or London insurers. The TD Ameritrade supplemental insurance policy has an aggregate limit of $500 million for claims from all TD Ameritrade clients. This supplemental insurance provides coverage following brokerage insolvency and does not protect against loss in market value of the securities.

Segregation The holding of client-owned securities separate from securities owned by other clients and separate from securities owned by the brokerage firm.

Series All options contracts of the same class that also have the same exercise price and expiration date.
Settlement
The conclusion of a stock or options trade through the transfer of the security (from the seller) or cash (from the buyer).

Settlement Date
Date on which a transaction must be settled. Buyers pay for securities with cash and sellers deliver securities.

Settlement Price
The closing price of a stock or option used for account statements and to calculate gains and losses in an account.

Shares
A unit of ownership in a company or other financial asset.

Short
As a noun, it refers to people who have sold stock or options without owning them first. As an adjective, it refers to a position of short stock or options. Compare to long.

Short Covering
Buying back stock or options to close out a short position.

Short Hedge
The selling of options as protection against a decrease in value of a long positions security.

Short Interest
The number of shares of stock that have been sold short is known as a stock’s short interest.

Short Seller
Someone who sells stock or options without owning them first. The short seller looks to profit from buying the stock or options back later at a price lower than where she sold.

Short Squeeze
When traders who have sold a stock short start to lose profits or incur losses as the stock begins to rise, sometimes dramatically. The short sellers are forced to buy back their short stock positions in order to limit their losses.

Sizzle Index®
A measure of the current options volume versus the past five trading days’ volume. It is a ratio of the current volume of all the options for a stock and the average daily volume for all the options over the past five days. It indicates whether a stock’s options are more or less active than they have been. If the Sizzle Index is greater than 1.00, the current options volume is greater than the average of the past five days. If the Sizzle Index is less than 1.00, the current options volume is less than the average of the past five days. The call sizzle and put sizzle are calculated the same way by comparing the call or put volume and the past five-day average call or put volume.

Skew
See Volatility Skew.

Slippage
The difference between the price someone might expect to get filled at on an order and the actual, executed price of the order.

Special Memorandum Account
A line of credit in a client’s margin account; a limit on the amount of money a client can borrow against collateral in the account.

Speculator
Someone who buys or sells stocks or options hoping to profit from favorable short-term moves in their price or volatility.

Spin-Off
When a corporation divides its assets into two companies, one the original company and the other a new, independent company. Shares of stock in the new company are issued to stockholders of the original corporation.

Split
An action taken by a corporation in which the number of outstanding shares is increased and the price per share decreases. For example, if a trader were long 100 shares of stock of a company with a price of $120, and that company instituted a 3-for-1 split, the trader would see her position become long 300 shares of stock with a price of $40. The value of the trader’s position does not change (unless the price of the stock subsequently changes) and the proportionate ownership in the company remains the same. Compare to reverse split.

Spread
A position or order involving two or more different options (see leg), or the difference between the bid and offer prices of a stock or option.

Spread Order
A type of order specifying two different options contracts on the same underlying security.

SPX
Symbol for the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. It is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks from a broad range of industries. The options are cash-settled, European-style expiration, and trade only at the CBOE.

Stock
Another name for equity, stock is a security that represents ownership in a corporation.

Stock Options
Calls or puts with the right to buy or sell individual stocks.

Stop Limit (Price) Order
A type of order that turns into a limit order to buy or sell stock or options when and if a specified price is reached. Stop limit orders to buy stock or options specify prices that are above their current market prices.

Stop Orders to Sell Stock or Options
Specify prices that are below their current market prices. Stop orders to sell stock or options specify prices that are above their current market prices. A stop order will not guarantee an execution at or near the activation price. Once activated, they compete with other incoming market orders.

Straddle
An options position composed of calls and puts, with both calls and puts at the same strike. The options are on the same stock and of the same expiration, and either both long or both short with the quantity of calls equal to the quantity of puts. For example, a long 50 straddle is long one 50 call and long one 50 put. A long straddle requires a large move in the stock price, an increase in implied volatility, or both for profitability, while a short straddle performs well during a tight trading range, decreased implied volatility, or both. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

Strangle
An options position composed of calls and puts, with both out-of-the-money calls and out-of-the-money puts at two different strikes. The options are on the same stock and of the same expiration, and either both long or
both short with the quantity of calls equal to the quantity of puts. For example, a short 50/70 strangle is short one 50 put and short one 70 call. A long strangle requires a large move, an increase in implied volatility, or both for profitability, while a short strangle performs well during a tight trading range, decreased implied volatility, or both. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Street Name** Securities held in the name of a brokerage firm on behalf of a client. This is required for margin accounts and facilitates delivery for stock transactions.

**Strike Price** The predetermined price at which underlying stock is purchased (in the case of a call) or sold (in the case of a put) when an option is exercised.

**Symbols** Every corporation whose stock is traded on an exchange, and every option traded on an exchange, is given a unique identification symbol of up to five letters. Generally, these symbols abbreviate the corporation’s complete name and, in the case of options, their strike price, expiration date, and whether they are calls or puts.

**Synthetic** Creating a position that emulates another by combining at least two of calls, puts, or stock that acts very much like a position of outright stock, calls, or puts.

**Synthetic Long Call** An options position composed of long puts and long stock. The quantity of long puts equals the number of round lots of stock. For example, long five synthetic 70 calls can be created by being long five 70 puts and long 500 shares of stock.

**Synthetic Long Put** An options position composed of long calls and short stock. The quantity of long calls equals the number of round lots of stock. For example, long eight synthetic 80 puts can be created by being long eight 80 calls and short 800 shares of stock.

**Synthetic Long Stock** An options position composed of long calls and short puts on the same stock, strike price, and expiration. The quantity of long options and the quantity of short options nets to zero. For example, long 500 shares of synthetic stock can be created by being long five 70 calls and short five 70 puts. See combo. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Synthetic Short Call** An options position composed of short puts and short stock. The quantity of short puts equals the number of round lots of stock. For example, short three synthetic 60 calls can be created by being short three 60 puts and short 300 shares of stock.

**Synthetic Short Put** An options position composed of short calls and long stock. The quantity of short calls equals the number of round lots of stock. For example, short four synthetic 70 calls can be created by being short four 70 calls and long 400 shares of stock.

**Synthetic Short Stock** An options position composed of short calls and long puts on the same stock, strike price, and expiration. The quantity of long puts and the quantity of short calls nets to zero. For example, short 400 shares of synthetic stock can be created by being short four 70 calls and long four 70 puts. See combo. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies can entail substantial transaction costs, including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

**Systematic Risk** The broad macroeconomic factors that affect all companies in a stock market, also known as market risk. Theoretically, it’s the risk in a portfolio that cannot be reduced through diversification. Compare to unsystematic risk.

**Technical Analysis** Calculations that use stock price and volume data to identify previous patterns technical analysts believe will help to predict future stock movements. Some technical analysis tools include moving averages, oscillators, and trendlines; other views, like fundamental analysis, may assert very different views.

**Tender Offer** An offer from one company to buy shares of stock of another company from that other company’s existing stockholders. Those stockholders are asked to “tender” (surrender) their shares for a specific price (represented by cash, shares in another company, or both), which is usually higher than the current market price of the stock.

**Theoretical Value** An estimated price of a call or put derived from a mathematical model, such as the Black-Scholes or binomial models.
### Theta
An approximation of the decrease in the price of an option over a period of time when all other factors are held constant. Theta is generally expressed on a daily basis. For example, if a call has a price of $3.00 and a theta of 0.10, one day later, with all else unchanged, the call would have a price of $2.90 ($3.00 [0.10 x 1]). Generated by a mathematical model, theta depends on the stock price, strike price, volatility, interest rates, dividends, and time to expiration.

### Tick
The smallest possible price increment for a stock or option.

### Ticker
The telegraphic system that prints or displays last sale prices and volume of securities transactions on exchanges on a moving tape within a minute after each trade. Also known as the “tape.”

### Time and Sales
A record of the time, price, and volume of each transaction of every stock and option.

### Time Decay
Options price erosion over time. Another name for theta.

### Time Spread
Another name for calendar spread.

### Time Value
Another name for extrinsic value.

### Trading Authorization
Written permission from the owner of an account authorizing another person to enter trades on behalf of the owner. Also called power of attorney.

### Trading Halt
A temporary suspension of trading in a particular stock due to anticipation of a major news announcement or an imbalance of buy and sell orders.

### Treasury Stock
Shares of stock issued by a company but later bought back by the company. These shares may be held in the company’s treasury indefinitely, used for employee bonus plans, reissued to the public, or retired. Treasury stock is ineligible to vote or receive dividends.

### Trend
Either an uptrend or a downtrend; successive price movements in the same direction in a security over time.

### Trust
A legal relationship in which a person or entity (the trustee) acts for the benefit of someone else.

### Type
The classification of an option as either a call or a put.

### U Opens
Trader slang for when the market is unchanged.

### Uncovered Call or Put
Another term for naked call or put.

### Underlying (Stock or Security)
The stock or other security that determines the value of a derivative security and that (with the exception of cash-settled options) would be purchased or sold if an option on that underlying stock or security was exercised. Examples of underlying securities are stocks, bonds, futures, and indices.

### Unsystematic Risk
The company-specific microeconomic factors that affect an individual stock. Theoretically, it’s the risk in a portfolio that can be reduced through diversification. Compare to systematic risk.

### Uptick/Plus Tick Rule
SEC regulation governing the market price at which a short sale may be made. If a stock on a given day has already dropped by more than 10% since the previous day’s close, it must trade higher before it can be shortsed again. This rule does not apply to exchange-traded funds (ETFs).

### Uptrend
Successive upward price movements in a security over time.

### Vega
An approximation of the change in the price of an option relative to a change in the volatility of the underlying stock when all other factors are held constant. This is typically expressed for a 1% change in volatility. For example, if a call has a price of $2.00 and a vega of 0.65, if volatility rises 1%, the call would have a price of $2.65 ($2.00 + [0.65 x 1.00]). Generated by a mathematical model, vega depends on the stock price, strike price, volatility, interest rates, dividends, and time to expiration.

### Vertical
An options position composed of either all calls or all puts, with long options and short options at two different strikes. The options are all on the same stock and of the same expiration, with the quantity of long options and the quantity of short options netting to zero. A long call vertical (bull spread) is created by buying a call and selling a call with a higher strike price. A short call vertical (bear spread) is created by selling a call and buying a call with a higher strike price. A long put vertical (bear spread) is created by buying a put and selling a put with a lower strike price. A short put vertical (bull spread) is created by selling a put and buying a put with a lower strike price. For example, a short 70/80 put vertical is long one 70 put and short one 80 put. Please note that multiple-leg options strategies such as these can entail substantial transaction costs including multiple commissions, which may impact any potential return.

### Volatility
Generically, volatility is the size of the changes in the price of the underlying security. In practice, volatility is presented as either historical or implied.

### Volatility Index (VIX)
Created by the CBOE, the VIX is an index of volatility calculated from the extrinsic value of out-of-the-money SPX index options.

### Volatility Skew
Volatility skew, or just “skew,” arises when the implied volatilities of options in one month on one stock are not equal across the different strike prices. For example, there is skew in XYZ April options when the 80 strike has an implied volatility of 45%, the 90 strike has an implied volatility of 47%, and the 100 strike has an implied volatility of 50%. If the implied volatilities of options in one month on one stock are equal across the different strike prices, the skew is said to be “flat.” Volatility skew can dramatically change the risk of a position when the price of the stock begins to move.

### Volume
The total number of shares of stock or options contracts traded on a given day.

### Warrant
A security issued by a corporation that gives the holder the right to purchase securities at a specific price within a specified time limit (or sometimes with no time limit).
Warrants are sometimes like call options, but the main differences are that warrants typically have much longer lives, whereas options tend to expire relatively soon, and that warrants are issued by a company to raise money, whereas options are created by the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC).

**Write/Writer** An individual who sells an option short.
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Important Information

• The information presented in this textbook is for educational purposes only and is not a recommendation or endorsement of the suitability of any particular investment or investment strategy or course of action. Returns will vary and all investments involve risk, including loss of principal. Asset allocation and diversification do not ensure a profit nor eliminate the risk of investment losses. Your account is self-directed, and any investment decision you make is solely your responsibility.

• Options are not suitable for all investors as the special risks inherent to options trading may expose investors to potentially rapid and substantial losses. Options trading privileges subject to TD Ameritrade review and approval. Please see our website or contact TD Ameritrade at 800-669-3900 for options disclosure documents. Carefully read these documents before investing in options.

• A covered call strategy can limit the upside potential of the underlying stock position, as the stock would likely be called away in the event of substantial stock price increase. Additionally, any downside protection provided to the related stock position is limited to the premium received. (Short options can be assigned at any time up to expiration regardless of the in-the-money amount.)

• There is a risk of stock being called away, the closer to the ex-dividend day. If this happens prior to the ex-dividend date, eligibility for the dividend is lost. Income generated is at risk should the position move against the investor, if the investor later buys the call back at a higher price. The investor can also lose the stock position if assigned.

• A long call or put options position places the entire cost of the options position at risk. Should an individual long call or long put position expire worthless, the entire cost of the position would be lost.

• The risk of loss on an uncovered call options position is potentially unlimited since there is no limit to the price increase of the underlying security. The naked put strategy includes a high risk of purchasing the corresponding stock at the strike price when the market price of the stock will likely be lower. Naked options strategies involve the highest amount of risk and are only appropriate for traders with the highest risk tolerance.

• With the protective put strategy, while the long put provides some temporary protection from a decline in the price of the corresponding stock, this does involve risking the entire cost of the put position. Should the long put position expire worthless, the entire cost of the put position would be lost.

• Market volatility, volume, and system availability may delay account access and trade executions.

• In order to demonstrate the functionality of the thinkorswim® platform, actual symbols have been shown. They are for illustrative purposes only and are specifically not recommendations.

• Past performance of a security or strategy does not guarantee future results or success.

• Access to real-time market data is conditioned on acceptance of the exchange agreements.

• The risk of loss in trading options, futures, and forex can be substantial. Clients must consider all relevant risk factors, including their own personal financial situations, before trading. Trading involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. See the Options Disclosure Document: Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options. A copy accompanies this magazine if you have not previously received one. Additional copies can be obtained at tdameritrade.com or by contacting us. Trading privileges are subject to TD Ameritrade review and approval. Not all account owners will qualify. Forex accounts are not available to residents of Ohio or Arizona.

• Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk, as well as its own unique risk factors. Before considering the trading of this product, please read the Forex Risk Disclosure available at http://www.nfa.futures.org/NFA-investor-information/publication-library/forex.pdf.
A forex dealer can be compensated via commission and/or spread on forex trades.

TD Ameritrade is subsequently compensated by the forex dealer. Funds deposited into an account with a broker-dealer for investment in any currency, or which are the proceeds of a currency position, or any currency in an account with a broker-dealer, are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).

Futures trading is not suitable for all investors as the risk of loss in trading futures is substantial. Futures accounts are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).

Futures and futures options trading services provided by TD Ameritrade Futures & Forex LLC. Trading privileges subject to review and approval. Not all clients will qualify. Futures and futures options trading is speculative and is not suitable for all investors. Please read the Risk Disclosure for Futures and Options prior to trading futures products (www.tdameritrade.com/retail-en_us/resources/pdf/TDA631.pdf).

The paperMoney® trading software application is for educational purposes only. Successful virtual trading during one time period does not guarantee successful investing of actual funds during a later time period as market conditions change continuously.
How to thinkorswim®

Your first stop for trading stocks, options, futures, & forex.

A Buffet of Trading How-To and thinkorswim Prowess
Are the days of buy-and-hold investing over? Hardly. But if you’re looking for the other way to participate in the stock market—trading—that’s what *How to thinkorswim* is all about. It’s filled with tips and tricks on how to use the popular, powerful thinkorswim trading platform from TD Ameritrade.

Broken down into four colorful sections, you’ll learn about stocks, options, options spreads, how to size up a trade with charts and volatility analysis, how to place stock and options trades in the thinkorswim platform, and how to check your head when things go wrong.